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SOMETHING NEW
and ORIGINAL

in LOUD
SPEAKERS!

" VEE" _UNIT, CONE,
CHASSIS & SCREEN

ti As British as Britannia "
Advt. S. G. Brown Ltd., Western Ave. N. Acton, London, W3

. . . and you can
assemble it yourself
IN 3 MINUTES

NOTHING like it has ever been known among
loud speakers before! A handsome Honduras
mahogany screen on which you can mount the

famous Brown " Vee "Unit, Cone and Chassis and
have a novel, distinctive loud speaker in three minutes!
The Brown Screen, which stands 2 feet 7 inches hig'at
and has a beautifully carved grill, is a piece of furni-
ture which will do justice to the most distinctively -
finished room. With the Brown " Vee" Unit, Cone
and Chassis neatly mounted, you have a loud speaker
equal in appearance and performance to instruments
costing three times its price.
Ask your Wireless Dealer to let you see - and hear
--this handsome Brown innovation. You will be
charmed with its appearance so rich and dignified.
And you will marvel at its performance - so vivid
and true-to-life. Remember : the Brown" Vee" Unit
is the first Unit which cannot possibly be overloaded.
It cannot chatter. It cannot distort. It reproduces
the broadcast faithfully. And now, with the coming
of this handsome screen, which costs £2 2s., you can
make it look as good as it soutids I

COMPLETE : COST £4. 2. 0

The Vee" Unit
is designed on entirely new
principles, the product of
lengths research by the
leading loud speaker auth-
ority in the country. No
other Unit reproduces the
entire harmonic scale so
faithfully. Its direct -drive
mechanism
cannot become
unbalanced.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

The Cone Si. Chassis
TheBrown Cone is ruggedly
made from cast alumin-
ium and fitted with a 12 -in.
Chassis. Anyone can
assemble the " Vee " Unit
to the Cone and Chassis
in three minutes. All holesare drilled and thenecessary 15/-screws are
supplied. Price.
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BEFORE YOU BUY-
Remember
"Tenacious
Coating'L

A BAD Filament
WITHOUT

"TENACIOUS COATING"
This reproduction shows part of the
filament of a badly coated valve before
use, showing a serious gap in the coating.
A gap such as this starts the valve off
in its life with a poor performance.
The valve then prematurely fails.

WRITEforbooklet"OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929
edition) giving full particulars
of the full range of OSRAM
VALVES with the " TEN-
ACIOUS COATING." Also
helpful wireless information of
importance to every listener.
Sent post free.

A GOOD Filament
WITH

"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched micro-
photograph showing the coating typical of
all OSRAM VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There are no gaps,
the coating clings, so that the full benefit of
the coating is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific process
of " TENACIOUS COATING."

with the VP
"TENACIOUS COATING"

MADE IN ENGLAND. Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advt. of the General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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P. Es' R.
"R.H.7'."
in Glass,
to volts

5,000
Milliampere

hours
Guaranteed
6 months
Price 613,

Type L.H.T.,
fitted with
shrouds (as

illustrated)
Price 7 f 6

Thoroughly well
designed

The Peto & Radford R.H.T. High
Tension Accumulator was designed
by people with 4o years of accumu-
lator making experience, who know
a great deal about radio.
To give purity of reception the
R.H.T's internal resistance has
been kept low, its voltage remains
constant under all variations of dis-
charge. Terminals are hollow, so
that io-volt tappings can be made
by wander plugs. The plates are
strong and designed to hold charges
for long periods.

Charging will cost
NOTHING

Charge
yourH.T.
Batteries
off the

mains with the P. & R. Trickle
Charger. For D.C. or A.C.
Simple. Safe. NO valves. No
" hum." Constant Voltage. Per-
fect reception all the time. Uses
practically no current. Price com-
plete for D.C. 29/9, or A.C. 49/9.

Send postcard for details of this and the range
of P. & R. Batteries (L.T.8c H.T. ) to :-

PETO & RADFORD,
93, Great Portland Street, London, W.r.

(Telephone: Longhorn 1173)

,itsgow Depot:
:3 Clyde Place

London Sales and
Repair Depot:

107a Pimlico Road,
S.W.

PETO & E2ADFORD

ACCUMULATORS
The beginning and the end in

T.R. 3 Pow ER
This announcement is issued by

ME NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.
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LET THE NEW BURNDEPT

OCTOBER 19, 1929

MINSTREL
LOUD SPEAKER

GIVE YOU THE TRUTH -
THE WHOLE TRUTH AND
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
The "Minstrel" loud -speaker, which
created such a sensation at Olympia,
is of the double diaphragm type and
enables every note in the scale, high
and low, to be heard with a clarity
of tone never before obtained. No
field current supply is required, and
the Speaker will reproduce a very
large volume without the slightest
distortion. The movement is of
the balanced armature type and is
adjustable.

Floor model in Oak Cabinet - 29.0.0
Floor model in Mahogany Cabinet £9.9.0
Table model in Oak or Mahogany 24.4.0

B raid p p
40 THE NEW BURNDEPT " MINSTREL"

Double Diaphragm Loud -speaker
SEE THE BURNIEPT STAND NO, 17 AT THE MANCHESTER 11010 EXHIBITION

For full particulars and catalogue write to-

BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928) LTD.,
17 Eastnor House, Blackheath, S,E.3

o

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W.'
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to get distant stations
when the new Brookman's
Park Station is operating.

---11111.1j5Ir

r""7,,

COILS

Price
7/9

GlAilicamirrEREco
COLOURED CON-
NECTING WIRE
Price 6d, per 10ft.

Coil

Regti

LEWCOS-
the name that stands
for superiority in
Radio Coils.

With Lewcos Coils in
your receiver you can
be sure of selectivity.

Note the reduced
price of Glazite Col-
oured Connecting
Wire.

Descriptive leaflet s
will be sent on re-
quest.

./AAAAA&AAAVIAAAAAA_

THELONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton,

LONDON, E.10

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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(The NEW COSSOr

stepsahead.
THE New Cossor is new

throughout-not merely an
existing valve modified. It

has a new - and enormously
strong - filament. Its construc-
tion is infinitely more efficient.
As a result it has set a standard
of performance which is the envy
of the industry.
A high vacuum plays a big part in
valve performance. Any residue
of gas left behind during manufac-
ture will lower its efficiency. This,
in turn, means loss in volume-
poor tone-fewer stations.
in the new Cossor Valve there is
used a radical improvement in
exhaustion which ensures a
higher degree of vacuum than
ever before.
This new High Vacuum process
is but one of the many features
of the New Cossor-the valves
with a " punch." The valves
that will give you more volume
-sweeter tone-greater range.
If you have not tried them yet you are
missing one of the greatest valve develop.
Intents of recent years.

To -day under the wonderful High
Vacuum Process la new Cossor
development) the residue of gas
left behind in the bulb is reduced
to practically touneasurable pro-
portions. This as one of the many
features which make the NEW
Cossor the season's most sensa-
' ,_tional valve development.

Eight years ago Valves were corm'
partitively inefficient. The above
diagram symbolises the amount
of air left inside the bulb after

it had been sealed.

Sir years of improvement pro.
duced a valve in which a very
much smaller amount of air was
left in the bulb as shows) to

the diagram on the left.

TO -DAY/

with a
wonderful new
High Vacuum

Process
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

COD
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Broadcasting a "Dirt" Meeting-The Cenotaph Service-Dean Inge's Deb&
He Spoils It-The Science Museum Set-Nerves and Microphone Fright

Another Free Gift-Are you in-
terested in " kit " sets ? Next week we
are making another free gift" with every
issue of " A.W." which is sure to interest
you. Turn to page 58o for full details.

Broadcasting a Dirt " Meeting-
A running commentary on a "dirt track"
meeting is to be given on November 7, and
this is of particular interest in view of our
article on loud -speakers on the dirt tracks,
given in a recent issue of " A.W." The
event to be broadcast will be run off at
the Wembley Stadium, and will be given
through London and 5XX, so you won't
miss it.

The Cenotaph Service-The B.B.C. is
again relaying the service at the Cenotaph,
and the arrangements are very much the
same as last year. Ina forthcoming issue,
the technical arrangemeffts in connection
with the arrangement of the microphones
will be described. One of the difficulties
which the B.B.C. engineers have to face is
that the microphones must be hidden, and
all wires and switches must be out of sight.
As a matter of fact, the B.B.C. outdoor van
is used for the occasion, and is situated in
Richmond Mews, just off Whitehall and
near the Cenotaph.

Dean Inge's Debilt-The editor
of the Sunday Express, Mr. James
Douglas, has made some interesting
remarks upon Dean Inge's micro-
phone debfit. When the Dean
broadcast for the first time
recently, he proved to be a very
brilliant speaker, and Mr. Douglas
thinks that he was too brilliant and
too "stimulating" for the radio
audience, which can only hear and
not see. Mr. Douglas says : "I can-
not follow a long literary sentence in
the air as easily as I can follow it
on the printed page . . . he (the
Dean) should study the art of the
microphone." So there is- a micro-
phone art, after all?

He Spoils It-And then, after
making many sensible remarks
anent radio and the prcgrammes in
general, Mr. Douglas comes out

Here is the "Music Leader," the set which
forms the subject of the Free Blueprint
given with this issue. The original set on
which the "Music Leader" was based has
been developed and tested since last May,
and has travelled a total di stance of 9,000

miles during tests.

with this : "I think the B.B.C. should give
us more than two or three alternative pro-
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grammes, so that highbrows, mezzo -brows,
and low -brows could choose their own
meat." Now, isn't that what we have all
been wanting since the inception of
broadcasting !

The Science Museum Set-The
AMATEUR WI RELE ss correspondence
columns are always redolent of interest, and
a subject which has been occupying the
minds of correspondents recently is that of
reproduction given by the receiver in the
Science Museum in South Kensington,
London. It is generally agreed that this
set, Brigand's prime wireless exhibit,
should represent in some degree the very
best that can be had from radio.: And
some of our correspondents do not think
that the set is anything like perfect. So to
clear matters up an AMATEUR WIRELESS
Special Correspondent went down to the
Museum a few days ago,- and the "truth"
about the Science Museum set is given on
page 579.

Nerves and Microphone Fright-The
unfortunate Mr. Philip Drew, who has been
occupying the daily papers so much these
days, said of the inquest : "It was difficult
to give evidence at first, but I soon began
to sense what I can only call responsive

waves, just as I do in the theatre."
And yet many actors and actresses
who have been interviewed by
AMATEUR WIRELESS from time to
time have declared that there was
no such feeling, and that broadcast-
ing (with no audience) is therefore
no different from a stage per-
formance. And yet there is such a
thing as "mike -fright," and one
well-known actress fainted after
making her microphone debfit. So
perhaps there are responsive
waves !

Our Free
issue we are

Print-With this
presenting (as an-

nounced last week), a is. 6d.
blieprint entirely free. The subject
of the print, is the "Music
Leader," the best transportable for
the home which has yet been
designed.

2
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The completed test box

TO every set owner some sort of testing
equipment is indispensable for check-

ing the behaviour of the set or batteries,
or the conditions under which they are
working, otherwise guesswork as to the
cause of defective reproduction is the only
means of putting matters right.

The test box about to be described is
easy to make and easy to use. Its cost is
small and it may save the initial outlay
involved. In any case, it is false economy 
to work without instruments.

The Materials Required
First, the materials required are as

follows :-
A small quantity of wood (deal

will do) and a small quantity of
plywood.

Ebonite panel, 6in by 3% in.(Raymond).
Wates volt -amp meter.
Nine -volt grid -bias battery (Lissen).
Six sockets and three plugs (Eelex or

Belling -Lee) (shielded).
One pair of Elbetto testing prods.
Making the case is a simple matter,

which will not require much description.
The details are clearly shown in Fig. r.
The divisions are of plywood and positioned
by plywood spacing pieces, which also
serve to carry the panel. A false bottom is
fixed in the section to hold the prods so
that they can easily be got at. The lid is
hinged and secured with a small screw and
catch. It is a good idea first to make the
box in one piece and then saw right across,
thus accurately obtaining uniformity of
the base and lid.

The Panel
The preparation of the panel is also quite

simple. First drill to receive the six socket
as shown in Fig. s A 2 -in, diameter cut-
out must be made also to fit the meter,

562

A USEFUL
TEST BOX

and this can be done with a fretsaw or
keyhole saw. Mount the sockets with
colour indicators on the front, using red
to indicate positive, and fit the meter in
position. The wiring can be followed from
the diagram, which shows the back of the
panel. It is recommended that for a test
instrument each point of contact should be

soldered. Note that a soldered connection
is made at the spike of the meter. This

completes the construction, and the panel
is simply fitted into the box with a grid
battery placed for use at the back and the
prods and links in the front division as
shown in the photograph.

How to Use the Test Box
The simpler tests consist of reading

battery voltages. First, the L T. accumu-

Fig. 1. Details of case

lator. Test this while the set is working to
get a true idea of condition and preferably
 at the end of the programme when it has
been in use for an hour or so. Insert the
plug of the black prod in the negative
socket x and the plug of the red prod in
socket 2, thus using the 6 -volt reading.
Place the black prod on the accumulator
terminal and the red
prod on the accumu-
lator positive termin-
al and note the read-
ing from the meter.
Never test on this
scale above 6 volts.

To take a reading
of the H.T. voltage,
use sockets 5 and 6,
and see that negative
goes to negative and
positive to positive.
This test may also
be carried out while
the set is working.

To take a total

milliamp reading of H.T. current which
the set is using, disconnect the H.T.
negative plug from the H.T. battery
and insert it in socket 4, and in
socket 3 insert the plug of the black
prod. When the negative socket of the
H.T. battery is touched with the prod the
meter will give a milliamp reading. This
test, of course, must be made while the
set is working.

To detect overloading, use the same
panel sockets and place the meter in
series with the plate circuit of the last
valve.

Valve Testing
Valves may be tested to see if the fila-

ment is broken by taking a prod from
socket"' to one of the filament pins and
the link from socket 2 to the positive
socket of the G.B. battery. Then the other
prod is taken from, say, the 1/2 -volt
negative socket of the grid battery to the
other valve pin. In the same way any
continuity test may be made for low -
resistance windings, etc. When testing a
valve, do not use more volts than the
valve is rated at for the filament.

These examples are only a few of the
uses which will be demanded of such an
adaptable little instrument.

News has been received from the Russian
ice -breaker Sjedof, that the experimental
wireless station erected on Franz Josephs
Land in the Polar regions, is new in regular
operation. Transmissions are carried out
nightly between 8 and io p.m. on a wave-
length of 43 metres; the call signs are TS J,
TSR and TSCH.

E;eperimental transmissions on short
waves by the Eiffel Tower, Paris, are now
taking place every Tuesday and Thursday
between 9.13 and To p.m. B.S.T. Several
wavelengths are being tried out.

Diagram of Connections

2" 3V
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There are many details connected with tuning, of which the average listener is unaware.
It will be found that the information given below by W. JAMES will be a real help
!PT-1HE ordinary detector and low -fre-

quency.1. type of set is easily tuned, for
the reason that there are only two controls
-one for wavelength and the other for
volume.

Easy though it is to tune such a set, the
,beginner is apt to fail to obtain the best
results. In the first place, the volume con-
trol is not always properly used. Maybe it
cannot be used as the designer of the set
intended, or perhaps it is not adjusted
correctly even when the circuit values are
'just right.

This control in a modern set takes the
form, as a rule, of a variable condenser in,
the reaction circuit, and by adjusting it
the,. amount of the reaction is varied. A
typical circuit is given by Fig. r. Here the
reaction condenser is marked cr, the wave-
length tuning condenser is c2, the grid
condenser is c3, and the grid leak RI

When listening to the local station, con-
denser ci will probably be set at its
minimum value and c2 will, of course, be
so adjusted that the circuit is tuned to the
wavelength of the station. The only diffi-
culty here is that the local station may be
so strong that the detector is overloaded
with the result that it does not function

a

and not thought to be a defect in the set.
When tuning a more distant station the

volume control must be used, and as the

Fig. 1. A simple 2 -valve circuit

signals are weaker the control becomes of
more importance. It is then that one may
notice a defect in the volume control or
reaction circuit. boes the control steadily in-
crease the volume until
the point of oscillation
is reached? If it does,
and there is no sign of
"overlap" or "plop-
ping," the circuit is
behaving properly.

+111111111 -
68

Fig. 2. Methods of connecting grid leak to avoid poor reaction effects

,properly. In this event a point on each
'side of the correct tuning point (as regards
wavelength) will be found where the signals
are loudest and clearest. This effect is met
'with only when a strong signal is being
received, but should be recognised as such,

shown by the sudden change in quality or
the production of a whistle or howl. Over-
lap is present when the reaction control has
to be turned back past the point where
the oscillations commenced, and there is
usually a "plop" when the set is passed
into and out of oscillation.

Obtaining Greatest Volume
The maximum volume cannot be ob.

taMed when the set behavas in this man-.
ner, and, further, a user is far more likely
to disturb other listeners by oscillating
than when the control is nice and smooth.

To remedy this state of affairs the high
tension, H.T.-{-r, Fig. 1, should be ad-
justed and a different grid leak RI be tried.
If no better results are obtained, the
bottom end of the grid leak should be
taken to a potentiometer, as in Fig. 2a, or
the scheme of Fig. 2b may be tried. One
of these methods will cure reaction overlap.

Fig. 3. A typical 3-valva circuit

Quite often the reverse is true. There is
a certain amount of overlap, which perhaps
prevents fine tuning. This condition will
quickly be noticed. As the reaction' is
turned the signals increase in strength
until presently the circuit oscillates, as

The only point then remaining is whether)
the reaction is too fierce. If it is, !, few
turns should be removed from the reaction'
coil Li, Fig. /. Having now so adjusted!
the circuit that the reaction is smooth, it,
is fairly easy to bring up.,the strength of a
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distant station, for it is only necessary to
tune with the aerial condenser whilst
slowly advancing the volume control. The
set is in its most sensitive condition, and is
therefore providing its maximum magni-
fication, when it is just not oscillating.

A careful user will not allow his set
actually to oscillate, and will therefore not
hear a whistle. or howl whilst tuning, but
he will hear a gentle "breathing" or
"rushing" sound when nor. actually tuned
to a station that is transmitting. When the

Fig. 4. Diagrams showing positions of meters
of signals

station commences to broadcast, the speech
and music will be heard as loudly as is
possible with that particular set.

H.F. Tuning
A receiver having a stage of high -fre-

quency magnification as well as a detector
and a low -frequency stage, generally has
three controls at least-probably there are
four. It is therefore much more difficult to
tune a set of this type, although the
tuning should be mastered in a few
minutes.

The wavelength controls are in the
aerial and detector circuits, the tuning con-
densers being cr and C2, Fig. 3. Reaction
is controlled by c3 and there is often the
volume control RI, which is a filament
resistance connected to the high -fre-
quency valve.

When about to tune this set it is advis-
able to follow a definite procedure. First
turn the filament resistance RI full on.
Then set the two condensers CI and c2
alike, and finally set condenser c3 at its
mid position or at a point where the set is
not oscillating. A fine adjustment may
now be effected by slowly turning C2 and
c3. If a station is heard, cr may have to
be adjusted a little to bring the aerial
circuit into tune.

Resistance RI is turned when the volume
is too great or when interference is experi-
enced. The high -frequency magnification
is reduced by putting more of the resistance
into circuit and the selectivity of the set is
improved. Signal strength may be main-
tained by increasing the reaction, except-
ing, of course, when the full amount is
already being used.

When searching for a station move the

564

condenser c2 very slowly or, better still,
in steps of one degree whilst moving con-
denser cr backwards and forwards about
th=s tuning point. Fine tuning cannot be
carried out until a station is heard, and
then the reaction should be adjusted with
the resistance RI in various positions.

The best cannot be obtained from a set
of this description unless the various
operations are carried out in their correct
order, and when the set is selective the
various controls must be turned slowly, or

stations will be missed.
Owing Io the fact that

a shielded valve is used,
there is no harm in
oscillating occasionally,
although one must re-
member that unless the
high -frequency amplifier
is of good construction
the aerial circuit will
oscillate and therefore
radiate oscillations. I
find that the volume
control provided in a set
of this type is often not
used sufficiently, with

to indicate strength the result the detector
overloads and distorts.

Meter Indications
The aim when tuning should be to obtain

the desired strength with the minimum of
reaction, and the tonal quality may be
adjusted, within limits, by maintaining
the volume, but using different settings of
the reaction and volume controls.

A very good indication that the circuit
.is properly tuned is a milliammeter con-
nected in the anode circuit of the detector.
This instrument will also roughly show the
strength of the signal applied to the
detector. The circuit of Fig 4a shows a
milliammeter joined to a leaky -grid detec-
tor, whilst Fig. .4b shows an anode -bend
detector. The current flowing through the
instrument will decrease in one instance
and increase in the other when a signal is
tuned in.

Thus, in Fig. 4a the instrument may
indicate x milliampere when the set is not
tuned. When a moderate signal is tuned
in the current will fall, say, to .75 milli-
ampere, and it will fall further, say, to
.5 milliampere when a strong signal is
being received.

If this meter is watched whilst tuning,
accurate results may be obtained, as the
current decreases as the signal strength is
brought up in strength, It falls because
the grid of the valve is made more nega-
tive during reception and shows clearly
the relative strength.

The meter of Fig. 4b, which is joined to

NEXT WEEK :
W. JAMES on

METHODS OF
PROVIDING H.T.

QC TGBER 1', 1929

an anode -bend detector, normally shows
only a small current when no signal is
being received. Thus, it might show a
current of .r milliampere. When a moder-
ate signal is tuned in the current increases,
perhaps to .5 milliampere, whilst a strong
signal will further increase the current:
The instrument is therefore a guide as to
the strength of the signal being received
and is often found of great help when
tuning.

Slight changes in the tuning usually
produce noticeable variations in the indi-
cations of the instruments in both arrange-
ments. Low -reading instruments ought to
be 'used. A useful range is 0-1.5 milli-
amperes, as the effect of slight changes in
tuning may easily be followed with so
sensitive an instrument.

A very strong signal may reduce the
anode current of a leaky -grid detector
almost to zero, but it will probably be
badly distorted. The best results will be
obtained when the input is less than a
certain amount, depending upon the valve
and its high-tension, and experiments will
indicate the lowest reading that is safe.
In the case of the anode -bend detector the
quality is likely to improve as the strength
increases, until a certain point is reached,
beyond which distortion will be experi-
enced. It will be found that the quality is
best when the milliammeter shows a cur-
rent of about a certain value-less or more
than this resulting in distortion.

USING AN AEROPLANE TO
DETERMINE THE HEIGHT
OF THE HEAVISIDE LAYER

MANY experimenters from time to
time have endeavoured to obtain an

idea of the height of the Heaviside layer.
Various methods have been tried, and the
latest-that employed by Messrs. Mirick
and Hentschel, of the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory-involves the use of an aero-
plane. Radio signals from an aeroplane in
flight have been observed to show a regular
pulsation in field strength. It is thought
that this rise and fall in received signal is
due to an interference effect between the
ground and the high -angle radiation. As
the aeroplane moved to or from the record-
ing station a succession of peaks in signal
strength were observed and, knowing the
velocity of the 'plane, the distance between
the peaks of fading and the distance from
the recording station, the above -named
experts calculated the height of the
Heaviside layer. In their calculations they
assumed that reflection of the high -angle
radiation which caused the interference
effect took place from a horizontal 'plane
at the height of the layer. By this method
an effective height, varying between 6o to
8o miles in daylight, was obtained. These
values compare favourably with previous
estimates by other experimenters. D.
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THE essence of the regional
scheme is that the present

eight British main stations and
nine relays operating on the
medium band (that is, on wave-
lengths within the 200- and 550 -
metre limits) shall eventually
be replaced by five high -power
stations each radiating simul-
taneously two programmes on
different wavelengths. Since each
of the new dual stations will be
designed to have a service area
with a radius of at least a
hundred miles, it is hoped in
this way to provide every listener
in the country, no matter how
simple his receiving apparatus,
with the choice of two programmes
at all seasons of the year. The
idea is magnificent, but already
'many people are beginning to
wonder whether the scheme will
not have to undergo drastic
revision before it can become
practicable.

Wavelength Channels
So far as wavelengths-or,

rather, "channels" - are *con -

c tied, all is plain sailing-on
paper, at any rate-
lot- Great Britain has
been assigned the
necessary ten. Nine
'0f these are at present
used as individual
channels by London,
Cardiff, Manchester, Daventry 5GB, New-
castle, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Belfast, and
Leeds, whilst one forms a group -channel
for Bournemouth and the nine /3o -watt
relays. There are, however, many other
points to be considered besides this.

Anyone living thirty miles or so north-
west of London has now had some kind of
opportunity of judging what reception
conditions will be like should the regional
scheme ever come into operation with the
simultaneous broadcasting of dual pro -
'grammes .at high power. He can, at any
rate, gauge the wipe-out effect which such
stations cause at different ranges, though,
for reasons which will be shown in a
moment, this does not amount to a full
test of reception under the conditions
which may obtain in the near future. In
my own case I have 5GB some forty miles
away to the north-west and Brookmans
Park fifteen miles off to the north-east.
Imaginary lines drawn from these two
stations to my aerial would meet almost at
right angles. Using a receiving set de-
signed not so much for selectivity as for
good quality, I find that 5GB's wipe-out
extends from, roughly, 525 metres down
to 44o metres. In frequencies this means
that, so far from occupying a channel
9 kilocycles wide, 5GB at forty-five miles
covers roughly io8 kilocycles, or twelve
times the width of a' normal channel.
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the lower wipe-out of the 356 -
metre transmission.

Yet another very important
factor comes in here. Instead of
coming from directions almost at
right angles to one another, the
transmissions will reach one's
aerial from the same point. This
will probably inc r ea s e the
difficulty of separating them
when an outdoor aerial is used,
and it also means that the
directional properties of the frame
cannot be utilised.

Wipe-out Troubles
The wipe-out is, of course, very

much less when a selective
receiving set is employed, but
even so it is considerable. The
highly selective set can bring in
Brussels, 36 kilocycles away from
5GB, without any interference;
but one has to go dangerously
near the point of oscillation in
order to receive Milan, which is
27 kilocycles from 5GB, without
a background from the British
station. The wipe-out on wave-
lengths below is about the same.
But such is the strength of

Brcokmans Park at
short range that the
aerial seems to suffer
from something like
shock excitation, and
the blotting out of this
station is still vcry

great with the same receiving set. To
obtain either Hamburg or Brunn properly
a wavetrap must be used.

After making tests with my own set, I
went round to the houses of several friends
to see what their receiving apparatus
would do under similar conditions. The
majority of those that I visited use not
very up-to-date apparatus so far as the
high -frequency side is concerned. Some of
the sets were bought ready made; others
are home -constructed receivers. Most of
the latter have had improvements made
in their low -frequency intervalve and out-
put circuits since they were first built, but
the high -frequency side, having been found
to do all that was necessary up to the
present time, has not been altered. Sets of
the two types referred to are, I fancy,
typical of those used by the average man
throughout the country. The state of
affairs found when such sets were em-
ployed for reception purposes whilst Brook -
mans Park and 5GB were both working
was an eye-opener. Not a few of them
could not separate the two transmissions;
both of which I must add, in all fairness,
are very strongly received in my locality.
Of those who could obtain one station
without a background from the other, not
a single one could tune in any home or
Continental station with a wavelength

(Continued at foot of next page)

Considerable doubt continues to be expressed regarding the prac-
ticability of the Regional Scheme. Below, R. W. Hallows makes

an analysis of the position

With a similar set the wipe-out from
Brookmans Park is much greater. Katto-
witz on 408 metres is just clear of him, so
that we may take the wipe-out as extend-
ing to 403 metres. This corresponds to
99 kilocycles above. The wipe-out below
is very much worse. The first station, in
fact, that can be obtained absolutely clear
of Brookmans Park is Konigsberg on
276 metres. The wipe-out thus seems to
extend to 279 metres, which in frequencies
works out at 234 kilocycles

Though not highly selective, this set,
with its moderately efficient stage of high -
frequency amplification, is very much more
so than the two-valver consisting of
detector and one note -magnifier or the
three-valver with two note -magnifiers,
which are so widely used. it is, of course,
infinitely more selective than any crystal
set.

Nearby Wavelengths
It is proposed, one understands, that

when Brookmans Park gets under way
with dual transmissions these will take
place on the present wavelength of 356
metres and on 261 metres. Assuming that
the wipe-outs of the two transmissions are
similar, we may expect that upon 261
metres the blanketing effect above will
also extend 99 kilocycles, which brings it
up to 286 metres and causes it to overlap
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For the Newcomer to Wireless: THE VPARIODE

AM thinking of using a pentode valve
I in the next set that I build; can you
give me a simple idea of the way in
which it works ?

The pentode valve is really a develop-
nient of the screen -grid system. You
know that the screen -grid valve gives
enormous amplification at high -fre-
quency and possibly you know, too, that
it is useless for low -frequency work.

Yes, I have heard that, but I don't
think that I know the reason why.

It is quite simply that the character-
istic curve of the screen -grid valve has
not a sufficiently long straight portion
for the purpose. Actually its character-
istic is shaped rather like a capital "N"
with the lower part of the first stroke
and the upper part of the third pro-
longed.

How is the kink caused ?
As' the plate potential is raised

steadily from quite a low figure the plate
current continues to rise as one would
expect. When, however, the plate
potential is approaching that applied

to the screening grid, the velocity of the
electrons which pass through the meshes
of the latter is sufficient to drive out of
the plate further electrons by the force
of their impact.

What happens to these ?
A proportion of them makes its way

to the screening grid. The result is
that at this portion of the curve there is
a dip in the plate -volts plate -current
characteristic since the plate is losing
so many of its electrons.

What follows next?
The dip continues as the plate poten-

tial is raised until it is a few volts more
than that of the screening grid. At this
point the secondary emission, as it is
called, begins to stop and the character-
istic resumes its straight line form until
the saturation point is reached.

I think I see what you are driving at;
in order to obtain a valve with a straight
portion long enough for low -frequency
work some means has got to be found
of preventing the secondary emission
from taking place.

You are on the track. Secondary
emission cannot be entirely prevented,
but its effects can be eliminated.

How is that done ?
A third grid, connected to the middle

of the filament, is interposed between
the screening grid and the plate. Elec-
trons travelling from the filament pass
through this quite easily on account of
their enormous speed. On reaching the
plate they drive out other electrons as
before and these begin to move, at a
much lower velocity, towards the
screening grid. On their way, however,
they encounter the third grid which,
on account of the way in which it is
connected, contains a crowd of electrons.
These exercise a powerful repulsive
force on the electrons that have left the
plate and serve to drive them back
again to their proper place.

I see; then the result is that the flow
of plate current is kept up and there are
no kinks in the curve.

Exactly.

;I!

I I

" IS THE REGIONAL SCHEME
POSSIBLE ?

(Continued from preceding page)

between 356 and 479 metres without a
background of interference, more or less
pronounced from either 5GB or Brookmans
Park.

Ten High -power Stations at Once
What would be the effect if ten 3o -kilo-

watt transmissions were on the air at the
same time in this country? My own
belief is that so far from providing the
average listener with a large variety of
programmes, it would tie him down
entirely to the two provided by his local
regional station. Until recently anyone
with an efficient three -valve set could
receive on most nights at least a dozen
alternative programmes from home and
foreign stations. We can hardly look upon
it as a step forward if Continental stations
are completely blotted cut and nothing is
available but one of two programmes from
a near -by source.

And what of our receiving sets? No one
can doubt that if the scheme were pushed
through something much more selective
than the present-day receiver in general
use would be required. The public has
been assured that the regional scheme is
all foi its good, but it strikes me that it
will be a difficult matter to persuade it
that this is really so if the scheme entails,
as seems likely, if it goes through in its
present form, the scrapping of thousands
of sets and the almost complete rebuilding
of thousands of others. To take an in-

stance, many portable sets rely for their
selectivity very largely upon the direc-
tional properties of the frame; these at
short range would probably bring in not
one of the dual programmes, but both at once.

Is the Scheme Obsolete?
Like, so many things that take a con-

siderable time to work out and develop,
the regional scheme was probably obsolete
before the finishing touches were put to
the Brookmans Park station. It was
founded upon the idea that a service area
meant a region within which reception
could be assured with a crystal receiving
set. But crystal receiving sets are nowadays
rare-much rarer, I venture to say, than
the B.B.C. believes. Cheaper valves,
cheaper components, and cheaper forms of
current supply have made it possible to
build and maintain a valve set at but a
fraction of the cost which would have been
entailed only a year or tro ago. Looking
through the advertisement pages of any isaie
of AMATEUR WIRELESS Of 1926, one found
numerous offers of crystals and detectors.
During 1929 I cannot recall having seen a
single advertisement of this kind in
AMATEUR WIRELESS. A "crystal service"
is no longer required for a transmitting
station now that almost everyone has a
valve receiving set. Increase the power of
the present main stations to 4 kilowatts and
there is hardly a soul in this country who
will not have all the broadcasting service
that he could desire !

A Suicidal Policy
In broadcasting we appear at present to

be faced with something very much akin
to the race in armaments, of which so
much has been said and written. Every
country is pursuing the suicidal policy of
obtaining a place in the ether by shouting
down all the rest. We who have done so
much in the. past towards straightening out
the chaos in the ether on this side of the
Atlantic appear to have committed our-
selves to this fatal policy with' our pro-
gramme of ten 3o -kilowatt transmissions
on the medium waves, plus a 25 -kilowatt
station on the long waves. continental
nations can only follow our unfortunate
lead if they wish to save themselves from
being blotted out. That is why we find,
amongst others, Bordeaux proposing to
increase his power to 3o kw., Madrid to
20 kw., Milan to the same figure, Rome
to 5o kw., and Prague to 6o kw. If any-
thing like a general increase in power takes
place the Prague Plan immediately becomes
hopeless, and it will be impossible to find
any other scheme which will be satis-
factoi y.

The Real Solution \The only real solution is for all countries
to abandon the kilowatt race and to
impose an all-round limit of 4 or 5 kilo-
watts. America is nearly two years ahead
of us in the matter of giant stations, and
already feeling over there is running high
against the super -power transmitter. We
are suffering now from an attack of
" megawattomania." Let the authorities
realise, before it is too late, that what the
public wants is a valve -service area, and
not a surfeit area.
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VARLEY Re-
sistance Capa-
city Couplers,
as a result of
intensive r e -
search and

many experiments, have been entirely
redesigned. Complete reliability and in-
creased efficiency under all conditions
are foremost among the improvements which
have been made. Look at the curve taken by the
National Physical Laboratory. This curve shows
absolutely uniform amplification throughout the
whole range of musical frequencies-a result
unparalleled by an L.F. intervalve coupling of
any other kind.
These Resistance Capacity Couplers are housed in attractive
bakelite moulding similar to last year's model. They are
made in three types to accommodate various types of valves.

Write for Sections B and C of the Varley Catalogue.
Prices :

Type H ' 14/-. Type M ' 14/-. Type L' 13/ -

Arley
Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kingsiray, London, W.C.2. Telephone or 3303

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

!natant Wes
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2 FREE GIFTS
with the October

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
A Broadcast Identifier
AND STATION LOG, printed in

two colours, on white card.

A Full-size Blueprint
of the "ABC Two"-the components

for which cost under 55/ -

Although so simple to build and operate, the ABC
Two is powerful for its size, and under normal con-
ditions, will ensure the reception of a number of
alternative programmes on the loud -speaker.

Other Contents include:

" W.M." BROOKMAN'S THREE,
specially designed by W. James for
the new Station.

1930 MONO DIAL, designed by
J. H. Reyner.

A SIMPLE A.C. MAINS UNIT.
THE ELECTRIC FOUR, a powerful
Radio Gramophone Set, which takes
L.T. and H.T. from the mains.

124 pages, including a 12 -page
Colour Supplement 46 Features

Get Your Copy To -day

THE ABC TWO

USUAL 1
PRICE
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REG. TRADE MARK

make
your set
Better/

F -

THE POPULAR
HIGH TENSION

66 volt o/6
io8 volt 15/6

POPULAR POWER
HIGH TENSION

6o volt 13/6
64 volt 14 J6
on volt 22J-

to5 volt 24/-
120 volt 27/-

7ake one home tone ht.

A noisy
crackle \=r,

is the 2/
only way
your set
can say
'Please solder all

my joins with

FLUITE "
FLUXITE is sold in tins,

price ad., 1/4 and 2/8.
A nother use for Flux-
ite : Hardening Tools
and Case Hardening

Ask for leaflet on
improved methods.

FLUXITE LTD.,
(Dept. 32.8)

Rotherhitbe, S.E.16.

SOLDERING
SET Complete

7/6
or LAMP
only
2'6

t UX111

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

The new Universal (No. 97b) and the new Power Model
(No. 98) fitted with 91- in. and 12 in. cones respectively, will
take every unit at present on the market, including the new
Amplion BA2. They will take yours.
In each case the cradle is of aluminium, cone of the latest
Vellume type and the beautifully polished octagonal front gives
the speaker a really finished appearance. This is entirely in
keeping with the magnificent reproduction afforded.
See them at the Manchester Radio Exhibition, Stand I I6
(Gallery), or drop us a postcard for a fully descriptive leaflet.

97b. Aluminium Cradle, enamelled and polished
fitted with Vellume cone and octagonal front, 1
back leg and bracket also included
OS. Similar in respect to the above, universal
fitting, etc., with 12 in. vellume cone and octa-
gonal front, back legs and bracket included.

1-

18/6
MANCHESTER FREDK. STAND 113
EXHIBITION SQUIRE GALLERY

24, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington, N.16

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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Olympia's
Masterpiece

.... ........

' " ...

One dial Control
The 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is simplicity
itself-anyone can use it-no 'tricky" tuning
-turn only one knob to hear the programme
you want.

No coils to change
Coil changing is ended with the 1930 Cossor
Melody Maker. When you want to hear
Daventry, Paris or any other long -wave
station-merely twist a knob.

Only 10 components -
only 20 wires

In spite of its wonderful power-its ability to
bring you over thirty programmes any evening
-even while your local station is working-
the Cossor Melody Maker is amaaingly simple
- only 10 components to mount -only 20
wires to connect-that's alL

Use this Coupon NOW..
To Messrs. A. C. Cossor Ltd..
/iighbury Grove, London, N.5
Please send me free of charge a Constructor Envelope
giving full details of 1930 Cossor Melody Maker
(a) A.C. Mains Model (b) Battery Model.

Virtue soda out one you do not require)

Name

Address

A
1Y you are interested in
the A.C. Mains Model
please give voltage and
cycles of your house

supply.

A. C. Como. Ltd., Hight:nay Dove, London N.3.

-and its price is only

£815S.
Price includes the three Cossor
Valves of the latest type, the
handsome one-piece cabinet and
all the parts necessary jor its
rapid assembly.

Also for A.C. Mains operation -works
direct from the electric light mains.
Supplied complete with three of the
latest type Cossor Mains Valves, factory -
built and tested A. C. Mains Unit,
handsome one-piece cabinet and all
parts Price LEIS . 0. 0

NEVER
before has any Receiver created such

a sensation as did the 1930 Cossor Melody
Maker at the Olympia Radio Exhibition. Front
morning till night huge crowds surged round
this wonderful Receiver- eager to view its handsome
one-piece cabinet richly lacquered in two-tone blue-
eager to examine its three simple controls-one knob for
tuning-one knob for volume and one knob for wave-
lengths. And then they looked inside and saw the
amazing simplicity of its assembly-the Synchronised
Control Unit, factory -built and factory -tested - the 9
other components and the 20 connecting wires. In an
hour or so anyone-without previous Radio knowledge
-can assemble it and obtain results equal to a costly
factory -built Receiver. And the same Receiver can be
converted to all -electric operation by the simple addition
of the factory -built Cossor A.C. Power Unit and three
Cossor Mains Valves. Go and see this amazing Receiver
at your Dealer's-he'll be glad to tell you all about it or
-use the coupon.

46

(The 1930

ossor
elodyMaker"

Britain's Greatest Radio Achievement!
9)4

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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A Curious Experience
T HEARD of a very curious thing the
1 other day in connection with the Show.
A friend of mine who was busily engaged
on one of the stands observed that the
quality of reproduction suddenly appeared -
to have become slightly thinner than
before. His attntion was occupied with
other matters and he did not think about
it very much, but he was cop scions of a
feeling that the quality did- not sound
quite as pleasant as before. He dismissed
the matter from his mind, assuming that
some alteration had been made to the
B.B.C. amplifier supplying the loud-
speakers throughout the exhibition.

The sub -conscious mind, however, is a
strange thing, and in this instance refused
to be satisfied. My friend continued to be
conscious of a feeling of uneasiness until
he suddenly realised that the noise to
which he was listening was not coming
from the loud -speakers, but from the band
itself ! I think the less comment I make
about this story the better, but I can cer-
tainly vouch for its truth.

The 'Speaker Demonstrations
In my opinion, one of the most remark-

able features of the show was the way in
which almost every loud -speaker in the
exhibition reproduced the music supplied
by the B.B.C. from the common amplifier,
Quite apart from the fact that some of the
loud -speakers will never again produce
such wonderful music, owing to lack of
proper feeding, when they get into the
hands of the average owner, the incredible
thing is the manner in which they stood up
to the large input without any apparent
overloading. I certainly heard one or
two rattling rather badly, but the number
was surprisingly small, but this appears to
me to afford striking proof of the fact that
95 per cent. of the overloading encountered
with the average set occurs in the last
valve, and not in the loud -speaker.

The fact is that the average user has
neither the facilities nor the money to feed
his loud -speaker with really good quality
reproduction. There is a very large differ-
ence between the moderately good quality
which can be achieved relatively cheaply
and which is satisfactory for all normal
purposes and the really super -quality sup-
plied to the exhibition speakers. I think it is
encouraging to feel that, provided one has
a reasonably good speaker, the quality of
reproduction is limited more by what one
chooses to put into the amplifier rather
than by the loud -speaker itself.

A Dealer's Views on Portables
The other day, while speaking to the

sales manager of one of our largest radio

manufacturers, I commented on the extra-,
ordinary popularity that the portable set
was enjoying at the present moment.
While I am well aware of both the advan-
tages and the limitations of portables -it
seems to me that many people buy sets of
this type who would be better served,
except for a very small percentage of their
listening time, by a set using a separate
aerial and earth.

Radio dealers prefer to sell portables to
the exclusion of sets requiring aerials. The
whole thing turns on service. A dealer has
only to walk into a probable customer's
house, demonstrate the set, possibly sell
it, and then walk out again. There are no
installation charges. With the other type
of set a temporary aerial and earth must
be established, which, since it takes a con-
siderable time, represents a dead loss if no
sale results. Even when a set is sold the
erection of the permanent aerial, for which
only a nominal charge can be made, also
eats into the dealer's profit; so, taking
things all round, dealers push the sale of
portables as far as they can. It would
appear from this that the installation of a
set which enthusiastic amateurs light-
heartedly undertake for their friends is a
serious problem for the average radio
dealer.

Effect of a Moving -coil Speaker on
New Listeners

Incidentally, the same informant told
me that, in his opinion, a dealer whose
principal sale was portable sets was
nothing short of a "mug" if he had a
moving -coil speaker demonstrating in his
showroom. His company had lost a lot of
possible purchasers, evidently new to
radio, who were disappointed that the
reproduction from the portable models
was not up to that of the moving -coil
speaker and its expensive and bulky ampli-
fier equipment. Had there been no moving -
coil to fix a standard of reproduction they
would probably have been quite satisfied.

" Regional " Doubts
Of the many people with whom I have

chatted on wireless subjects at one time
or another of late, very few seem anything
like enthusiastic over the future of the
regional scheme. Now that we have had
a taste of Brookmans Park and a fair
experience of 5GB, people are becoming a
little doubtful whether high power is
really "all jam"-if I may put it so.
Perhaps, though, that is a rather unfor-
tunate expression, because some people
do maintain that it will be "all jam" in
the sense that huge local wipe-outs will
keep one tied down to the two programmes
of the local dual transmitter. What I

meant was that the reception of a 3o -kilo
watt transmission may not be all sweetness
and straightforwardness and plain sailing
for the man in the street, who uses simple
apparatus and wants his fair share of good
quality.

The Quality Problem
What I fmd when either Brookmans

Park or 5GB are going full blast at moderate
range is that the detector valve begins to
start all sorts of little problems of its own.
You see, comparatively huge voltage
swings arrive upon its grid, and then the
band begins to play. The grid -leak -and -
condenser rectifier is inclined to pack up
if voltage swings are at all on the large side,
and very unpleasant distortion can be
caused if it is overloaded. We turn, there-
fore, to anode -bend rectification, hoping
that here we shall find a complete solution.
But do we? My experience is that we
don't, unless we are prepared to use a
high plate voltage and a correspondingly
large negative grid bias on the detector ;
otherwise the grid swings from a giant
station may be quite sufficient to make this
kind of detector indulge in a vdriety of
funny tricks.

Another point is that with its craze for
providing the crystal service area, the
B.B.C. does not err on the side of under -
modulating its transmissions. A deeply
modulated transmission is simply fine for
the crystal man, though it may cause the
valveite, who values purity of reproduction
to tear his hair. My own experience cer-
tainly is that I obtain much better quality
from the Oxford Street transmitter than
from either Brookmans Park or 5GB.

Battery Fashions
It is curious to find how battery manu-

facturers have to cater for the different
habits on the part of the user in various
countries. I am referring principally to
the dry -cell high-tension battery, which
still shows signs of being very much alive,
though, according to the prophets, the
eliminator should have killed it stone dead
long ago. The British battery user likes to
get the very last ounce of service out of
his high-tension battery, and he not infre-
quently keeps it at work until the voltage
has dropped to half what it originally was.
He expects to find a fairly rapid fall to
about 1.25 volts per cell, and after that
he wants a discharge curve showing a nice
gentle fall to the neighbourhood of .75 volt
per cell. Often he will keep up his plate
voltage by wiring a new high-tension
battery or a portion of it in series with an
old one. In America quite a different state
of affairs prevails. The majority of bat-
teries reach the dustbin before thcir voltage
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  On Your Wavelength! (continued)   
has dropped to i volt per cell. Thus it
happens that the American maker must
provide something with a small initial
drop, followed by a gentle curve down to
about r.r volt per cell, and then a very
rapid tail -off.

Adaptable Construction
Though the general public does not

realise it, you can do all kinds of amusing
things with a dry cell if you have the
necessary chemical knowledge. If, for
example, you don't mind giving it a rather
short shelf life (shelf life means the time
that a battery will last if simply stored
away and placed under no load), you can
enormously increase the capacity; -that is,
the number of milliampere hours that it
will give under a reasonable load. Again,
you can put up the initial voltage at the
expense of capacity, and so on.

In fact, by carefully adjusting your
ingredients, you can give a dry cell almost
any kind of discharge curve that you can
think of. It is for this reason that the
high -quality battery scores so heavily.
Not a small part of the price that you pay
for it goes into research work of the utmost
value to yourself and to all other dry-
battery.users.' Cheap foreign batteries are
made by people with neither facilities to
conduct research nor the desire to do so.
They work, as a rule, simply on a " quack"
formula and are quite content with the
hit-and-miss principle.

Little Things That Matter
If you buy a battery of reputable make

you may have a comfortable feeling of
assurance that it will give you a standard
performance or that if it doesn't the
makers will meet you most fairly on your
reporting the matter to them. Buy foreign
batteries and you never know quite what
is going to happen. You may strike a
comparatively good one by a stroke of
luck, but the next one of the same make
that you buy is more than likely to give
quite a different performance. The reason
why this kind of unevenness occurs amongst
cheap batteries is to be found in the lack
of tests applied to the raw materials. One
batch of manganese dioxide may look very
like another, but laboratory tests may show
a heap of difference. There are grades of
manganese, just as there are of sal -
ammoniac and other chemicals . used in
dry -battery construction, and zinc is one
of the most difficultiof metals to deal with,
since it is always found in a very impure
state, and getting rid of the impurities is
no easy business. It is attention to all
these small points that makes 'all the
difference to battery performances.

An Historic Relay
The relay of Mr. Ramsay MacDonald's

reception on his arrival in America, though

carried out under considerable difficulties,
was wonderfully well received. A broad-
cast of this kind is one of those landmarks
which show us what a big part wireless is
playing first of all in bringing the man in
the street into direct contact with events
of world importance and, secondly, in
promoting much closer union between
nations widely separated from one another
upon the earth's surface.

A Heterodyne Question
The other day a friend who lives on the

south coast was chatting with me, and
naturally wireless formed the main topic
of our conversation. Knowing him to be
a keen long-distance man, I asked how he
found the Prague Plan working up to the
present. To my astonishment, he said
that at his station heterodynes were so
appalling that hardly a station was to be
received upon the medium band without
interference-bad enough completely to
spoil one's pleasure in listening to it.
Allowing for slight exaggeration (I think
he must have been missing his little daily
dose), I was rather flabbergasted, for my
own experience does not bear out his at
all. I mentioned Toulouse as being a
pretty useful foreign station. "Always
heterodyned by Hamburg," he said. I
pointed out that Toulouse and Hamburg
were 18 kilocycles apart and that if there
were any heterodyne it must be caused by
Manchester, which is between 'the two.
And then I referred to other stations that
I receive, pretty well, though he declared
that every one of them was completely
messed up-at any rate, before it reached
his aerial. It would be very interesting if
readers living in different parts of the
country would send in accounts of their
experiences of long-distance reception under
present conditions.

A Negative Televised Picture
I expect many people were puzzled at

one interesting portion of the published
reports dealing with the first experimental
television transmission by the Baird sys-
tem. It was stated that the first televised
face, which in this instance happened to be
Sir John Ambrose Fleming, looked most

Are you interested in

" KIT "
Set Building ?

We make a special offer on
page 580

peculiar, since all the dark portions were
light and all the light ,details black. In
other words, Sir John's white hair looked
as though it had turned black in a night,
while his face resembled that of a niggei
minstrel ! The reports further stated that
this was due to a negative picture being
received and that the matter was soon
-rectified. The puzzling feature arises as
to how this effect is brought about in
television and what steps are taken to
rectify it.

A Reversal of Signal Direction
Perhaps some readers have overlooked

the fact that if we have a receiver in which
the first low -frequency stage is resistance -
capacity coupled and the second stage
transformer coupled, then the signal on
the plate of the detector valve is in the
opposite direction to that on the plate of
the output valve at the same instant. If
both stageg are transformer coupled, how-
ever, the signal is in the same direction.
This reversal of signal direction through
each successive low -frequency stage may.
not have any effect as far as aural repro-
duction is concerned, but when lookng at
a televised picture obviously signal direc-
tion must be correct.

Again, turning to the detector stage of a
receiver, it is well known that, whereas
grid -leak rectification causes a drop in
current if a meter is joined in the plate
circuit, anode -current rectification causes
an increase. Thus, we have two possible
signal directions according to the type of
rectifier employed, and if one gives a
negative picture the other gives a positive.

How to Make the Change
On the day referred to I gather that a

pair of line transformer connections had
been reversed, and, of course, the normal
condition was secured by changing them
over as this reversed signal direction. With
the tests as now conducted a positive pic-
ture is secured with an anode -bend detector,
followed by three stages of resistance -
capacity coupling. If grid -leak detection
is substituted, then it will be necessary at
the receiving end to use two stages of
R.C. If a transformer is included on the
L.F. side, then the change to positive or
negative is effected, as mentioned previ-
ously, by changing either primary or
secondary Connections. This is a very
important point, and one which readers
will do well to bear in mind when the time
comes for commercial televisors to be
available for public use. Sevetal alterna-
tives present themselves if one should get
this negative picture, and the individual
can choose that which he prefers or is most
convenient; that is, change mode of recti-
fication, add or substract low -frequency
stages, or reverse transformer connections.

THERMION.
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The complete Music -lover's
Cramo-Radio

573 Ongalest Wire145

COMPLETING
THE MUSIC -LOVER'S

GRAMORADIO
This is the fourth and concluding article on the construction of the Gramo-
radio Receiver with Linen Speaker that attracted so much attention at Olympia.
The first three articles dealt with the, receiver and loud -speaker and the present

one deals with the genera! assembly

The overall dimensions are 23i in. by
141/2 in., and the wood used should be 0 in.
in thickness, in order that it shall be of
adequate strength. A motor board which
bends under the weight, or subsequently
warps, is an endless source of trouble.

The motor used is a Peto-Scott, but
almost any type of good motor can be used
if the constructor has one at hand, or, for

rr HIS is the last constructional stage in instance, is taking a motor out of a me-
i 1 making up the "Music -lover's Gramo- chanical gramophone which is to be dis-
radio.'! In previous issues of AMATEUR carded in favour of the " Music -lover's " set.

tti '-AtywoodBLUEPRINT
N'A.W202c
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`Method ofStall*
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Diagram giving details of motor board. Full-size

WIRELESS have been described the receiver
section and the " Music -lover's " linen -
diaphragm' loud -speaker. The receiver
section was fully described in AMATEUR
WIRELESS Nos. 381 and 382, while the
special linen speaker was described in
AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 383. This linen
speaker is equally suitable, of course, for
any receiver, but is designed chiefly for use
with this " super " gramo-radio installation,
for which it is particularly suitable.

And now we come to the motor board
unit, which is the last stage in construction.
It is assumed that most constructors of the
"Music -lover's Gramo-radio" will have
made up the receiver in the special Clarion
cabinet illustrated, but full details of the
board will be given for the benefit of those
who are also making up the cabinet them-
selves. The board is, of course, included
with the Clarion cabinet.

EA*"

Position toes?
reguktot

blueprint available, price 9d.

Et)

/4.a/an

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on
the fact that a cheap -motor is a stupid
economy. It will, perhaps, not run the
full length of a rz-in.
record without showing
a drop in speed, even
when new, it will need
rewinding after each
playing and, what is
even worse, it may cause
a momentary drop in
speed on a large record
in deep engravings.
Each loud passage on
the record will thus
cause a noticeable drop
in tone. Moreover; the
motor itself may be
noisy-a fact not so
important with an
electrical gramophone

as with a mechanical job, but nevertheless
by no means an advantage !

There is a fair amount of space in the
cabinet to accommodate a good -size motor,
and if one is going to take pride in the
finished "Music -lover's " Set, then it is well
worth while investing in a really good motor.

The blueprint gives the drilling centres
for the Peto-Scott motor used, but all good
motors are' supplied complete with a
template, and no difficulty should be
experienced in plotting new drilling centres
for a motor of a different make. All
dimensions are clearly shown on the blue-
print, a small reproduction of which is given
herewith. This blueprint is No. 202C, and
can be obtained, price 9d., post free. The
prices of all blueprints, covering each sec-
tion of the "Music -lover's" set, are given in
an accompanying panel

Pick-up Mounting
The only point which needs to be given

particular attention is the drilling of the
hole for the winder shaft. This hole has to
be drilled in the side of the cabinet to
coincide with the threaded winder pro-
jection on the motor chassis. , Careful
measurement and adjustment is needed,
because although a very small error is
permissible, owing to the fact that a small
metal plate surrounds the hole for the
handle, a genuine -mistake will necessitate
a plate being 'placed over the incorrectly -
plotted hole, and a new hole will have to be
made.

The pick-up should be mounted in
accordance with the blueprint. If a pick-up

Turntable with electric pick-up
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of a different type is used then the greatest
care must be taken to see that it is mounted
in accordance with the makers' directions.
An incorrectly -mounted pick-up will
accentuate record wear, and will not allow
the most to be obtained from electrical
reproduction.

And now for complete assembly. The
motor board bearing the motor, pick-up,
and needle bowls, is placed in the top of the
cabinet and firmly screwed down. A trial
should be made to see that the motor runs
evenly and winds freely. The speed, too,
should be checked over, either with a proper
tester as sold by most gramophone dealers,
or by the rough-and-ready method of
making a mark on the edge of the turntable
and counting the nun;tber of revolutions a
minute.

Loud-speaAer Fixing
The loud -speaker fixing deserves special

mention. A light wooden frame should be
made' up from y, in. by i in. wood, and
over this a cushion cover of some fancy
design should be tightly stretched. The
cover should not be of too thick material, or
it will have, at least, some effect on the
sound output of the linen speaker. This
frame complete with the artistic front is
slipped in place in the cabinet, and secured
with screws.

A narrow batten is then screwed to the
base of the loud -speaker compartment,
a little distance away from the frame
carrying the artistic front. Two wooden
clamps are made from four small pieces of
wood, and attached to the top of the front
frame, as shown by the inset thawing in the
blueprint. They should not be screwed

Under side of motor
board, showing pick-up leads and motor

tightly to the fancy front, but should be
left so that they can turn to allow the loud-
speaker to be put in place.

The loud -speaker should now be placed
against.the front frame, so that the bottom
edge of the loud -speaker is secured by the
narrow batten. The top two clamps can
now be turned to secure the speaker front
frame, and screwed down fairly tightly.

The set can next be slipped into its
compartment in the cabinet, the batteries
can be placed at the bottom, at the back
of the loud -speaker (or an eliminator can be
used if desired; there is ample room), and all
connections can be made. The pick-up is

wired direct to the two terminals on the
set, and the battery connections are made
by means of the flexes, which for ease of

Components for the "Music -lover's
Gramo-radio " .Receiver

Ebonite panel, 21 in. by 7 in., and two strips, one 7 in.
by z in., and one 3 in. by z in. (Becol, Raymond).

Two .000s-mfd. variable condensers (Cyldon, " Juni-
log," Lotus, Lissent Ormond).

.000i-mfd. reaction condenser (Peto-Scott, Bulgin,
Polar, Dubilier, Lissen).

1-megohm volume control (Igranic, " Megostat,"
Gambrell).

Two slow-motion dials (Bowyer -Lowe, Linen, Brownie,
Lotus, Burndept).

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin, Raymond).
Double -pole double -throw switch (Utility, Lotus,

Linen).
Four valve holders (W.B., Lotus, Wearite, Benjamin,

Igranic).
Dual -wave aerial coil (Lewcos, D.B.A.).
Dual -wave screened -grid transformer (Lewcos, D.B.G.)
Ganging switch for coils (Lewcos).
Screen (Pares, Ready Radio).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier; T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
.000i-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
.00s-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
i-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.).
Two z-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.).
Pre-set aerial condenser (Formodenser type J, Igranic).
Grid leak holder (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier).
3-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Linen, Ediswan,

Graham-Farish).
H.F. choke (Lewcos, Lissen, Tunewell, Ready -Radio).
s5o,000-ohm anode resistance with holder (Ready -

Radio, Ferranti, Lissen).
so,000-ohm anode resistance with holder (Ready -

Radio, Linen, Ferranti).
L.F. transformer, ratio 4 to (Marconiphone " Ideal,"

Ferranti, Lissen, Varley, Igranic).
L.F. choke (R.I., Ferranti, Igranic, Varley).
Variable resistance 25o ohms to 4 megohms (Regenstat,

Clarostat, Volustat).
Six terminals marked, Aerial, Earth, Pick-up (z), L.S.

(2), (Belling -Lee,, Eastick).
Baseboard, z1 in, by to in. (Clarion, Raymond).
Seven yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Six wander plugs, marked, H.T.-, 'H.T.±, G.B.+,,

G.B.-r, G.B.-3 (Belling -Lee, Eastick).
Spade terminals (Clix).
Connecting wire (Glazite).

wiring should have name tags attached
At this point it is opportune to make a

brief resume of the object attained by the
"Music lover's Gramo-
radio," so that those
who have missed the
previous instalments
can satisfy themselves
on any little points
that might have arisen,
and which /might have
made them hesitate
before - plunging " into
the construction of a
big set.

Blueprints for the " Music -lover's
Gramo-radio

For the complete Gramo-Radio
instrument, three blueprints have
been prepared : blueprint for four -
valve set (A.W.2o2a), is. 6d.; blue-
print for linen -diaphragm loud -speaker
(A.W.2o2b), Is.; blueprint for motor
board (A.W.2o2c), gd. Total, 3s. 3d.

Provided all three are ordered at one
time they will be sold at an inclusive
price of 2s. 6d.

The receiver portion of the "Music -
lover's" instrument is a good -quality four-
valver, having one H.F. stage, efficient
change -over arrangements for "radio" or
"gramophone," an R.C. stage and a
transformer stage. The tuning arrange-
ments are such as result in a very high
degree of selectivity, which is a most
important point in view of the Regional
scheme. Coupled to this receiver, all in the
one handsome cabinet, is a specially -
designed linen -diaphragm loud -speaker, and
a complete electric pick-up and gramophone
drive.

With the complete zramo-radio instru-
ment, at the touch of a switch one can
have either radio or gramophone reproduc-

.tion at its best.
The instructions so far given should

enable the average man to have the whole
gramo-radio outfit in working order, but
for the benefit of those who do not take a
deep interest in technicalities, a few notes
on operating will be given in next week's
issue.

SELENIUM CELLS
ONE type of selenium cell consists of

two strips of nickel spaced about two
centimetres apart and cemented on to a
ground -glass surface. The selenium is
smeared into the space between the two.
The current passes from one nickel strip
to the other over a path about 2 cm. long
and 4 cm. wide. Such a cell will have a
normal resistance in the dark of over Too
megohms. On exposure to light the resist-
ance drops to anything between one -fifth
and one -tenth of this value.

If, instead of the amorphous variety,
a strip of crystalline selenium about one
millimetre long and two centimetres wide
is used, the normal " dark" resistance is
reduced to the neighbourhood of to,000
ohms B. A. R.

SHOCKS FROM THE MAINS
BROADLY speaking, the highest voltage

used for domestic lighting and heating
installations in this country is in the neigh-
bourhood of 225 volts. In some circum-
stances (for instance, if the live wire is
touched with moist hands by a person
making a direct earth with the other hand)
this voltage is quite sufficient to give a
very painful and even fatal shock. If
touched with dry fingers when the only
" earth' is through dry leather boots the
shock is usually only slight, though even
here the "reaction" will vary considerably
according to the " tolerance" or experi-
ence of the individual concerned. Other
things being equal, the shock given by
alternating current is generally more severe
than that from direct current. M. L.
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ADJUS
4 -POLE
LOUD SPEAKER

UNIT

veto ,,,,

Specified for use in the " Music Leader"
receiver as described in this issue.

FIP
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Punch- Purity- Power
DROVED superior in every test
1 impressed upon it, the Ormond
4 -pole adjustable loud speaker unit
is a triumph of ratio efficiency-
especially the efficiency of Ormond
Radio.

Only the finest materials and the
best British workmanship are put
into this Ormond Component. The
result is a perfection of working
hitherto unknown in a Loud Speaker
Unit of such low price.

Your dealer will supply you to -day
with the Ormond 4 -pole Adjustable
Loud Speaker Unit - none other
offers such supreme advantages.
Cat. No. R/450. In attractive

Walnut finish.

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.C.1

Telephone: Cierkenwell 5334-5-6 Telegrams: "Ormondengi Smith."

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or 219 post free from Cassell
and Company Limited, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4

The Shielded Four -electrode Valve
THEORY AND PRACTICE
By Captain H. J. Round, M.C.
Capt. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world
on radio science and practice, and his book is a complete
guide to the principles under which this latest and most re-
markable valve should be operated.

Loud-speaker.Crystal Sets
How to Make and Manage Them
Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal sets; making an attachment for simple con-
nection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal sets
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system.

Wireless -controlled Mechanism
For Amateurs. By Raymond Phillips
This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and
using of short-range wireless control apparatus, and it has
been written so simply that it can be understood by any
enthusiast possessing an elementary knowledge of wireless.

The Practical " Super -het" Book
Explains what the Super -het is, what it does, how it works, and
how to build up a number of super -het sets made of tested,
British -made components.

The Short-wave Handbook
By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)
Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used
in short-wave work, shows how to, make it and how to use it,
and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

The Practical Wireless Data Book
The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor
and the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up
different circuits and experimenting for progress, will find this
Data Book extremely helpful.

The Wireless Man's Workshop
By R. W. Hallows, M.A.
Written by a practical home constructor, this book-con-
taining much useful wireless information-enlightens readers
on the selection and right methods of using the tools and
materials used in constructing wireless sets.

The Book of the Neutrodyne.
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
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WEA
COMPOIVEA/TS

IMPROVED TYPE IRON
CORED H.F. CHOKE

CENTRE TAPPED
Inductance 300,000 microhenrics. Resistance 200 ohms.
Self -capacity 3.5 M.M.F. Effective Range 10-2,000 metres.

price 6/6
TALISMAN COIL-PATENT APPLIED FOR

The wonderful efficiency of the Talisman Circuits is due to
the special Dual Range Coil Designed by Mr. Chapman
and IF made exactly to specification. Price 7'6

Sole Manufacturers under licence.
.1. H. REYNER'S NEW IMPROVED Q COILS,
(Patent No. 304891) Q.A.T., Q.S.G., Q.S.P., 15/- each
KNIFE EDGE 3 WAVETR&P COIL 3/6 each

2 x 3 FORMER 91d. each
A.C. VALVE HOLDER, 5 PIN, 1/3 each

11\

Vertical type for A.C., S.G. Valves 1/9 each
WRITE FOR FREE LISTS

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
740 High Rd., Tottenham, N.17

Telephones: Tottenham 3847/8

Manchester Radio Exhibition
STAND NO. 62

WHY p
be disappointed

You can have your new set or loud-
speaker, the one you so wanted at
Olympia, AT ONCE, on our easy
terms system. Details by return
of post.

FREE I
to callers-by post 6° II

Our stupendous catalogue, show-
ing all the latest and up-to-date
sets, components, loud -speakers,
etc. No enquiries too small.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW "BROWNIE" 3 -VALVE SET ?

Including: Loud -speaker, Valves,
Batteries and Licence, £12 Os. Od.

CONTENTS: Why Neutralising is necessary; Systems of Neutralising; Difficulties En-
countered in Neutralised Circuits; How to obtain Good Selectivity Without Loss of
quality; Design of High -Frequency Transformers; Lay -out in Neutralised Receivers;

Some Suitable Circuits.
Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1/9

St111/4

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention

SERVICE OUR KEYNOTE

1:1

"A.W." to Advertisers
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This long -life Battery
will better your reception

66 VOLTS

719

Y DLIBitiElo MANUFArT
n CONDE LIRE°

SE! r ENcsi

Fitted with the long -life Dubilier
Battery, your Set will give better
quality performance over a longer
period. Get one to -day at your
dealer's-it costs less than other

makes.

SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)
9 volts .. 1/6 63 volts .. 7/6

66 volts (with G.B. Tappings) 7/11
99 volts .. 11/9 108 volts .. 12/9

SUPREME (Treble Capacity)
60 volts .. 13/6 63 volts .. 14/3

100 volts ..

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton, London, W.3.

ernatearWiretesi

BRITISH MADE

Ask your dealer
for a copy of the
Dubilier Booklet-
,' A Bit about

Battery "

V)

0
z

I

EXETER. CLLR Y3 BRISTOL, CU RRNS LEICESTER,  GUAR -VS S LLT H AM PTO N

Wilatvaittskr Rai°
SPEAKS FOR ITSEJ-F

WESTMINSTER
COMPONENTS
British Made. Thousands in use.

HIGH TENSION BATTERIES 6o volt 5/it, Too volt 941
DUAL COIL 8/6. H.F. CHOKE 4/6. CONE SPEAKER

29/6. ACCUMULATOR 2 volt 4o amp. 8/6.

'ate'.

WESTMINSTER MODELS

From £6 : 19 : 6
A Child can operate

ALWAYS IN STOCK(
Ever Ready, Lissen

Batteries.
Marconi, Ormond,

Langham Portables.
Celestion, Amplion,
Marconi Speakers.

Ormond, Polar, Watmel
Condensers.

Cossor Valves,

A BETTER SET AT A LOWER PRICE
Latest Design Three Valve Table Model

ENTIRELY SELF CONTAINED
Highly Polished Figured Oak Cabinet. Enclosing Batteries and
improved type Cone Speaker. Super Volume, Superb Tone.

COMPLETE WITH
ALL ACCESSORIES

£1.117:6
or from 2t/9 deposit,

FreeInstallation and
After -Sale Service
from any of our 200

Branches.

Currys Ltd R._ADIO HOUSE
200 BRANCHES THROUGHOUT ENGLAND MAIL ORDER DEP.?:
Send Post Card for Catalogue No. 39. 24--2S goszvelt Rd. LONDON .E.c.l.

Gl

0

rn

PORTSMOUTH  CURRYS MANCH ESTER-  CURTLYS SWINDON  CU P-R,YS BOURNE MOUTH 

You will Help Yourself and Help Us. by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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The Benjamn
Vthrolder

waslast seasoins most
successfulaccessory,

the self-aligninfeature
ensuring
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typepositivegof English

4
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-pin valvess
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Seen the new Switch?
Some people say "Turn off the wireless"-
and that's just what you do with this rotary
switch. It's an attractive alternative to the
usual pull and push type. All insulated, with
indicating " On" or " Off " dial, pointer knob,
terminals, and double contact. Suitable for
use with panels up to frinch thickness. /9
Quick make and break action . . .

BE 1.171 1.61/41..kil I N
RADIO PRODUCTS

5 -PIN

VALVEHOLDER

Designed for use with the new
5 -pin valve with centre leg. The
Benjamin anti-microphonic feature
is incorporated, and also patented
contact, which ensures perfect
contact when using either solid or
split pin valves.

1'9

BRANTWOOD WORKS,
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 17

Please Mention "A W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
By ,KENNETH ULLYETT
THE AMATEUR

WIRELESS cor-
respondence columns
have been very
active recently about
the receiver installed
at the South
Kensington Science
Museum in London.
Most of us are agreed
that this set should
represent radio at its
best. But some of
the letters from cor-
respondents seem to
indicate that the set
is not at its best at
present. Some,
indeed, have been
rude enough to hint
that the set was
designed three years
ago and that lots of things have happened
in the wireless world since then!

The Lions' Den
So, when the phone rang recently and

a Science Museum official asked me on
behalf of AMATEUR WIRELESS to come and
learn the truth about the Science Museum
set, I felt that it was rather like entering
the lions' den.

Anyway, I plucked up my courage and
went to South Kensington, there to experi-
ence the first shock. One usually imagines
museums to be rather dead things, and
when I found at South Kensington a most
charming official in charge of a well-
cquipped radio "lab.," complete with a
full gamut of testing apparatus, a "squeak,"
and so on, I was rather surprised. On
mentioning my surprise (tactfully, of
course) I was told that radio is quite a
live thing at South Kensington and a
deal of experimenting is always taking
place.

Without beating about the bush, the
offiCial told me that in his opinion some
of the AMATEUR WIRELESS contributors to
the correspondence columns have been
rather misinformed; secondly, that there
are many vague and incorrect rumours
about the Museum installation; thirdly,
that he himself has been personally respon-
sible for most of the radio installation and
any, unfair criticism cuts him to the quick !

Not The King's Set
Regarding the set first of all, there is a

rumour abroad that it was designed by
Captain Eckersley for the use of H.M. the
King. Well, this is all wrong. What
really happened is that the Museum
official approached the B.B.C. when a
demonstration was needed, and together
the B.B.0 and Museum engineers worked

nutteur WireteD

SCIENCE MUSEUM SET

The exponential horn with the Western Electric drive at the South Kensington Science Museum
out an ideal circuit for the job. Part of
the set, too, was made by the B.B.C. and
part by the Museum engineers.

The circuit is shown herewith. There is
nothing "secret" about it, as has been
hinted, and a blueprint was prepared by
the Museum authorities and thousands
sold. The set is a five-valver. It is not
claimed that it is an ideal set for the
average man, but it does give absolutely
distortionless (or perhaps I should say
"rectilinear") reproduction. It is entirely
reliable and is switched on by one knob.
It has to be worked by the ordinary non-
technical Museum warders, and so sim-
plicity is vitally necessary.

GNHf

Kirkifier detector, a
choke -coupled L.F.
stage, followed by
a resistance -coupled
and a further choke
-coupled L.F. stage.
Interesting points
are a volume control
preceding the first
L.F. stage, a grid -
current meter in the
grid circuit of the
last stage, and a
milliammeter show-
ing the total anode
current. By watch-
ing the milliammeter
in conjunction with
the grid -current
meter it is possible
to see any distor-
tion.

H.T. is derived from motor generator
and approximately goo volts is applied to
the last stage. " What is this last stage ? "
will be asked by those correspondents who
have disputed the point.

One Output Valve Only
Formally three LS5A's were used in

parallel, but these have been replaced by
one LS6A, which does the job as well. 0 t
course, this receiver might be "condensed"
a little and perhaps one stage cut out,
if the whole thing were modernised, but the
cost might be as much as 'zoo. It would
not be worth it, for a straight-line output
is given by the present set, and you cannot
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The circuit of the Museum five valve set

If you care to glance at the circuit you
will see that it has loose -coupled tuning
(quite selective enough for the regional
scheme), an aperiodic H.F. stage, a three -
electrode valve acting as a two -electrode
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OUTPUT-0

very well make a straight line straighter !
And now for the loud -speakers which

have been so much discussed. First of all,
there is the giant logarithmic horn, hung

(Continued on page 607)
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RADIO AND G.M.T.
Jottings from my Log. By Jay Coote

ALTHOUGH perhaps many of us
reluctantly put back our clocks one

hour to coincide with G.M.T., the change
over offers many compensations to most
listeners to foreign programmes, for it
gives us, as one advantage, an undisturbed
period after the British stations have
closed down.

From the time I adjusted the clocks in
my own home, nightly I have searched

transmitter, can be picked up at great
volume on most evenings, and is so sharply
tuned that there is no difficulty whatever
in separating it from either Vienna or
Munich. You will experience no difficulty
in identifying this studio, for it possesses
a lady announcer who, at the end of every
item, clearly gives out the call: "Hallo,
Riga !"

Kovno also, which I had lost for some
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an enigma, for, although said to be trans-
mitting on 1,481 metres, its wavelength
appears to be very variable, inasmuch as
on some evenings I find the station above
Eiffel Tower and on others below; on some
occasions, too, they heterodyne each other
badly. Also, between Kalundborg. and
Motala, you should -hear a- very powerful
Russian transmission, which at first I took
for Moscow, but which later-inasmuch as

Another
Gift Issue!

Following on the
exceptionally fine
Blueprint pre-
sented with this
issue (of a set

6 6

9 9
which in itself is
a new departure
of great interest),
we are giving free
with every copy
of next week's issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS a booklet of
quite a new kind.

Everybody knows that groups of manufacturers have
introduced what are called " Kit" sets, comprising in
many cases a set of parts 'complete to the smallest detail,
the design and method of assembling being so simple
that the mere listener-as distinct from the wireless
amateur-can put the set together with every likelihood
of complete success. During the last two months we have
made it our special business to examine in great detail

THE MANY " KIT " SETS
now on the market, and one of the first tasks entrusted
to our new test -room and laboratory in Fetter Lane, E.C.,
has been the assembling qnd testing of such sets. Conse-
quently, we have acquired much information which it is
difficult and almost impossible for .an individual to gain
for himself. Of this information we have made an

A New & Original Booklet FREE next week !

WIRELESS
SE

Another New
Departure!

absolutely new
booklet, in which
our Technical
Staff -in particular
Mr. Alan Hunter
-have been at
great pains to
present a bird's-
eye view of the
chief kit sets on

the market, and in this way to afford readers means of
making a choice.

Next week's free booklet will show how various kit
sets are assembled and operated, and will give readers an
idea of the results to be expected. The booklet will have
great practical value. It will contain a very fine series of
illustrations which have been prepared in our own test -
rooms, and each of the sets will be amply described and
illustrated. This booklet, then, is
STILL ANOTHER NEW DEPARTURE
and an evep wider public than that which ordinarily
reads AMATEUR WIRELESS Will be deeply interested in it.
For that reason we particularly invite every reader to tell
at least one friendly listener of our next week's enterprise.
Let everybody place his order immediately-the only way
of ensuring a copy. We shall most certainly go " out of
print " on the day of publication.

" Order your Copy NOW," says the Editor

..ystematically different sections of the
broadcast band, and it is surprising, since
the advent of shorter days and more
favourable atmospheric conditions, how
long -lost transmissions have forced their
way through the mush which had blotted
them out during the summer months.

Now, in fact, is the time to recast the
log of all wavelengths captured, and if this
is done, as I suggest, by working carefully
over small portions of the wave band at
one sitting, a great number of stations will
be found which may not have been picked
up previously.

The task has been facilitated by the fact
that in some cases since last winter a
number of transmitters have been endowed
with more energy. Such, for instance, is
the case of Riga, which now a 3 -kilowatt

time, has reappeared on my horizon, and
on most evenings offers a programme which
you will find well worth while to tune in.

Just above Radio Paris and not far
short of Huizen-namely, on 1,796 metres
-you should search for Lahti. During the
past few nights I have been able to realise
that it is a 4o -kilowatt station, for its
programmes have been available on my
loud -speaker. Searching over the long
band, I have also encountered various
Russian transmissions which have greatly
puzzled me. Leningrad, for instance, on
Lox) metres is an easy capture, and on
many occasions would prove a useful addi-
tion to the day's wireless fare were it not
for the fact that it is being constantly
interrupted by those wailing fog beacons.
Moscow, on the other hand, is something of

the latter was transmitting at the same
time-proved to be Kharkov on 1,304
metres. It possesses the same peculiarity
as that of the big, Komintern station, as it
drawls out its news items to a very late
hour.

Finally, on the long waves well below
Leningrad pause for a while with a view
to obtaining the signals of what appears
to be the new Mcscow P.T.T. experi-
mental station on 825 metres.

Apart from some interference from
morse on Hilversum, Kalundborg, and
Kovno, and the Air Ministry's spasmodic
interference on Motala, most of the long -
wave stations can be clearly received; in
fact, almost nightly I am able to pick up
fifteen transmissions in that band, and all
at loud -speaker strength.
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SECOND only to Olympia is the Man-
chester Radio Exhibition. Many wire-

less enthusiasts who were unable to visit
Olympia are now able to make themselves
acquainted with the latest radio develop-
ments as seen at the Manchester Show.

The exhibition opened at the City Hall,
Deansgate, Manchester, on October 16,
and will continue until Saturday, Octo-
ber 26. It is organised by the Manchester
Evening Chronicle, the Radio Manufac-
turers' Association and Provincial Exhibi-
tions, Ltd. Most of the leading
manufacturers who exhibited at Olympia
also have stands at the Manchester Exhibi-
tion. The show is open daily from rr a.m.

G.E.C. Plaque Speaker

until ro p m. An interesting feature is a
number of competitions organised by the
Manchester Evening Chronicle, which is
providing prizes to the value of E250.

Space forbids a lengthy description of
individual exhibits, but the following
is a brief review.

Prominent Features
A prominent feature on the Watmel

stand is a display of Watmel four -pole
balanced armature loud -speaker units. A
range of two, three, and baby grand
receivers and a super -radio -gramophone is
also of interest.
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THE MANCHESTER
RADIO EXHIBITION

City Hall, Deansgate, Wednesday, October 16,
to Saturday, October 26

On the stand of the London
Radio Manufacturing Co. will be
found Orphean and standard cone
and cabinet loud -speakers. A cone
unit selling at 15s. will be of
special interest.

Belling & Lee, Ltd., are, of course,
showing the full range of Belling -
Lee terminals and connectors. The
Belling -Lee safety plug and socket
is a new line which will be of in-
terest to all set users.

Stand No 12 is the AMATEUR
W IRELEss stand. Don't miss it on any ac-
count. Current issues of AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS and Wireless Magazine and helpful
text books.

Lissen, Ltd. are exhibiting a complete
range of two -volt valves, which have just
been placed on the market. The range of
Lissen parts for the home constructor
needs no introduction. The remainder of
the Lissen exhibits will be occupied by
D.C. eliminators, receivers, and radio -
gramophones.

The British Ebonite Co., Ltd., is show-
ing moulded ebonite parts for all purposes
and a number of panels in various finishes

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT
THE "A.W." STAND No. 12

The " A.C. Screened Seven" is a star
receiver on the stand of Burndept Wireless,
Ltd., while the "Burndept Portable"
receiver, which has earned such a good
name for itself, is also on show. Burndept
are also exhibiting a number of receivers
of the two- and three -valve variety which
are very modest in price.

Batteries, of course, form the basis of
the display on the stand of the Ever
Ready Co (Great Britain), Ltd , H.T.
batteries, particularly of the power and
:Alper -power capacity type, will be of
particular interest to amateurs

Gecophone Transformer

Philips is a name which has become well
known in connection with a number of
simple and efficient A.C.-operated sets.
These will be seen on the stand of Philips
Lamps, Ltd., together with a display of
Philips cone and moving -coil loud -speakers.

Climax Radio Electric, Ltd., are showing
the popular Auto -Bat mains units, to.
gether with a number of Climax loud-
speakers, both in the popular plaque and
cabinet forms.

M.P.A. Wireless. Ltd., formerly well
known for a number of excellent portable

Exide DHG Accumulator

sets, have added to their laurels with a
number of well -tried mains components
-and complete battery eliminators, all of
which are shown.

Formo condensers are of major interest
on the stand of Formo Co. The new dual
gang condensers and midget reaction jobs
are of particular interest, as also is the
new vernier dial, priced at only 3s.

Ekco battery eliminators are shown by
E. K. Cole, Ltd., together with two in-
teresting mains -driven complete receivers

Exide bitteries for all radio purposes are
on show on the stand of the Chloride

Siemens Grid Cell M.P.A. Cabinet Speaker
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THE MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION (continued from preceding page)

Electrical Storage Co., Ltd. An interesting
new Exide line is the type WY' o H.T.
battery suitable for multi -valve sets. New
features of Exide batteries are the non -
interchangeable - red and blue terminals,
and octagonal positive terminals, easily
distinguishable from the round negative
terminals.

The new range of Amplion receivers and,
of course, the Amplion Lion loud -speaker
are being shown by Graham Amplion, Ltd.

The Dubilier display consists of fixed
and variable condensers for all purposes.
The new Dubilier triple condenser, thumb
operated, is of particular interest.

Marconiphone Co. Complete receivers,
valves, and loud -speakers are the centre of
interest on this stand. As it is equally a

A Reed -type Celestion Speaker

transportable as well as a portable, the
new Marconi type 55 five -valve nortable is
of particular interest. This complet
receiver which can be carried from room
to room.

Celestion loud -speakers of all types will
be on show on the stand of Celestion, Ltd.

Oldham & Son, Ltd., and C. A. Vander-
vell & Co., Ltd., are two firms who spe-
cialise in accumulator manufacture, and
on Stands 43 and 44 respectively will be
found the range of radio accumulators
offered by these two concerns.

Peto Scott, Ltd., are showing a number
of receivers made up according to various

Varley Resistance -capacity Coupler

specifications, and a feature of interest in
the Peto Scott range is a novel electric
gramophone in which can be fitted many
types of popular receiver.

The whole range of Mullard valves is
being shown on the stand of the Mullard
Radio Valve Co., while descriptions of
some of the well -tried Mullard receivers are
also of interest.

The Osram "Music Magnet" is, the
"magnet" of attraction on the General
Electric Co. stand, on which also is shown
the whole range of Osram Valves and
complete receivers.

Igranic components for the home con-
structor are well displayed on the stand of
the Igranic _Electric Co. Components of
particular interest include the popular
Igranic condensers and low -frequency
transformers.

Ferranti, Ltd., are showing a full range
of mains units and components, together
with the new Ferranti moving -coil loud-
speaker.

The range of McMichael receivers, port-
able and otherwise, is displayed to advan-
tage on the stand of L. McMichael, Ltd.

Varley components for the home con-
structor and a number of Varley complete
receivers, mains driven, are being shown
on the stand of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.
A component of particular interest is the
new Varley Nicore L.F. transformer.

The Wates Star speaker unit and three -
in -one testing meters are on show on the
stand of the Standard Wet Battery Co.

Kolster-
Brandes
Cabinet
Speaker

A new cartridge unit for wet batteries has
been introduced which greatly simplifies
the task of assembling batteries of this
type.

Wearite are specialising in a number of
chokes and choke output circuits, and also
components for A.C. mains units. In addi-
tion, there are the usual Wearite H.F.
choke, switches, coils, jacks and plugs, and
dual -range tuners.

Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., have just pro-
duced an excellent range of receivers and

" WIRELESS
KIT' SETS "

A FREE BOOKLET WITH 'NEXT
WEEK'S ISSUE.

loud -speakers, and these are being shown
to advantage on this stand.

Telsen "Ace" and " Radiogrand " trans-
formers are rapidly earning an enviable
reputation, and these popular components
are being shown on the stand of the
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.

The new Cossor "Melody Maker" and -
the entirely new range of Cossor valves is

New
Amplion
Receiver

bound to attract considerable interest, and
Cossors have a very convincing display on
their stand.

A.C. rectifiers suitable for inclusion in
home -built eliminators are to be found on'
the stand of the Westinghouse Brake and
Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., the well-
known batter y manufacturers, have an
excellent display of H.T. batteries for
every type of set. A new range of L.T.
accumulators on this stand is also of great
interest.

Claude Lyons, Ltd., have a display
which will be of interest to all home con-
structors; the chief component of interest
is, of course, the Clarostat, the popular
variable resistance which has been specified
in so many AMATEUR WIRELESS receivers4'

The Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., ate specialising in a high -quality,
moving -coil loud -speaker which is shown
to advantage on this stand.

A number of moving-coiLloud-speakers
of all types are being shown by Bakers'
Selhurst Radio, and all amateurs interes tad
in using the moving -coil type of reproducer
will be interested in this display.

The outstanding new line on the stand
of Harlie Bros. is the Volustat, an in-
finitely variable resistance of the graphite -
mica type which can be put to so many
uses in a receiver.

In the foregoing review it has not, of
course, been possible to mention every
individual exhibitor at the Manchester.
Show, which is now open, but enough has
been said to show that the exhibition is of
outstanding interest, and no amateur in
the locality can afford to miss the oppor-
tunity.

And don't miss the AMATEUR WIRELESS
stand !

Since August 26 the Konigswusterhausen'
short-wave transmitter has been broad-
casting regularly on 31.38 metres (9,56o
kilocycles). Its power for the present is
8 kilowatts, but within the next few weeks
it is to be increased.
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A Weekly
AGAIN I ask what the B.B.C. is going

to do about those self-satisfied par -
'sons who keep a world of listeners waiting
while they go on uttering their platitudes.

Those responsible for the relaying of the
service from Glasgow Cathedral must have
been aware that they delayed the "Week's
Good Cause," the news, and the pro-
grammes throughout the whole country.

Is this courteous ? Is it stupidity or is it
an indifference?

One is getting tired of the inevitable
announcements which follow these services:

11111111EN
,
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Lissenden's idea of Mischa Mots

" I must apologise for being rather late,
owing to the service being rather long."

Say-just whadya think of the way
those Amurricans serenaded our Ramsay
Mac,? Bully for you, Premier !

But, to get down to English, the relay
of the Prime Minister's reception in New
York was a great thrill. Technically
speaking, the transmission was excellent
and, speaking from a programme point of
view, the whole thing was a wonderful
achievement. It was inspiring to hear the
New Yorkers making a first-class fuss of
Ramsay.
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_FAVOUR

Programme Criticism by Sydney A.
Interesting, too, was it to hear the

American way of putting over a "running
commentary." With all due respect to
our broadcasting friends across the Pond,
I think that the verbal high-speed of our
announcing cousins must have sown in
every English listener's breast the seed of
a new love for our own lucid commentators.

Strange how people's opinions have
varied regarding the Co -optimists. Some
say there Wasn't a laugh in the whole
broadcast. Others thought their recent
show was splendid entertainment.

By the way, why doesn't the B.B.C.
take a leaf out of the Co -optimists' book
and form a standing troupe of light concert
artistes who would be "on the strength,"
in much the same way as the B.B.C. Dance
Band ? No charge for this brilliant sug-
gestion

P.S.-Since writing the above an almost
similar suggestion comes from another
critic !

"Harold" pops up with a criticism of a
new dance feature.

" The relay of the Royal Opera ,House
dances is not good," he writes. "The place
is too big to do justice to the bands.
Instead of being able to pick out and
listen to the individual playing of the
musicians, we are treated to an echoing
jumble of noise."

I have pointed out repeatedly that as a
solo artiste Tommy Handley is supreme,
but when he gets into a sketch or playlet
he loses his individuality. Moreover, he

 always seems to get into shows which are
not up to his standard. The latest I have
heard him in-Lost Pearls-was a rather
feeble effort.

In the same programme was a duologue
by Angela Baddeley and Glen Bryan Shaw.
It had a Nihilist flavour and was truly
ridiculous. The whole affair was carried
out in the cheapest possible "penny-
dreadful" manner. The wind howled most
of the time (as if we haven't had a surfeit
of that particular effect) and the players
recited their lines like barnstormers.

Those effects which were not overdone
were badly underdone. The train smash
was absurd-it sounded exactly like a

Moseley

biscuit tin falling off a shelf. Was this a
leg-pull on the part of the programme
people? Or do they imagine this kind of
rubbish is on a level with our intelligence?

I made a special note of listening to
Leonard Henry's return broadcast. He
started off well-his patter being packed
with laughs. Then he sang, and slumped
badly.

The enthusiasm at the last Promenade
Concert must have been an eye-opeber (or
ear -opener) to a good many pessimists who
have stated that we were an unmusical
race. A mad musical race, my masters.

I wonder whether there will be any more
suicides reported as a result of the reading
of the poems of James Stephens.- As for
me, I am a strong-minded person, and con-
sequently did nothing worse than burst
into tears.

I confess I like the pianoforte transcrip-
tions as played by Leslie England, com-
prising a number of different composers
rather than a big chunk from the same
composer. This time we had Chopin,
Schubert, Schumann, Mozart, and Glinka.
A nice basketful.

An Impression of Sid Phillips
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IISTENERS are gradually develop-
ing a growing distaste for wires
hanging about their wireless sets.

Once upon a time one thought nothing of a
maze of aerial and earth cables, battery
leads and loud -speaker cords and what not,
and the result was that the corner wherein
the receiver was situated was a kind of
holy sanctum to be approached only by the
expert wireless operator of the family !

Now this is all changed. It is no use
having a set which can be worked only by
paterfamilias, or the radio -enthusiastic boy

584

when he is home from school. The demand
is for receivers which can be worked by
anybody, and the worst barrier which can
be put up is a mass of wires, some of which
can give quite an unpleasant shock if not
treated With due regard.

True, with the average set nowadays,
things are not so bad as they used to be.
Quite often a grid -bias battery is enclosed
in the cabinet; sometimes, also, a battery
eliminator is employed. In any case, the
number of battery leads is reduced. But
with the exception of " super " sets, one

still must have
wires for aerial,
earth and loud-
speaker, even if
all the juice is
obtained from the
mains.

But we are
wrong ! We have
said " we still
must have wires."
The advent of the
" Music Leader,"
the set now .to be
described, has
changed all this.
The "Music
Leader " is just
the kind of re-
ceiver you will be
wanting if 'you
have yearned to
rid the garden of
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THE UNUSUAL ST
"There is an inte

tory attached to the,
"Music Leader."
that two young mer,
staff visited the U
middle of last sum':
them a portable s
ample scope on the
" Majestic," in mar
U.S.A., and on the
ously, the experienc,
the set out of the
arduous conditions
The receiver porti,
Leader " is practic
that of the portable
It is this same rece,
formed so well over
mately 9,000 miles,
occupying the time
Department in deve
since last May."

NO EXTERNAL BATTER
unsightly wires, poles and other fixings
and if you have more than once tripper
over the battery leads.

Entirely Self-contained
In the "Music Leader " everything .1

self-contained. You won't need any ex
ternal aerial, earth, loud -speaker, or
batteries. The set complete can be ca.rr
from room to room.

The "Music Leader" is not an ordinary t
portable in the ordinary sense of the word,
for many portables have had to be designed
with weight as the prime factor. This has'
meant that batteries, accumulators, and so
on, have had to be cut down with the,
consequent reduction in efficiency. This has
not been the case with the "Music Leader,"
for while it is reasonably light in weigh
and quite portable so that it can be carriec
from room to room, it is not meant primaril
to be an outdoor portable, and efficienc ,

rather than extreme lightness of weight, has
been the main point aimed at in design.

In brief, the " Music Leader" is a four -
valve receiver having one screened -grid!
H.V. stage, a leaky -grid detector, one R.C.
coupled L.F. stage, and a final transformer -4
coupled power stage. For the benefit of the
non -technical it may be explained that this
.circuit arrangement results in good distance
getting, ease of control, and the best
possible purity.

In the case there is ample room for the
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[ES, AERIAL OR EARTH
batteries, large enough to operate the set to
complete satisfaction, a frame aerial and,
finally, a linen -diaphragm loud -speaker
The whole set is easy to tune-in fact, it is
just as easy to operate as a table grand
gramophone, and it is just as portable. The
set covers both wavelength bands at
the touch of a switch, and the quality
of reproduction would please the most
fastidious.

There is an interesting piece of history
attached to the development of the Music
Leader.' It may be recalled that two young
and zealous members of the AMATEUR
WIRELESS staff visited the United States in
the middle of last summer. They took with
them a portable set which had been
designed by a technical staff member, Mr
J Sieger. The set was given ample scope
for its capabilities on the journey aboard
the Majestic, in many cities of Eastern

S.A , and on the return trip.

Guaranteed Performance
Obviously, the experience gained in

working the- set out of the country and
under arduous conditions-strange con-
ditions too, with the wide gamut of Ameri-
can stations-was invaluable. This same
experience will be reflected in forthcoming
AMATEUR WIRELESS portable receivers, and
the receiver portion of the "Music Leader "
is practically identical with that of the
portable taken to the States
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It is this same receiver which performed
so well over a trip of approximately 9,000 -
miles, and which has been occupying the
time of the construction department in
developing and testing since last May I

As was pointed out in several articles at
the conclusion of the American trip, selec-
tivity is the great feature demanded . of
every receiver to suit U.S. conditions. The
same applies from now on in this country,
for .the coming of the Regional scheme
makes selectivity a sine quanon.

As a preliminary, for those interested in
technicalities,
glance at the
theoretical circuit
diagram It will
be seen that the
frame aerial is of
the dual - range
type and is coupled
direct to the grid
of the screened
valve. This valve
in turn is coupled
in a most efficient
manner to the
detector, an
aperiodic choke in
the anode circuit,
by - passing the
D C. current, but
acting as a stop-
per for H.F.

The tuning
portion. which

amateur Wirete!5

--EEL

,xsnsists of a. dual -range coil, has one side
connected to earth potential, and this results
in extremely simple control. The coupling
condenser between the H.F valve and the
detector has a value of .003 microfarad. The
detector circuit floes not embrace any special
feature, the grid circuit components having
the values of .000z microfarad for the con-
denser and 3 megohms for the leak. The
reaction condenser has a maximum value of
0002 microfarad.

In the anode circuit of the detector is a
too,o0o-ohm resistance, while a stopper

LIST OF COMPONENTS

Ebonite panel, 14 in, by 6 in. (Becol, -
Resiston, Raymond, Ebonart).

Transportable cabinet, complete with
7 in. baseboard and frame (Clarion).

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers
(Formo, Cyldon, Burton).

.000z-mfd. reaction condenser (Bul-
gin, Peto-Scott).

7 -ohm panel mounting rheostat
(Lissen, G.E.C., Burton).

Two " on " and " off " push-pull
switches (Bulgin, Lotus).

Special screening box, 41 in. by 4.} in.
by 5 in. (Parex, Ready -Radio).

Screened -grid valve holder (Parex).
Three small valve holders (W.B.,

Lotus, Formo, Burton).
Special dual -wave coil, Arcadian type

(Wearite, Ready -Radio).
Two high -frequency chokes (Peto-

Scott, Wearite, Ready -Radio).
3-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Ediswan,

Dubilier).
Resistance -capacity coupling unit

with too,o8o-ohms anode resistance
(Lissen, Ashley, Trix).

oopoo-ohm grid resistance with
holder (Lissen, Ediswan).

.000t-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C.).

.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with
series clip (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C.,
Graham -Fa rish).

.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C.. Graham-Farish).

Low -frequency transformer (Cossor,
Varley, R.I., Burton, Telsen).

Connecting wire (Glazite).
Two small slow-motion dials

(Brownie, Ormond, Formo).
Four yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Seven wander plugs marked H.T.-,

H.T.+z, H.T.+3,
G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee).

Two spade terminals marked L.T.+,
L.T.- (Belling -Lee).

Balanced -armature loud -speaker unit
(Ormond, Blue -Spot, G.E.C., Hegra,
Lissen, Watmel).

Nine feet of in. by 7,; in. wood.
Half yard of fine -weave embroidery

linen.
Small p;ece of art. silk to cover large

diaphragm of speaker.
One foot of strip brass, in. by 3/32 in.
Two 4B.A. bolts and nuts, in. long

lb. z8 d c.c. wire( Lewcos).
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" THE MUSIC LEADER" Continued from preceding page)

resistance of a similar value is placed in
series between the R.C. coupling condenser
and the first L.F. valve grid. This is a
point which merits special attention.

One of the new small -size super -efficient
transformers with a special alloy core is
used for coupling between the first and
second L.F. valve. The transformer, in this
case a Cossor, is the product of one of the
foremost radio designers, and has well
earned an excellent name for itself.

Further points in the circuit will be dealt
with as they arise during construction. In
the meantime it may be noted that the

receiver section itself is quite conventional.
It is made up in the form of a panel at
right angles to the baseboard, and there is a
completely screened section in which is
placed the H.F. side of the screened -grid
valve (so far as is possible the valves of the
present construction) and the H.F. coupler
components, including the dual -range anode
coil. The receiver unit slides out from
within a wooden frame on which is wound
the aerial turns. The construction of the
frame will be dealt with later, but, of
course, the frame includes turns for both
the medium and long wavelengths, and the
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Reduced reproduction of the blueprint presented free with every copy of this week's issue

wave -changing is effected by means of a
switch on the panel. A similar switch
matched up on the panel changes over the
anode coupling coil from one waveband
to another.

A photograph of the interior taken from the
back

The controls on the panel are very
simply placed as you will see from examina-
tion of the photographs. In the centre are
two large slow-motion dials, which, of
course, are for tuning. The left-hand dial
tunes the H.F.- section, while the frame -
aerial windings are tuned by the right-
hand condenser. To the extreme left is a
small knob which is the reaction control,
while a similar matched knob to the extreme
right, is the control for a rheostat regulating
the current for all four valves. To the
bottom of the panel are the two small
wave -changing knobs. The left-hand one
controls the anode coil, while the right-
hand one is the frame -aerial switch. This
point does not need to be remembered
however, for both knobs should be pushed
in or out simultaneously.

The Free Blueprint
The construction of the receiver section

will be described first, and it must be
emphasised that this presents no special
difficulty.

To assist constructors a special blueprint
has been prepared covering the complete
receiver, loud -speaker and frame aerial,
and this is being given away free with this
issue. It will be obvious that a great deal
of work is entaqd in the preparation of
these prints-one of which is made for
each AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver. The
usual charge for this present blueprint for
the "Music Leader," would be is. 6d.

But as a special gift to AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS readers, and in view of the popularity
which the" Music Leader "will undoubtedly
attain, the blueprint is being given entirely

(Continued on page 602)
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The Lissen Low Loss
Variable Condenser is the
one to use when building a
receiver for the Regional
Scheme. It gives you free
and facile tuning, and
definite separation of sta-
tions close together ; it

signals to
your valves, because there
are no condenser losses.
It gives you wide capacity
variation, so that Brook -
man's Park or any other
local station comes in or
out at will.

PRICES :
.0001 Mfd. capacity 5/9
.0002 ,, ,, 6/.
.0003
.00035 6/3
.0005 6/6

LISSEN REACTION CONDENSER
mfd. Universally adaptable for all

panels from 1/16 to 5,16. Fitted with
Bakelite bush and nut, making it suitable
without alteration for use on metal panels

For every published circuit-or to bring your old set up to dale-
ask any radio dealer firmly for

nmigur Wtrdesi

Notice the unshakable
rigidity of its construc-
tion, the long bearing, the
absence of end pressure or
distortion of the vanes.
The spindle is extended
for ganging purposes, feet
are provided for baseboard
mounting, or you can
mount it on the panel with
standard one -hole fixing.
Notice, too, the new and
convenient position of the
fixed vane terminal, well
away from any danger of
accidental contact with
the moving vanes.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
LISSEN LIMITED

WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX. Factories also at Richmond
9 (Surrey) and Edmonton (Managing Director : T. N. COLE)
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
A " Safety" Connector

ONE of the most useful of the little
gadgets introduced recently is a

"safety" connector for joining the anode
of a shielded valve and its circuit.

This connecting wire carries high-tension
current, and I know that a large number
of valves have been destroyed as the result
of the anode end of the connecting wire
touching a shield or wire in the set. The
end of the wire has been allowed to fall
whilst changing or adjusting the screened -
grid valve with disastrous results.

One of the safety connectors
comprises a shell of insulating
material and a spring contact
which is so placed in the recessed
part of the holder that it cannot
touch a shield or wire. It is
therefore quite safe to use, the
spring contacts gripping the
screwed part of the anode ter-
minal quite firmly.

Another type has a small
connecting tag and a large ebon-
ite bush. This, too, is satisfac-
tory in practice.

A Strange Whistle
Some of the new transformers

having cores of special steel
seem particularly sensitive to
stray capacities, and may
cause a high-pitched whistle to
be heard with the broadcast.

This may be avoided, as a rule, by
reversing the wires connected to the ter-
minals of the secondary, and this should,
therefore be tried in the event of trouble
arising.

Particular attention should be paid- to
the wiring. Keep connecting wires short,
especially grid and anode wires. Also keep
other wires away from them, in an en-
deavour to avoid capacity effects.

Getting Selectivity
I am sometimes asked for the circuit of

a set having rather better selectivity than
is usual in three -valve arrangements, and
also one which provides rather better
quality.

The accompanying diagram shows the
connections. It will be seen that a coupled
circuit is used between the anode of the
shielded valve and the grid of the detector.

This, by the way, works as an anode -bend
type, a grid -bias battery being used.

The special feature of the set is the
arrangement of the couplings. There is an
H.F. choke and a stopping condenser c.
These prevent high-tension from passing
to the tuned circuits. Condensers cr and
c2 are ganged, and should therefore be
alike. The two tuning coils Li and L2
should also be alike.

Selectivity is dependent to an extent
upon the construction of the coils, but it
may be adjusted by altering their coupling.

tag iir+2 111:+3
9 Z

c.
Esitom

ca

0

L1
C2

in. WA
iTra*
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A very selective three -valve arrangement
good quality

which provides

When testing, therefore, one of the coils
should be moved with respect to the other
until the selectivity is sufficient over the
whole tuning range.

Coils having windings of fairly fine wire
should be used, or the high -frequency stage
may oscillate, and it would also be advis-
able to wind the coils astatically or, at all
events, so as to minimise their stray field.
If this is not attended to the aerial coil may
couple with the anode coils and spoil the
stability and magnification of the set.

There is sometimes a little difficulty in
balancing the circuits, and it is therefore
advisable to employ a small condenser
across cr or c2 in order to balance the two
tuned circuits.

Those Bad Earths

A frequent cause of instability in a set
having a shielded -grid stage is, I find, a

poor earth connection. This is usually
particularly noticeable when receiving the
longer wavelengths.

It cannot be too strongly emphasised
that a good earth is essential when a high -
frequency stage that is providing consider-
able magnification is used. The earth wire
should be as short as possible and the
actual earth a  good one. Use a good
earthing clip when a water -pipe is con-
veniently situated or buy a sheet of metal
two or three feet square so as to have a
short connection.

Leaky Grids!
Some tests that I have lately

been making have served once
more to bring out the import-
ance of not using too low a volt-
age in the anode circuit of
a leaky -grid detector.

The tendency of such a detec-
tor -to distort is greatly increased
when the voltage is low. I am
aware that the sensitivity is
improved by lowering the volt-
age, but when there is only one
low -frequency stage, as in most
modern sets, distortion must be
considered.

I prefer a high-tension of about
90 volts as a rule, and use more
when possible. The signal
strength that may be handled

by a detector without overloading, and
therefore distorting, is dependent upon the
anode voltage, and for safety it should be
made as high as possible.

Night concerts are to be broadcast from
the German stations between 12.3o and
r .3o a.m. on the following dates Munich,
September r o; 'Breslau, 1 2 ; Stuttgart, 16;
Frankfurt, 20, Leipzig, 24; and Konigs-
berg, 28.

The Chinese Posts and Telegraphs will
open in January, 193o, a short-wave wire-
less telegraphy service with the United
States.

`With the extension to Milan of the Trans-
atlantic telephony service, on short waves,
the American Telegraph and Telephone
Company have enabled their subscribers to
communicate with twenty-one different
countries.
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PURE LISSEN CURRENT
FROM YOUR MAINS /

TYPES AND
PRICES.

D.C. Model " A.'
Employs 3 H.T. '- tappings :
H.T. 1 giving 80 volts
for S.C. valves ; H.T. 2
giving 60 volts at approx.
2 mA for detector valves ;
H.T.-;-3 giving 120.150 volts
at 12 mA.

Price 27 6

D.C. Model "B."
Employs 3 H.T. + tappings : H.T.

1 and H.T. - 2 are continuously
variable (by means of two control
knobs) and capable of giving any
desired voltage up to 120,150 volts at
approx. 2 mA. ; H.T. 3 giving
120 150 volts at 12 mA. for power
valves.

Price 39, 6

A.C. Model " A."
Tappings as in D.C. Model A.

LN 576 for A.C. Mains voltage 200-210 PRICE 577 220-23d e .n
578 240-259 a. 639 100-110

A.C. Model " B."
Tapping, as in D.0 Model B

LN 579 for A C Mains voltage 200-210 580 220-230 581 240-250 640 100-110

You cannot get purer current for radio than the pure
D.C. current of a Lissen Battery-BUT IF YOU WANT
TO USE AN ELIMINATOR USE A LISSEN ELIMI-
NATOR.

Because no current from any eliminator is
smoother or more silent than the current from a
Lissen eliminator. No eliminator output is
more constant, none is so free from hum.

Lissen have made eliminators safe-notice that the
neat moulded cases of these Lissen Eliminators are
made entirely of insulating material-see also the
thickly insulated "cabtyre flex" that Lissen have
used.

S

Lissen too have made it easy for you to
choose the right eliminator-there are
only four models and they satisfy the re-
quirements of 90 per cent. of listeners. In
producing these eliminators Lissen have
compared their current with the purest
form of current known, namely the Lis-
sen Battery, and have got as near to that
standard as it is humanly possible to do.

If you are buying an eliminator, be
sure to see a Lissen Eliminator.
Your dealer will be pleased to show
you one that will suit you.

EN
ELIMINATORS

13:R15:0 US 117.? Worple Rd., Isleworth, Middlesex
PICE

\ A

factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and Edmonton. Managing Director : T. N. COLE.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Bulgin Remote Control
pEMOTE control for wireless apparatus

used to be considered a luxury beyond
the means of the average wireless user.
Times have changed, however, and now it is
customary for a single set to operate a
large number of speakers placed in different
rooms in the house. It is by no means
uncommon for a set to be installed in a
room other than the main sitting -room and
under such circumstances, switching on and
off necessitates unnecessary labour It is
here that remote control proves invaluable
for it can be operated from a number of
different points in the house by simply
withdrawing the loud -speaker from a wall
jack.

The new Bulgin remote control apparatus
is both inexpenive and practical The
relay with indicating light may be obtained
with wall jacks for switching on and off the
set and plugging in loud -speakers.

The remote control apparatus consists
essentially of an electro-magnet with ,
swinging armature. When the control
switch is operated, a small current flows
through the magnet winding and constrains
the armature to close two contacts, thereby
switching on the set. The normal filament -
heating accumulator, whether it is 2, 4, or
6 volts, will operate the relay effectively.
The current is passed through a flash lamp
which automatically lights up and indicates
when the set is on. The consumption from
the accumulator to operate the relay varied
from 5o to 96 milliamps, according to
whether a 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt accumulator was
used; thus the additional load on the
filament heating accumulator is less than
that of a single valve. This device, which is
mounted in a black oxidised -finished

Bulgin Remote Control

circular metal container, has a diameter of
4 in. and is approximately 134 in. high.
It may be installed with any accumulator
operating set without any internal altera-
tion to the wiring.

On test, the contacts closed with unfailing
reliability even when only a two -volt

I aka .111.
accumulator was employed. This device
shOuld prove of practical use to readers.
Rosin -core Solder

OFTEN one of the greatest difficulties
an amateur experiences when building

his set, is the making of sound and neat
soldered connections The process of
soldering correctly is an art only to be
acquired after much practice; at least, it
was an art, but new materials and methods
of joining two metal surfaces together have
greatly facilitated the work.

We have tested this week, a radio solder,
known as Kester Rosin -core. This material
is manufactured by the Chicago Solder
and marketed in this country by the
Rothermel Radio Corp., of Maddox Street,
Regent Street, London, W. It is sold in the
form of a coil in small tins or, if desired, in
considerably larger quantities. In the core
of each coil, a quantity of rosin is placed,
and is only liberated on the application of
sufficient heat to melt the solder. Thus, in
making a joint, one has merely to clean the
surfaces, apply the iron and solder, when a

Handy Rosin -core Solder

perfect joint should result. Further, one is
assured of utilising just the correct amount
of flux.'

We tested this solder with quite satis-
factory results. A piece of thick wire was
cut in half and the insulation stripped
from either end. A hot iron was applied
to the newly -bared wire and caused the
solder to adhere freely to the two
ends. Further tests were carried out, such
as joining an old soldering tag to a lead,
with quite satisfactory results.

There is no doubt from our experience
with this solder, that it is both simple and
practical to use and, provided sufficient heat
is applied, makes an excellent joint

OUR SECOND
GIFT OFFER
APPEARS 0 N

PAGE 580 !

The Rotor -ohm
VARIABLE high resistances are in much

demand at the present time, particu-
larly for use as volume controls in con-
junction with wireless and gramophone
amplifiers.

The problem has always been with

Rotor -ohm Variable Resistances

variable high resistances to obtain relia
bility and silence in use without gradual
deterioration of the resistance element,
which must often stand the continual
friction of a sliding contact. In the Rotor -
ohm, marketed by Messrs. Rotor Electric
Ltd., of 2-3 Upper Rat hbone Place,W. 1., the
problem has been ingeniously tackled by
allowing the rotating contact arm to bear on
a circular coil of wire wound in the form of
a variable filament resistance. Each turn of
the coil is separately insulated and arranged
to make contact with the resistance
element. In consequence, each turn forms
a tapping point of the resistance and may
be selected by rotating the control knob.
No damage whatsoever is caused to the
resistance by the rotation of the arm.

On test, we found the resistance varied
from a few ohms up to 7oo,000; by so pro-
portioning the element it is arranged. that
the variation of resistance at values below
50,000 ohms is less for a given movement
of the control. Either end of the resistance
is connected to a terminal, whilst the
central terminal is in contact with the
rotating arm. The component makes an
admirable volume control, especially when
connected across the secondary of a low -
frequency transformer.

The military section of the Eiffel Tower
wireless station has placed at the disposal
of the Paris police a service of picture
transmission on the Belin system. This
broadcast is carried out on short waves,
and destined to the police organisations in
London and Berlin. By international
agreement it is proposed to' transmit, when
necessary, from either of the three capitals,
finger prints of wanted criminals.
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that's all you need do
with this

EDISWAN

591

ALL -ELECTRIC, ALL -BRITISH 3 -VALVE RECEIVER
This Ediswan All -Electric, All -British, 3 -Valve

Receiver works from the Electric Light Mains,
requiring no H.T. batteries or accumulator.

Tuning is delightfully easy, volume and tone are
excellent. It is a long range receiver, and is very
selective, being designed to give the best possible

results with the Amazing Mazda Valves.
The Ediswan All -Electric 3 -Valve Receiver looks,

and is-splendid value.
The circuit employs a screened grid valve in the

H.F. stage and a pentode in the output. Supplied
for the following voltages :-100 110 v., 200/250 v.,
40/100 cycles A.C., 200/250 volt D.C.

NO H.T. BATTERIES : NO ACCUMULATORS : NO INTRICACIES :
COSTS ONLY A FEW SHILLINGS A YEAR FOR CURRENT: NO ATTENTION

Hear it in ohetation at your lora! dealer. or %V

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incortnirating the Wiring Sti¢hlieS. Lighting
Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of

The British Thomson -Houston Co.. Ltd.

( (Including valves)
Pay as you use" terms

may be arranged with
your local dealer.

Price
20 Guineas

Head Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio
Division:

la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET,W.1.

Showrooms in all lhe Principal Towns.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M I.E.E.

IN
order to take the response curve of a

loud -speaker, it is necessary to have
some means of measuring the intensity of
the sound radiated from the particular
instrument. A rough check can, of course,
be obtained by applying varying fre-
quencies to the loud -speaker and noting
the aural effect. This will, of course,
enable any serious resonances, either in the
amplifier or, in the speaker, to be noted,
and often a good indication of the per-
formance of the speaker can be obtained
in this manner In order to obtain a
definite measurement, however, more ac-
curate methods are required than mere

k -
Sound waves
impityio9 0/ 711iSC

COUSM9 it to rotate

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the Rayleigh disc

aural observation. One method employed
is to utilise a microphone situated at a
suitable distance away from the loud-
speaker. This will then respond to the
sound waves and will give an indication of
the radiation in terms of actual voltage.

It is, of course, necessary to calibrate
the various parts of the system other than
the speaker in order to correct it for any
deviations from the ideal. For example,
the oscillator itself must be calibrated as
regards its output, for this will not neces-
sarily be constant at all frequencies, and
a correction must be applied or an adjust-
ment made to allow for any discrepancy.
The beat -frequency oscillator in use at the
Furzehill Laboratories, for example, gives
a constant output for all' frequencies from
ro to 3,000 cycles per second. Beyond
,this point it begins to fall off slightly, the
amplitude being reduced to approximately
one-half at 8,000 cycles. If this fact is
known it is possible to correct the falling -off
either before the voltage is applied to the
test apparatus or by making suitable

allowance in the interpretation of the
results afterwards.

From the oscillator we pass to the
amplifier, if any, applying the voltage to
the loud -speaker. For ordinary purposes
the output from the oscillator is sufficient,
but in some cases it is necessary to amplify
still further and a correction must be
allowed for this portion of the apparatus.
The loud -speaker correction is, of course,
what we are endeavouring to find, and we
can only do this by knowing the theoretical
voltage developed in every other part of
the circuit. The deviation from the ideal is
then due to the loud -speaker, and in this
way we obtain our response curve.

Now, if we use the simplest method
-that of the_ microphone-we have two
further calibrations to make. First of all,
the microphone itself is not uniformly
responsive to various frequencies and,
secondly, the amplifier following the micro-
phone (for nearly every reasonably uniform
microphone is relatively insensitive and
must have an amplifier following it), must
also be calibrated. For this reason it is
sometimes preferable to get away from a
microphone measurement at all aid use
an absolute measurement of the sound
pressure, thereby reducing the number of
corrections necessary.

HAVE YOU NOTICED
-how popular are the restau-
rant programmes broadcast dur-
ing lunchtime ?
-how Cologne, Nurnberg and
Kaiserslautern penetrate even in
daytime ? Regular "shouters."
Why ?
-that the German stations
conclude the sections of their
programmes with "Auf wieder-
hoeren," which has a similar
meaning to "Au revoir," but
with the sense of "entendre" (to
hear) rather than "voir" (to
see) ?
-how the gramophone records
of dance bands over the ether
have a much more marked and
regular time than the actual
dance band itself ?

For this purpose a Rayleigh disc may be
employed. This apparatus, which is called
after Lord Rayleigh, who first suggested its
use, consists of a very thin disc suspended
in the field of the sound vibrations. The
suspension is by a single very fine hair or
piece of unspun silk, as indicated in Fig. r,
and it will be found on switching on the
loud -speaker that the disc rotates slightly
on its axis as a result of the sound pressure.

It can be shown from the theory of the
action that the deflection produced by a
given sound wave is greatest if the disc is
initially suspended at an angle of 45

I

I LS.

L._
Damped'
Chamber

r
45

hscale/
LkSourceof

Light

Fig. 2. Deflection is greatest if the disc is
suspended at an angle of 45°

degrees with the direction of the sound as
indicated in Fig. 2.

The disc must, of course, be very light
and the suspension must have practically
no stiffness, so that the very slightest
breath of air is capable of causing the disc
to rotate. The deflection of the disc is
proportionate to the cube of the diameter,
so that if we double the diameter of the
disc we obtain eight times the deflection.
On the other hand, the possibility of inter-
ference by draughts and other extraneous
influences is increased, while it is difficult
to make a disc light and perfectly plane if
the diameter is increased beyond a certain
amount. Generally a disc of between r in.
and 2 in. in diameter is sufficient to give a
good deflection on normal loud -speaker
strength.

It must be remembered, of course that
over those portions where one is particu-
larly interested in a loud -speaker charac-
teristic the sound pressure is likely to be
small. Such points, for example, as the

(Continued on page 606)
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. . for those who prefer to build
their own cabinets

170 many Radio
I enthusiasts the

price of the ' Lion' quality
of reproduction is a difficulty,
especially when it is purchased
enclosed in an Amplion cabinet.
Others, to whom the price does not
present any obstacle, have their own ideas
as to how they desire to mount it. Perhaps
they desire to make a cabinet for themselves
to their own design.
To all these we offer the Lion ' chassis. These
are ' Lion' Speakers, produced, tested and
passed at our Slough works in the ordinary
way. They are complete in every part, ready
for attachment to your Radio Set. We sell
a large number of these Chassis, mostly to
the more technical type of wireless listener,
who make, or assemble, their own sets.
For the general publicwe house the two sizes of 'Lion' chassis in handsome oak
or mahogany Cabinets, and these are sold at prices ranging from ES to £16.

GRAHAM AMPLION LTD. Works: SLOUGH
LONDON: 25;26, SAV1LE ROW, W.1

f6
iNE;

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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MODERN VALVES A GUMP
A list that will enable you to see at a glance suitable types for your set

TWO -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE
-

Make Type
Imped-

II ance
Amp.

Factor Make Type .1

I Imped-
ance

Amp.
Factor Make Type

Irnped-
ance

Amp.
Factor

Dario
Mazda ...
Lissen ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...
Cossor ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Mullard ...
Dario ...
Lissen ...
Mazda

Resist.
H210
H210

2 I oRC
PMIA
2roRC
H2 IO
H2 IO
WD2

2 I OHF
HL2ro
HL2ro
PMIHF

Super HF
HL2I0
HL2I0

6o,000
59,000
58,000
55,500
51,00o
50,000
50,000
50,00o
46,000
25,000
23,000
23,000
22,500
21,000
21,000
21,000

3o
47
35
39
36
36
35
35
46
19
20
20
18
25
18

' 26

Cossor ...
Triotron ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...
Marconi ...
Mullard ...
Osram ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...
Dario ...
Lissen ...
Mazda ...
Triotron
Marconi ...

2 IOHF
Tr°
HDz

2 I OLF
2roLF
L2 I 0

PM1LF
L210
TDz
225D

PMzDX
Uniw.
L2 TO
L210
SDz
P215

20,000
20,000
20,000
12,500
I2,000
12,000
12,00o
12,000
11,400
I I,000
10,700
10,000
10,000
10,000
6,25o
5,000

20
g

x6
10.6
IO
II
ix
II
8.5

13.5
13.5

9
10
15.5

5
7

Osram ...
Six -Sixty ...
Lissen ...
Dario ...
Mullard ...
Cossor ...
Triotron ...
Mazda ...
Six -Sixty ...
Dario ...
Mullard ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Cossor ...
Mazda ...

P215
22oP
P220
SP

PMz
22oP
UD2
P220
230SP
Hyper
PM2.52

1324o
P240

23oXP
P240

5,00o
4,800
4,700
4,500
.4.400
4,000
3,750
3,700
2,750
2,700
2,600
2,50o
2,500
2,000
1,900

7
7.2
7
9
7.5
8
6

12.5
5.5
5
5.4
4
4
4
7

TWO -VOLT, FOUR -ELECTRODE (SCREENED -GRID)

Dario ...
Mullard ...

SG
PMI2

250,000
230,000

250
200

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor . ...
Marconi ...

215SG
220SG
S215

220,000
200,000
200,000

190
200
170

Osram ...
Mazda ...

S2 I 5
215SG

200,000
400,000

170
400

TWO-VOLT, FIVE -ELECTRODE (PENTODE)

Lissen ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...

P1225
2.3oPP
PMzz

64,00o
64,000
62,500

90
8o
8z

Dario ...
Marconi ...

Pent.
PT240

55,000
55,000

100
go

Osram ...
Cossor ...
Mazda ...

PT24o
230PT
23oPen

55,000
20,000
--

90
40-

FOUR -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE

Cossor ...
Dario -.
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...
Triotron ...
Dario ...
Cossor ...
Mullard ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...

4IoRC
Resist.
H410
H410

4o75RC
PM3A
WD4

Super HF
4I0HF
PM3
AD4

4o75HF

6o,000
6o,000
6o,000
6o,000
58,00o
55,000
46,00o
21,000
20,000
13,000
13,000
12,50o

40
30
4o
4o
37
38
46
25
20

.14
13
13.5

Dario ...
Triotron ...
Cossor
Marconi ...
Osram ...

Triotron ...
Mullard ...
Six -Sixty ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Dario
Mullard.

Univ.
RD4

41oLF
L410
L410
SD4

PM4DX
41oD
P4I0
P410
SP

PM4 .

ro,000
9,000
8,50o
8,500
8,500
7,70o
7,500
7,25o
5,000
5,00o
4,500
4,450

10
9

15
25
15
15.5
15
14.5
7.5
7.5
9
8

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...

-Triotron ...
Dario ...
Triotron ...
Marconi
Osram ...
Triotron ...
Cossor ...
Mullard ...
Six -Sixty ...

 Maida - - ...

4roP
410P
UD4

Hyper P
SD4
P425
P425
XD4
4 I5XP
PM254
42oSP
P425-

4,200
4,000
3,75o
2,70o
2,500
2,300
2,300
2,200
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,950

7.7
8
6
5
4.5
4.5
4.5
6
4
4.2
4
3.5

FOUR-VOLT, FOUR -ELECTRODE (SCREENED -GRID)

Dario ...
Mullard ...

SG
PM14

250,00o
230,000

25o
200

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...
Marconi

4075HF
4 IOSG
S410

220;000
200,000
200,000

190
200
180

0Sranl ...
Mazda ...

S410
41 oSG

200,000- i8o-
FOUR-VOLT, FIVE-ELECTRODE (PENTODE).

Dario ...
Mullard ...
Marconi ...

Pent.
PMz4A
PT425

55,00o
53,00o
50,000

roo
83

100

Osram ...
Mullard ....

PT425
PM24

50,00o
28,000

roo
62

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...
Mazda ...

415PP
415PT
425Pen

27,000
20,000-

6o
40_

SIX -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE '

Mazda ...
Cossor ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Six -Sixty .,.

H6o7
61oRC
H610
H6ro

6o75RC

90,000
6o,000
6o,000
6o,000
58,000

4o
5o
4o
4o
42

Mullard ...
Marconi ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Marconi ...

1'M5B
HL610
DE5B-
HL610
LS5B

33,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
25,000

40
3o
20
3o
20

Cossor ...
Mazda ...
Six-SiXty ..:
Mullard .:.
Six -Sixty ...

610HF
H1.607
6075HF
PM5X
D610

20,000
20,000
15,200
14,700
9,250

20
20
17
17.5
18.5

(Cont'nued on page 596)
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WE ARE EXHIBITING
AT THE MANCHESTER
RADIO EXHIBITION

STAND No. 75

wirni .4tE11.01/Y
NIT OF THE
AlE1111,EY .

,
. \

\ /-,i0 its quality upon the
Musical tone depends for

A \ pro-
portion in which the
harmonics are combined
with the fundamental

N. note. A Telsen Trans-\:

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

former will give true re-
production of every tone.
Try one now. They are entirely British.
" Radiogrand " Model "Ace" Model

12/6 8/6
Fatios5-I:nd I -1 Ratios 5-1 and 3-1

TIRANSFORAEILS
MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM

A,44

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

ADCRAFT, LTD&
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SIX -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE (Continued)

Imped- I Amp. Imped- Amp. Imped- I Amp.
Make Type ance Factor' Make Type I ante Factor Make

I Type ance Factor

Mullard ... PM6D 9,000 18 Mullard .. PM6 3,550 8 Cossor 6io XP 2,000 5
Cossor ... 6 r oLF 7,500 15 Cossor ... 6r oP 3,500 8 Mullard . . PM256 1,850 6
Marconi L610 7,500 15 Marconi ... P61° 3,500 8 Six -Sixty ... 625SP 1,780 5.8
Osram L610 7,500 15 Osram ... DEP610 3,500 8 Mazda ... P65o 1,750 3.5
Marconi ... DE5 7,000 7 Marconi LS5A 2,750 2.5 Marconi . . P625A ,,600 3.7
Marconi ... LS5 6,000 5 Mazda ' P625B 2,500 7 Mazda . . P625A 1,600 4
Osram ... LS5 6,000 5 Marconi ' P625 2,400 6 Osram P625A 1,6o0 3.7
Six -Sixty ... 6 roP 6,000 7.2 Osram P625 2,400 6 Marconi LS6A r,3oo 3
Marconi ... DE5A 4,000 3.5 Osram LS6A 1,300 3

SIX -VOLT, FOUR -ELECTRODE (SCREENED -GRID)

Cossor 6r coSG 200,000 zoo Marconi .. Solo 200,000 210 Marconi S625 175,000 110
Mullard PMI6 200,000 200 OSTaIll ... S610 200,000 210 OsramS625 '175,000

1

r10

SIX -VOLT, FIVE -ELECTRODE (PENTODE)

Mullard ... I PM26 I 25,0001 5o

MAINS VALVES, 8 VOLT (DIRECTLY HEATED)

Marconi ... S.8 200,000 160 Osram ... H.8 55,000 40 Osram HL.8 17,000 17
Osram S.8 200,000 16o Marconi D.8 21,000 14 . Marconi P.8 6,000 6
Marconi ... H.8 55,000 40 Osram ... D.8 21,000 14 Osram P.8 6,000 6

Marconi . HL.8 17,000 17

MAINS VALVES, 4 VOLT, 1 AMPERE (INDIRECTLY HEATED)

Mullard ... S4V 1,330,000 1,000 Mullard ... 354V 14,000 35 Cossor . . M4IP 5,000 10
Mazda ... AC/SG 600,000  1,200 Mazda ... AC/HL 13,500 35 Six -Sixty . . SS4P 3,000 ro
Cossor ... MSG41 200,000 400 Cossor ... M4ILF 7,900 15 Mullard .. ro4V 2,85o 10
Cossor ... M4 r RC 20,000 35 Six -Sixty ... SS4Det 7,000 16 Mazda AC/P 2,650 10
Six -Sixty ... SS4GP 14,500 35 Mullard ... 164V 6,65o r6 Cossor ... M4 r XP 2,000 4
Cossor ... M4 'HP 14,000 25 Mazda . . AC/Pr 2,000 5

ALL POSITION

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator

Have you had details of our
new range of high tension
accumulators? Supplied in to
volt units or 3o volt groups of
2,50o, 5,000 and 10,000 milli -
amp hour capacity, this en-
tirely new and original H.T.
is suitable for every class of
receiver.

NON -SPILLABLE

Weight for weight and size for size the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery has a better capacity
and higher efficiency than other non -spillable types. The special construction

of the container, and the use of Jelly Acid allows it to be placed and
used in any position, without the risk of spilt acid. It is both

the safest and best for your portable. Recommended in
the constructional articles of the Wireless Press, and

standardised in many popular portable sets,
the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery provides

the most reliable and the safest
non - spillable battery

obtainable.

AID
ACTON. LONDON.

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator

To those seeking a perfect
source of H.T. current we
recommend the new C.A.V.
H.T. Accumulator. Absolute-
ly silent in operation, hand-
some and compact,inexpensive
in first cost and cheaply
maintained. A C.A.V. non -
spillable battery is specified
for the " Music Leader "
transportable set described in
this issue.

The 1?erfeci
Balierti for
all.Poriables

The New C.A.V Radio Accumulator Catalogue and Battery Maintenance Handbook will be supplied free on application.
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Better reception easier
assembling if
you use Lotus
Components

Lotus H.F. Choke
5/6

Lotus L.F. Intervalve
Transforitiet, 32/6

Lotus L.F. Power
Choke, 151.

Lotus Logarithmic Condensers in
all capacities, from 5/.

The strength of the receiver you build is like
the strength of a chain-as strong only as the
weakest link.

That is why it matters so much to you what
components you build into your set.

Built with Lotus components, a set gives better
reception and takes less time and trouble to
build for every Lotus unit is accurately made,
strongly made and slips into place quickly.

Designers, technical men and the press univers-
ally recommend Lotus units.

Ask your Radio Dealer for the New Lotus.
Catalogues.

][10111110111*

C1 p0 NE
Made in one of the modern factories in

Great

Lotus All -mains Unit, r Me

Lotus Power
Transformer,

£1,15/0

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Lotus Works, Liverpool

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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RULES.- 'lease write dist'nctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name

' and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C4

Chattering Cone Loud -speaker
Q.-I have constructed the " Best -Yet " cone

loud -speaker, and find that when dealing with
heavy passages of music the speaker is inclined
to chatter.-T. L. (Stratford).

A.-The quality of the material for the cone
diaphragm has much to do with the reproduc-
tion from the speaker, and it is quite possible
that the material you have used is the cause of
your trouble. You do not say whether you
have used the unit we specify, but if you have
used any other, the chattering may be caused
by the reed inside the unit. The material with
which the diaphragm is suspended has also a
decided effect on reproduction.-C. B.

Screen -grid Valve Set
Q.-I have constructed a screen -grid valve

receiver to fit into a special cabinet, and now I
find that it is almost impossible to prevent the set
from oscillating. Are there any special features
that must be given more consideration than is
normally required when designing a screen -grid
valve set?-F. U. (Brighton).

A.-There are certain very important points
that must be given special consideration in the
design of a set such as yours, and the screening

of the H.F. stages is not the most Important.
If there are any two wires parallel that belong

MVVVVVVVVV
.>

When Asking
Technical Queries

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

c> A Fee of One Shilling (poital order
or postage stamps) must accompany
each question and also a stamped
addressed envelope and the coupon

c) which will be found on the last page.
> Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

can be provided for the usual query fee.
° Any drawings submitted should be sent
> on a. separate sheet of paper. Wiring
o> plans and layouts cannot be supplied.

.e0 4N/V.\/ /nn o /\A/o

0

0

0

0

<0

0

0

0

0

0

to different H.F. circuits, then these will cause
sufficient interaction to make the receiver
oscillate. We suggest you go over the wiring

of your set with the above points in mind and,
above all, see that your screening is sound
between the various circuits. An incomplete
screen may account for considerable trouble.
Do not allow the aerial lead-in wire to run any-
where near the H.F. circuits or tuning coils.
-A. L.

Screened Wavetraps
Q.-I have been in the habit of using a wave -

trap to cut out interfering signals, but having
read of a screened wavetrap, I am wondering
whether such an instrument would be an improve-
ment.-F.O. (Rye).

A.-There is little point in using a screened
wavetrap unless it is needed to obviate inter-
ference due to " shock -effect " reception from
some powerful near -by station. When shock -
effect reception is experienced, it is usually
necessary to screen the whole receiver, so that
a screened wavetrap holds no, advantages over
the ordinary unscreened type unless the
receiver itself is also screened. you reside
within a mile or so of your local station and
you wish to get other stations farther afield,
then, provided your receiving set is screened, a
screened wavetrap will be useful.-A. D.

fJCIttt.Ict.lt3.2r4t.22^Qt.IMIttt:MCItt.1=2. t*Q.1;t=1

HEARING IS BELIEVING!
THE

NEW Bower -Lowe pick-up astounded even its designers when
first it was produced. From 25 to well over 6000 cycles it gives a

smooth rich reproduction
which must be heard to
be believed. Yet its price
is extremely low-lower
than you'd expect to pay
for so beautiful an instru-
ment. Hear the Bowyer -
Lowe before you buy any
pick-up. Only ... 19/6 GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP

TRACK-ARM.-Specially designed for use with
the Bowyer -Lowe pick-up ... 1 0, -

UNIVERSAL LOG CONDENSER
For panel mounting with dial control, or for
drum control. Very easily ganged. Single hole
fixing.
List No. 366. '0003 without dial. 5/9
List No. 367. '0005 without dial. 9/".

In association with

LSI yTIO/lO p

Recordaphones Ltd.

London Showrooms :

ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.
Head Office & Works:

Radio Works, Letchworth, Herts. f-..0

t7.2mt.attxtunt.t=ttMt=re.Int.nr.lv.utc.Ir$.2t7.1r4t2ttt.Mt.:W.r4cInt.r4M

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

PRICES
Standard Capacity.

" Wiray " 0 -volt Urid
Bias Type 2/-

" Wirin " 60 -volt H.T.
Type ... 10/6

" Wirup 99 -volt DM.
Type .. 16/-

" Wise' 108 -volt H.T.
Type ... 20/ -

Treble Capacity.
" Kclin " CO -volt H.T.

Type ... 19/.
" Kolup ' 99 -volt RN.

Type ... 32/6

TO THE FORE!
The first serviceable dry cell was

made by Hellesens over forty years
ago, in 1887. Since then Hellesens
have made dry cells exclusively, noth-
ing else at all.

As a natural result, the Hellesens Dry
Battery is the best the world produces.

Expert and amateur alike agree that
It is real economy to pay the slightly
higher initial cost of a Hellesen,
because it lasts so much longer. They
will also tell you that It pays hand-
somely to buy a double- or treble -
capacity Hellesen, since the increased
capacity is much greater, in propor-
tion, than the increased price.

(E.g.-Standard capacity 60 -volt
WIRIN cost 10/6 ; the 60 -volt
KOLIN, giving three times the
capacity, costs only 19/-, a saving of
12/6.)

Ask your dealer, then, for a Helle-
sen, and be assured that you ara get-
ting the best and the most economical
H.T. battery obtainable.

Supreme for 27 Years.

U
N N DRY BATTERIES,

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMET MICA ...PAPER CONDENSERS.

NANDLAMPS. TORCHES. ETC.

A. H. HUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY

P.1 T,
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VIDE "WIRELESS TRADER"
TEST REPORT OCT. 5, 1020

0 -)is, -VIS?"
414-C°

DO you agree?

(V8.
.L./ Here is your opportunity
to test for yourself. Any
recognised Wireless Dealer
will let you have either the
Popular Cabinet 45/-, or
Popular Plaque 25/. for
Seven Days' Free Trial in
your own home on pre-
senting the coupon below

M.P. A. WIRELESS LTD.
HIGH RD. CHISWICK, W4

Mention

o 406011 %
10. 0.9 O5 ice
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of !'Amateur Wireless" to Advertiser will Ensure Prompt Attention
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rHAVE YOUINI it ROADCAST TELEPHONY
BUILT YOUR Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths).

aa

NEW SET?
NOW IS THE TIME TO BEGIN
The long evenings are here -You have time on

year hands -USE IT PROFITABLY
Why not make a Wireless Set or bring yourpresent Receiver

up to date.
GET PERFECT REPRODUCTION OF THE WORLD'S MUSIC
We will advise you of a Receiver which best omits your

conditions and requirements.

P. D. P.
&WIftin4
POSSESS THE BEST WIRELESS CAN OFFER IMMED

IATELY I BY SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
COSSOR 1930 HIT. CASH, IS 16s. Od.

Send only 16/-, balance by monthly payments of 161 -
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. CASH, £9 Os. Od.

Send only 16/6, balance by 11 monthly payments of 16/6
MULLARD ORGOLA KIT, including Oak Cabinet.

Send only 14/3, balance by 11 monthly payments of 14/3
EEO MODEL, 3829 (AC). CASH, ES 19s. 6d. -

Send only 7/3, balance by 11 monthly payments of 7/3
CELESTION C 12 (Oak). CASH, 25 12s. 84.

Send only 10/4, balance by 11 monthly payments of 10/4
KITS FOR THE MUSIC LEADER, CLARION THREE,

KNIFE-EDGE THREE, ETC.
Loudspeakers, H.T. Units, Accumulators, Moving Coil

Speakers, Portables, etc.

 EVERYTHING WIRELESS
ANY RECEIVER BUILT FOR 10/-.

 A nominal charge of 10/. ONLY is made for building and
testing any receiver (Marconi Royalties extra).

IN QUICKEST DELIVERY IN LONDON -CARRIAGE FREE
III Call or send a list of your requirements-

111 QUOTATIONS BY RETURN OF POST
a The P. D.P. COMPANY LTD. (Dept. 'A')

121 CHEAPSIDE, London, E.C.2
a II  WM Telephone: National 0846111MINE

,

a

a

a
a

CHOOSE ONE
STATION

-Cut out the rest
The Tunewell Cut -Out is a wonderfully
efficient Station Selector with three
Aerial tappings, Sockets and Plugs to
vary the tuning and degrees of selectivity.
Incorporates most efficient astatically
wound coils and .0005 variable con-
denser. Enclosed in Superior Bakelite
Case. The most efficient Cut.Out yet.
B.B.C. WAVE BAND HIGH WAVE

10/6 12/6
TUNEWELL

CUT-OUT
TURNER & CO.,

54 STATION ROAD,
NEW SOUTHGATE - LONDON. N.11

Kilo'Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign . (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.5311,751 Chelmsford

(SSW) 15.0
Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13
Belfast (28E) 1.0
Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
Swansea (5SX) 0.13
Stoke-on-Trent

(6ST) 0.13
Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
Plymouth (6PY) 0.13
Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
Hull (6KH) ... 0.13
Edinburgh

(2EH) 0.35
Dundee (2DE) 0.13
Bournemouth

(8851) 1.0
Bradford (2LS) 0.13
Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
London (2L0) 2.0

Brookman'S
Park 20 0

*377 797 Manchester
(2ZY) 1.0

753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
626 Daventry (6GB) 25.0

*200 1,500
*242 1,238
*261 .2,248
288.5 z,o4o
288.5 1,040

288.5 1,040
288.5 2,040
288.51,040
288.5 z,o4o
288.5 1,040

288.51,040
288.5 1,040

288,5 2,040

*3
*Ka 995

10 g68
*355 842
356 845

power indicated is aerial energy.
For the purpose of better comparison, the

Kilo- Station and Poore'
Metres cyclea Call Sign (Kw.)

*294 1,020 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304 986 Bordeaux(PTT)  1.0
305.8 981.7 Agen 0.25
309 970 Radio Vitus 10

*316 95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
326.5 918.9 Grenoble (prri 0.5
33L4 5o5 Petit Parisien 0.5
345 809 Strasbourg 0.1
264 824 Algiers 2.0
368 8z5 Radio LL

(Paris) 0.5
'381 788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
411 729 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 2.0
436 687 Radio Flandre

(Lille) 0.1
447 67/ Paris (Ecole

Sup. PTT) 15
640 Lyons (PIT) ... 5.0
222 Tunis (Kasbah) 0.6
267.5 Eiffel Tower 12.0
174 Radio Paris 12 0

GERMANY
*218 1,373 Flensburg
* 227 1,319

*393 *234 1,283
*239 1,256

*1,554 293 Daventry '246 1,220
(5XX) 25.13 *246 7,220

*253 144
*259 1,157
* 270 rgra
*276 z,o8
*283 r,o58
* 283 1,058
* 283 x,o48

BELGIUM *319 94r
1,391 Charleroy ILL) 0.25 *325 923
2,202 ,Schaerbeek- *339 887

Brussels 0.25 '380 833
1,200 Ghent 0.6 *372 806
1,071 Liége 0.1 *390

961%4 Arlon 0.25 *418
887 Louvain 8.0 *453
590 Brtiszeis 1.0 *458

*473
*533
*580
*580
570

*1,835
2,100
2,290 232

AUSTRIA
*246 2,220 Linz 0.5
*283 2,058 Innsbruck
*352 851 Graz 7.0
* 453 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
*517 581 Vienna 15.0

21E1

250

'250
280
312
339

"ouo

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263 1,139 Morava -Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava 12.5
*293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
* 342 878 Brunn (Brno) 2.4
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
' 281 1,067 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 0 75
1,153 26o Kalundborg 7.o

ESTHONIA
*297 1,010 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
* 221 7,355 Helsingfors ... 0.9

*1,796 167 Lahti ..40.0
FRANCE

211.3 1,420 Beziers 0.1
221 7,364 Fecamp (Radio

Normanie) 0.5
228 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 1.0
30 2,2!,6 Radio Nimes 0.25

'255 1475 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
*285 1,130 Lille (PIT) 0.7
2611 .r,r2r Casablanca 0 5

'272 1,103 Rennes ( PTT) 0 5
277. 1,083 Pic du Midi de

Bigorre (weather
forecasts 9 p.m.)

*f 86 Montpelier
(PTT) 0 2

Mont de Marsan C.3
zuz 2,022 Radio Lyons 0 5
288.51,040

468
1,351)
1,444

*1,7z5

05
Cologne 4.0
Muenster 3.0
Nurnberg 2.0
Kiel 0.35
Cassel 0.25
Gleiwitz 2.0
Leipzig 1.5
Kaiserslautern 0 2i
Koenigsberg 2 5
Magdeburg 0.5
Berlin (E.) 0.5
Stettin 0.5
Dresden 0.2i
Breslau 15
Bremen 0.33
Stuttgart 1 5
Hamburg 15

770 Frankfurt L5
726 Berlin 1.6
662 Danzig 0.21
657 Aachen 0.3i
635 Langenberg 13.0

563 Munich 15
536 Augsburg0.23
536 Hanover
527 Freiburg 0.35
283.5 Zeesen 3J.0
1:421 Norddeich 10.11

GRAND DUCHY
223 1,30 Luxembourg 3.0

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

(PCJ 25.0
*293 2,004 Hilversum

5.90 p.m. G.M.T.) 6'5
*1,071 28o Hilversum 6.5
*1,070 28o Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
(from 10.80 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)

'1,875 130 Huizen (after
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 20 0

'ICELAND
*1,200 250 Reykjavik 1.0

IRISH FREE STATE
* 225 1,337/ Cork (IFS) 1 0

*413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0
ITALY

248 1,209 Trieste (testing) 1.0
*271 2,094 Turin (Torino)

Kilo' Station and Power.
Metres cjltles CallSign (Kw.)

* 330.3
*385
* 441
453

* 501

go8 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
779 Genoa (IGE) ... 1.0
68o Rome (Roma) 3.0
662 Bolzano(IBZ).. . 0.3
599 Milan (Milano) 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
* 321.4 977.3 Zagreb (Agram) 0 7
* 429 696 Belgrade 2.5
575 521.7 Ljubljana 2.6

LATVIA
*525 572 Riga 3.8

LITHUANIA
*1,935 255 Kovno 7.0

NORWAY
f40 1,250  Rjukan 0.18

* 263 1,058 Notodden .96
* 365 820 Bergen ... 1.0

*394 76r Frederiksstad 0.7
453 66a Tromsoe 0.1
453 66a Aalesund 0.3
453 66a Porsgrund 0.7

*493 6o8 Oslo 1.5

POLAND
*313 559 Cracow 0.5
*335 g 69_ Posen 1.2
385 779 Wilno 0.5

* 408 7,34 Kattowitz 10.0
*1,411 212.5 Warsaw 8.0

ROUMANIA ,

* 391 y61 Bucharest 0.12,-
e

*351.
* 427
*483
* 825

1,080
1,000
1,I 00

''1,304

RUSSIA
155:5 Leningrad 1.0
702.5 Kharkov (NKO) 4.0
621.5 Homel - 1.2
364 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
283 Tiflis 10.0
Sob Leningrad 20.0
272.7 Moscow Popoff 40.0
230 Kharkov 4.0

251 .7,293
SPAIN

Alaiteria (EADS) 1.01
268 2,r2r Barcelona

(EAJ13) 10.0
314 956 Oviedo (EA J19) 0.5

*349 86o Barcelona
(EAJ1) 8.0

*358 8r; Seville (EAJ5) 1.5
4()3 743 San Sebastian

(EAJ8)
*424 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0
453 66a Salainanca

(EAJ22) 1.0

231
*257
270

*322
322

*436
*542
*770

1,200
'1,348

0.5

SWEDEN
2,3oz Malmer 0.6
z;860 Hoerby 1.0.0
1,112 'Frollhattan 0.45

932 Goetieborg 10.0
932 Falun 0.5
689 Stockholm 1.5

389
Sundsvall 0.6
Ostersund 0.6

250 Boden 0.6
222.5 Motala 30,1)

SWITZERLAND
*403 743 Berne 1.0
0459 653 Zurich 0.03
466 644 Zurich

(during afternoon) 0.63
680 442 Lausanne
780 395 Geneva 0.2i

1,010 297. Basle 0.25

TURKEY
*1,200 250 Stamboul 5.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
tp the Plan de Prague.

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY
Oct. 2r " Points of View " (4), by Mr. H. G. Wells.

2z A vaudeville programme.
25 An orchestral concert from the Queen's Hall.
26 An old-time vaudeville programme.

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)
Oct. 2z The Monkey's Paw, a story by W. W. Jacobs

dramatised by Louis Parker.
24 An Edward German programme.

, 25 A vaudeville programme.

NEWCASTLE
Oct. 22 A local revue.

GLASGOW

Oct. 24 A
opera-

of musical comedy and light

,, 26 Running commentary on Wales v. Scotland
International Association Football Match.

BELFAST
Oct. 24 The Faithful Sentinel, an opera : music by

Franz Schubert.

Address Wanted. -Will the Rev. M.
McDonnell, of St. Mary's Cathedral, send
his full address to the Regent Radio
SUjAily Co., to whom he sent an order with
cheque.
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MIRILIUMMMT
THE WIRELESS

SENSATION

OF THE YEAR

A CLEARTRON
DISCOVERY

A WONDERFUL
new filament coating dis-

covered by research chemists
in the Cleartron

Laboratories
makes it possible FOR THE

FIRST
TIME to offer a complete

range of

coated filament
valves at half usual prices.

The new series of eighteen
CLEARTRON

MIRILIUM-COATED
VALVES

has been inde-

pendently
tested by nationally

known experts

-and shows characteristics
unsurpassed

by

any othervalve at anyprice. In many instances

the Cleartron
Valve is definitely

superior to its

more expensive
rivals of the same type.

In construction,
range,

and low
current con-

gumption
the new Cleartron

Valves will

completely
satisfy the most critical user.

Two-, four- and six-volt types are made for

every purpose in wireless.

Ask your dealer for MIRILIUM-COATED

CLEARTRONS.
Test them against any other

make you know.

TeNew

Send us a card for illustrated
brochure con-

taining characteristic
graphs.

CLEARTR
ON

MiriamCoated 616

PGUERNPEOl'ISAt
VALVE S (S.G.tuve

12'
R6)POWE

CLEARTRON
(1927) LTD., 21 CUMBERLAND

Si., BIRMINGHAM

London : 310 HIGH HOLBORN,
W.C.2

Telephone : Holborn 8378

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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" THE MUSIC LEADER " (Continued from page 586)

free. As usual, however, a small repro-
duction of the print is given on page 586,
and this will be a further aid tb con-.
struction.

Components
-

A list on page 585 shows the parts
needed for making up the receiving section
of the "Music Leader." As usual, after
each component, a number of alternative
makes are mentioned. The first mentioned
make is that actually used in the original
receiver, and illustrated by the accom-
panying photograph. Following, are a
number of alternatives which can be used
if the constructor prefers, and only minor
alteration will be necessary, but it is most
unwise to deviate from the list of alterna-
tives given.

The blueprint is most useful in that it is
full size, and thus can be used as a template
for panel drilling and the mounting of the
components. It shows each wire in its
correct position (though not in every case is
it possible to give each wire in its correct
length), and can be used as a helpful final
check when all the wiring is done and it
remains only to see that each wire is

correctly put in place. Here is the blue-
print free for your benefit, so make the
most use of it in the construction of the
"Music Leader."

Follow closely the list of components in
conjunction with the components' list and
blueprint, so that everything *ill be ready
for the simple constructional details which
will be given next week.

Details will be given for making up the
receiver section only, and when this is
complete, it can be tried out as a unit when
the frame aerial is wound, and before the
linen -diaphragm loud -speaker is finished,
if desired. The construction of the com-
plete receiver " chassis " and cabinet will be
given in easy stages.

On View in London
In the meantime, it should be noted that

the "Music Leader" is being shown in the
Somerset Street windows of Messrs. Sel-
fridge & Co., Ltd., wherein each week a
current AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver is dis-
played. All London readers should take
advantage of the opportunity to see the
"Music Leader," for the appearance of the
complete self-contained set, ready to work,

is more convincing than many photographs
or pages of written matter.

And make sure of next week's issue, for
further constructional details.

The free blueprint gives full particulars
and dimensions of each part of the " Music
Leader." On the extreme left will be seen
the linen -diaphragm loud -speaker, the two
frames and back batten being clearly
shown. Next the screening box shown
in detail, every dimension being given and
the box shown in perspective so that no
difficulty whatsoever should be experi-
enced in making it. The frame aerial is
wound on a rectangular frame, particulars
of which are given in a small drawing at
the top right-hand side of the print.
Inside the frame are two fillets upon which
the receiver itself is supported. To the
extreme right is shown the cabinet of the
"Music Leader." All dimensions are given
so that no difficulty will be experienced in
making it up. Below, in the main portion
of the print, is shown the receiver section,
full size. Dotted lines show the connec-
tions to the frame aerial. Receiver,'
cabinet, frame aerial, and loud -speaker all
on one free blueprint.

AN D
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IT
Send for our

new 56 -page
Catalogue
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THE

BULGIN MULTI -COIL
(Patent Pending)

YOU will find no trouble
with Brookmans Park if

you incorporate this wonder-
ful new all wave tuner. It
covers the whole range of

220 to 600 and
1000 to 2500 metres

the wa vechan ge being effected
by a special switch incorpor-
ated. It is scientifically de-
signed in accordance with
modern valve theory and is
centre tapped on both wave
lengths for the utmost
selectivity.

it

PRODUCTS
9-10-11 CURSITOR STREET

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
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----- We started easy
._

._-_-=.
i
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,payments in Radio .I

and we continue to provide
sets, components, and acces-
sories on generous deferred
payments.

- -

a---T
For example :- 12 monthly

Instalments of

Cossor 1930 3 -Valve 16/-Kit ... ...

Cossor 1930 3 -Valve
All Mains Kit ... 7/6

Cossor 1930 2 -Valve
1,
9/3

All Mains Set ...

Mullard "Orgola " 14/63 -Valve Kit Inelud'n1
Oak Cabinet. Valves extra.

New Osram Music 16/6Magnet Kit Includint
Valves and Cabinet ...

DELIVERED on PAYMENT of FIRST INSTALMENT
Write now for Ust No. 18 conta,n.ag prices and
terms of EVERYTHING RADIO

a NEW Timeti SALES CO 1 I 3

-5_

56 Ludgate 11111, London, E.C.4
7--_--_---

nomitiminuminimmummuninininommielitillo

OAK CABINET
22,' -

Ready to assemble. All joints cut.
Send P.C. for free illustrated
Catalogue of 70 ".R.T.A."

Pieces of Furniture.
HANDICRAFTS LTD.,
18 WEEDINGTON RD., N.W.5
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CONCEALED

PIGTAIL

6C3

FORIlo
ARTtIUR PIRt & CO

" 1930" LOGSINGLE

SCREW

FRICTION

DRAPE

WEIGHT

21 4 OuNCES

The Finest

(MID -LIVE)

CONDENSER
As specified for the MUSIC
LEADER described in this issue.

In four Capacities
.6105
.00035
.00025

*.000I5
416 Each

* Double spacing of vanes for Ultra
Short-wave work.

VERNIER DIAL
obtainable.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE
BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS
SCALE ensuring smooth movement. with
absolutely NO BACK -LASH. ROBUST in
Construction and Trouble Free. SMALL.
EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH or STOOP 3/-

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

" . The proof of our claim is
in your hearing. Call atany radio dealer's or at
our showrooms and askfor a Comparative

Demonstration,
An interesting and informative book
on sound reproduction will be sent

you free on request.
Wale to:

CELESTION LTD., DEPT. J
KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

London Showrooms:
106, Victoria St., S.W.1

Tel.;.Victoria 3955

the CVery foul of Music
LOUD-SPEAKERS

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

Ci =Lulu. Wirozi.

0:11:0
VALy E
Spto macie

inVINe
YOUR Set it

FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS

AND BETTER RECEPTION

hype Volts Amps. Use in Set Price

B A.9 1.9v 0.05 General Purpose 5/6

B.C.9 1.9v 0.1 General ePrurvp:issee and 5/6

B.D.9 1.9v 0.2 I Super Power Valve 7/6

Same Types in 4 volts, also Pentode, and Screened Grid

Ash Your Local Dealer or Write Dept. A.W.3,

CONCERTON RADIO &
ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.

256j7, BANK CHAMBERS 329, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1
'Phone: Hol, 8667
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FULL arrangements have already been

made by the B.B.C. for the broadcast
of the Cenotaph Service on Armistice Day
(November the transmission being
almost exactly the same as last year. The
broadcast will be carried out by all B.B.C.
stations, including 5SW. Although no
general authority can be given for its
re -diffusion, it is not felt that objection
should or would be raised if the service
is rebroadcast in a church. The re-
sponsibility for any questions of copy-
right, however, must be left to the person
or persons undertaking the re -diffusion of
the broadcast.

A special revue of a humorous character
dealing with the North-east Coast Exhibi-
tion will be broadcast from the Newcastle
station on October 22. Councillor Arthur
Lambert, the Lord Mayor of Newcastle, is
taking part in the performance, in which
he will sing a song, "Northumberland,"
specially composed by the Lady Mayoress.

On November 7 listeners to 2L0 and

5XX will be given the thrills of the speed-
way, as the B.B.C. will convey them on
that evening to a contest at the Wembley
Stadium.

Michael, a Russian play in three scenes,
by Miles Malleson, and based on one of
Leo Tolstoi's tales, will be presented
through 5GB on October 29.

Airy Nothings, a burlesque from the pen
of Gordon McConnel, has been brought
up to date in a second edition. Amongst
other "hits" at the B.B.C. programmes, it
makes fun of the Schneider Trophy com-
mentary and the weekly "surprise items."
It will be heard from 2L0 and 5XX on
October 21.

On October 18 the Freedom of the City
of London is to be presented to Lieut.-
General Lord Baden-Powell. The proceed-
ings will be relayed from the Guildhall to
2L0 and 5XX.

London and Daventry, and all stations
taking the London programme, on Novem-

OCTOBER 19, 1929

ber 14 will broadcast the speeches made at
the Peace Commemoration Dinner organ:,
ised by the League of Nations Union. The
speakers will be Lord Cecil, Mr. Philip
Snowden, M.P., and Mr. j. C. Smuts. In
the course of the broadcast the manuscript
of. Journey's End will be auctioned by Sir
Herbert Morgan.

On November r4 the B.B.C. will cele-
brate the anniversary of its seventh birth-
day by the usual staff concert. It will be
broadcast at the end of the evening's
transmission, namely, towards to p.m..
Listeners will be compelled to guess the
names of the authors and of those assisting
in the performance, for they are being
kept a closely -guarded secret.

On October 6 another change -over in.
wavelengths took place between the Dutel;i
transmitters; Hilversum, until 5.4o p.m`.'
G.M.T. now broadcasts on 298 metres, and
from that hour until closing time on
1,075 metres. Huizen, on the other hand.'
works on 1,875 metres throughout the day:
Scheveningen -Haven, the commercial tele-I
phony transmitter, broadcasts from early
morning until 5.40 p.m. on 1,071 metres

With the coming of winter -time,
teners should bear in mind that FranCe,1
Belgium, and Spain have simultaneously
returned to G.M.T. Holland, however,
still twenty minutes in advance of Great
Britain, and countries working on Central

(Continued on next page).
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ssApTUS 1

(IMPROVED)

Double Linen Diaphragm Speakers
A kr, made to "A.W.- specification.

Broadcast reception or Gramophone records reproduced with
marvellous purity. Why pay expensive prices for Moving -
coil Loud speakers, etc. P This Speaker puts them out of date.

IN SPECIAL ACOUSTIC BAFFLE
ILLUSTRATION SHOWS SECTIONAL VIEW

SPEAKERS COMPLETE IN SPECIAL ACOUSTIC
BAFFLE and fitted with New Type " Aptus " 4 -pole Super
Balanced Unit, which does not overload.

22 inches sq. ... 70/- 18 inches sq. 62'6
20 inches sq. ... 05/- 16 inches sq. ... 57, 6

SUPPLIED WITHOUT UNIT, 20/- LESS

KIT OF PARTS FOR HOME CONSTRUCTING
22 -inch Linen Speaker to " A.W." 170 Specification. Com-
plete even to Nails and Screws. Ready for assembling.
22/6 POSTFREE.

ANY MAKE OF
K

UNIT FROM
STOC POST FREE.

(OTHER SIZES TO ORDER)
For Portable Sets, Etc.

Special Baffle, 7/6, Rubber, 2/. Wood lengths drilled, vs,
Heavy Stretching Strips, 2/6. Set 2B.A. Rods, Nuts, Washers.
1/8. Irish Linen, 7/6. Special Speaker Dope, 2/9. Universal
Adapter with Double Chuck Centre, 2/6. Set of 8 Angle
Brackets, with Screws, 2/6. Any Part Supplied, Post Extra.
RADIOSTAT reports :-.The "Aptus" Speaker is one of the best I have. Reproduces
brilliant high notes. Hear the rich bass notes ivithout the over -emphasis that mars
the moving -coil type of speaker. The improved designed "Aptus" Speaker does not
require extra valves, batteries, or special transformer connections. it can be operated
from any ordinary valve set and incorporates the latest Super 4 -pole Balanced
Armature Unit in all models. LIST FREE.

" COMPARATIVE TEST SHOWS THE BEST."
FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM SOLE MAKERS:-

MOORE & CO. (5getab.ears ) 101-103 Dale St.-; Liverpool ser&T.OR
'Grams : "Solution." 'Phone : Cen. MU. Works : Gresham Buildings.

THE PANEL WITH A REPUTATION

Registered

The original BECOL Low
Loss Former, made in
sizes 1" up to 4" outside
diameter in lengths up to
36 in. The former that re-
mains rigid when wound.

LOOK FOR
TRADE
MARK

Trade Mark

SECO!. Panels tested to
104,000 volts. Ground
square to size and can

bo relied upon.

DO NOT BE PUT OFF WITH AN IMITATION.
Write for copy of BECOL Handbook on Wireless Circuits. Full data of

windings and illustrations. Price 4d. Post Free.
Sole Makers:

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

USE FLASH -LAMP BATTERIES FOR YOUR R.T. AND SAVE MONEY

63
Volt

2/10

108 Volt
4/6

126 Volt
5/ -

THE BRITISH WIRELESS BATTERY BOX
H.T. in the form of Flash -Lamp Batteries in a properly con-
structed Wooden Battery Box is far more satisfactory and
economical than any form of H.T., either accumulator, H.T. Block
Battery or H . Eliminator. This is because a faulty unit can be
replaced ut very small cost and saves scrapping the whole battery.

If unable to obtain at your local dealer, send direct to-
ALL BOXES LTD , 117 Central Street, E.C.1
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" RADIOGRAMS" (Continued)
European Time-e.g., Scandinavia, Ger-
many, Austria, Italy, and so on-one full
hour.

On October 31, until the opening of
the Moorside Edge (Huddersfield) North
Regional transmitter, Newcastle will be
compelled to broadcast on the national
common wavelength of 288.5 metres, and
during that period will not be able to
transmit its own programmes. Later, how-
ever, when the new regional station takes
over the north of England service, a wave-
length will be allotted to the' Newcastle
transmitter when local entertainments can
again be given.

The Rome broadcasting station now
regularly transmits photographs on the
Fulton system on Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays between io and 10.18 p.m.
G.M.T., and again on Fridays at 6.3o p.m.
G.M.T.

Tests emanating from Radio Luxem-
burg (Grand Duchy) on 223 metres are best
heard between 9 and io p.m. G.M.T.

French wireless papers report that
Brookmans Park announces itself as
"London Bridge calling !" They do not
say whether other bridges have protested,
but we are inclined to believe that this
favouritism might make Charing Cross !

The Canadian National Railways has
adopted broadcasting as one of its chief
aids in attracting settlers to the 24.0,000,000
acres of good farming land yet to be cul-
tivated. The Canadian Northern Railway
has established thirteen broadcasting sta-
tions to offset the lack of entertainment on
isolated Canadian farms.

One of the features of the recent New
York radio show was the release of a large
silver balloon flown from the roof of the
building. A radio valve and a letter was
attached, and a cheque of one hundred
dollars will be sent to whoever picks it
up when the balloon finally completes its
flight.

It is understood that the stay of the
Post Office detection van in Glasgow and
district may extend to six months or
longer. Glasgow alone has a population
estimated at round i y4 millions, while
there are very populous areas outside the
city, yet the district only boasts some
60,000 receiving licences. One in every
four houses is believed to be equipped for
wireless reception, and the officials accom-
panying the van are armed with lists of
suspected houses. Much interest is being
taken by the populace in the results of this
" big push" against pirates.

With the disbanding of the Glasgow
station orchestra, the B.B.C. has entered
into contracts with the Scottish Orchestra
and the Reid Orchestra. Seven concerts
by the former will be broadcast from St.
Andrew's Hall, Glasgow, and five by the
latter from the Usher Hall, Edinburgh.
Of these, 6o per cent. will include works by
Scottish composers.
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TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range PETO SCOTT offer YOU
every known Radio Receiver or Component. The list given below
merely illustrates our terms for a few well-known lines and we ask you
to fill in the coupon, or send us a list of your requirements, for which
we shall be pleased to quote for cash or on our famous system of

EASY ITRAIS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

MUSIC LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO (described in September 28 and
October 6 issue:. Camplete kit contains exact parts. specified
Cabinet and drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint free with eon,.
plete kite. Send only 33/9: balance In 11 monthly instalments
of 19/2. Valves, gramophone motor and accessories extra.

A.C. ALL -ELECTRIC CLARION THREE (described in "Amateur
Wireless," 21/9/29). Build this remarkable all -mains receiver.
No batteries required. Complete kit contains exact parts as
specified, Cabinet and drilled Panel. Full -sine Blueprint free
with complete kite. Send only 28/8; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 28/8. Valves extra.
1930 M1JLLARD " ORGOLA " KIT, including eabine, and
valves. Send only 20/, balance in 11 monthly instalments of
20/,
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Send only 16/6; balance in
11 monthly Instalments of 18/8, valves included.
LINEN 5.0.3 KIT, excluding valves, accumulator and cabinet,
Bend only 8/3, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 8/3.
THE BROOKMAN'S THREE (Bee "Wireless Magazine;' 0,1e6or
issue). Complete kit including cabinet, panel and valves. Send
only 18/11, balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 18/11.
S.O. BROWN MODEL B. Three -valve Screened -grid Set.
Complete kit and Cabinet. Send only 18/-; balance in 10
monthly instalments of 15/-.
NeMICHAEL SCREENED GRID THREE. Complete kit of
components, excluding Cabinet, Valves, etc. Send only 18/3;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 16/3.
BOWYER-LOWE UNIVERSAL SHORT-WAVE KIT, including
Coils tor 10 to 5,000 metres, and Valves. Send only 48/4; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 25/6.
FERRANTI ELIMINATOR KIT, for home construction, using
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Output, 200 volts, 100 m/a. for
A.C. mains. Send only 40/-; balance in 11 monthly instalments
of 22/8.
MAINS COMPONENTS and VALVES of every description are
available on easy terms. Full details In our Catalogue. For
example: WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER, Type H.T.1,
with Regentone Power Transformer, type W.R.1. Send only 8/2;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/2.
B.T.H. R.K. UNIT (for 6 -volt accumulator or D.C. mains).
Send only 11/7; balance In 11 monthly instalments of 11/7.

THE KNIFE-EDGE THREE (deeeribed in" Amain, Wireless,"
21/9/29). Complete kit including cabinet, drilled panel, valves
and vernier dials. Pull else Blueprint free with complete kit.
Send only 14/4, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 14/4.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT. Bend only I.6/.; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 16/-
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE A.C. MAINS KIT. Send only
27/8; balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 27/8.
COSSOR TWO -VALVE A.C. MAINS SET. Send only 19/3:
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 19/3.
REDENTONE W.I.B. S.G. (A.C. mains), for S.O. and pentode
set,. Send only 912; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 912;
EKCO 3.5.20 (A.C. mains), also for S.G. and pentode sets. Send
only 7/4; balance In 11 monthly instalment. of 7/4.
ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS, from 4/7, first
payment.
OLDHAM AUTO POWER UNIT, comprising special 120 -volt
Accumulator, with A.C. Mains Charger, all in metal case. Uses
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Send only 19/10; balance in 11
monthly instalments of 10/10.
CELESTION C.12,in Oak. Send only 10/4; balance la 11 monthly
instalments of 10/4. In Mahogany, 1019.
CELESTION Z-20, in Oak. Send only 14/3; balance In I1
monthly instalments of 14/3 In Mahogany, 15/2
ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Lonrbspeakel
Send only 7/4; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7/4.
BLUE SPOT 66.K. UNIT. with SQUIRE MODEL 101 CONE
KIT. Send only Sill; balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 5/11.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCuMuLATOR, type W.I., in Crates,
Send only 6/11; balance i ¢ 11 monthly instalments of 8/11.
STANDARD WET H.T. 14I -VOLT BATTERY. 10,000 m's,
absolutely complete. Send only 7/2; balance In 11 monthly
instalments of. 7/2. All parts for these batteries available.
THE ADAPTAGRAM converts your existing Radio Receiver to
a modern Radio Gramophone. Perfectly simple. Takes prac-
tically any set. Garrard Motor, B.T.H. Pick-up, Balanced-arra.
tem Loud -speaker. All fitted in a handsome Oak Cabinet.
Send only 39/6; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 22/-.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of 4.1 types by leading makers,
See catalogue for full details.

All goods sent Carriage Paid. Everything available for cash preferred.

Northern readers are cordially invited to visit our STAND No. 45 at the MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
contains 48 large pages profusely illustrated and with detailed des-
criptions of the 1929-30 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS.
Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc., all
are dealt with, in fact, you will find the new Easy Way Catalogue a

veritable guide to Radio. Get your copy now.

PETO SCOTT IS°D
FIRST IN 1919 FOREMOST TO -DAY

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL FEATURE[ .. THE MUSIC LEADER " (Described in this issue).
For complete kit including cabinet, valves, batteries
and all requisite accessories. Send only 25, -, balance

in easy instalments.
Mail coupon in unseated enve,ope under ld, stamp.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Shops :

77, City Road, Londim, E.C.1.
62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
33, Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy,

Manchester.

1.1111.1.
COUPON,

Please send me your New 48 -page Illustrated
Catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W.19/10
NIMOSZ
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their worth/
The wonderful achievement of the Standard Cartridge
Sac has made this ever -popular wet battery pre-eminent
as a source of permanent H.T. IT IS NOW A DEFINITE
POWER IN THE RADIO WORLD, and has wen its way
into public favour by sheer performance and constant
improvement, which to -day reveals it as ideal H.T. in
every way. Its initial cost is higher, but in the long run
IT SAVES POUNDS and improves reception. Lasts
for 12 months or more when it can be recharged at home,
simply, easily and cheaply with the new Cartridge Sacs !
Before you buy another battery think seriously of what
STANDARD can do for you-send for the FREE book giv-
ing you vital and overwhelming facts
on cheaper H.T.

DEFERRED TERMS
Any voltage or cap-
acidy supplied for all
sets. New Cartridge
Sacs in No. 3 and
4 size only. No.
1 and 2 supplied

as before.
Stocked by Hal.
ford's Stores,
Curry's Stores,
and all Radio
Dealers cn cash

Cr deferred.

,Oak from
£2-9-8

Mahogany from 23-04

No. 3. Cartridge Model
Battery. 96 volts (16 mil -
'lamps capacity). Com-
prises two trays of 32 cells
each, with lid and neces-
sary electrolyte chemical.
Cash £2 13 10 or 915 down
and 6 ninthly payments of

SPECIAL
OFFER

9/5
TABLE CABINETS. In Oak or
Mahogany, supplied to hold bat-
teries. Well designed and finished.
To take any number of cells, and

also forms stand for set.
Write to THE STANDARD WET
BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.), 184-
188 Shaftesbury Av., London, W.C.2

Our Stand at the Manchester Radio Exhibition is No. 63

750 WATT "Q.M.B."
SWITCH 2/6

LYONS' NEW "B.A.T."
(Best - After - Test) OMB
Switch creaks 3 amps. at
250 volts I
For H.F., L.F., H.T., L.T.,
circuits. For A.C. Sets,
Mains Units, Gramo-Mo-
tOrs, and as Moving Coil
Speaker Field Switch, etc.
Send for FREE 4 -pp. cir-
cular; request at the same
time our famous 28 -pp.
"CLAROSTAT " Book (all
about D.C. And A.C. Mains
Units, with scale drawings).

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,
76 OLDHALL STREET,
LIVERPOOL : ENGLAND

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems
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" MEASURING LOUD -SPEAKER
VOLUME"

(Continued from page 592)

bass and treble registers where a cut-off
is beginning to occur are points which
require investigation, and the Rayleigh
disc must therefore be sufficiently sensitive
to respond to these frequencies. This
means that during the middle registers the
deflection may be quite large.

It is certainly an interesting experiment
to try fitting up a disc in one's home where
it is not necessary to take the elaborate
precautions for measuring the deflections
and for ensuring absolute accuracy. A
disc r in. diameter placed 2 ft. away from
a loud -speaker giving normal strength will
rotate to or 15 degrees. It is necessary to
enclose the apparatus to some extent in
order to shield the apparatus from draughts,
and, of course, care must be taken to avoid
reflections from the side if an accurate
measurement is being taken. For a rough
test as a home experiment this is not
necessary. Thin mica or white card, is
quite satisfactory.

Where an actual measurement has to be
taken it is necessary to devise means of
measuring the actual deflection. One
method of doing this is to stick.very small
mirrors on the centre of the disc and to
reflect light from a suitable source on to a
scale. A spot of light appears at a certain
part of the scale when the apparatus is at
rest, and this moves along the scale a cer-
tain distance when the sound is applied
from the loud -speaker. In some cases it is
possible to dispense with the use of mirrors
by using a highly polished mica disc which
has sufficient reflective power to act as a
mirror in itself.

If, of course, one places the disc closer
to the loud -speaker than 2 ft., then quite
large deflections can be obtained. The dis-
advantage of placing the disc so close is
that it accentuates the unevenness of the
radiation from an average loud -speaker.

This was brought out by a recent experi-
ment which I conducted by the method
just described The radiation of the loud-
speaker was measured on the axis, and it
was tolerably uniform up to about 3,000
cycles, when a very sharp cut-off occurred.
At first sight, therefore, one would say
that the loud -speaker was very poor,
whereas actually it was known to radiate
quite efficiently at frequencies over 8,000
cycles per second. The reason for the
apparent difference was, of course, that the
higher frequencies were not radiated
axially, but were shot out at an angle, and
therefore, listening some distance away,
it was possible to hear all the frequencies
more or less rendered together. Any
measurement, therefore, made on a loud-
speaker must take into account this dis-
crepancy between the radiations at dif-
ferent angles, and it is indeed largely due
to this source of error that loud -speaker
curves are not more frequently published
than at present.
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-BEHIND THE --
VOLUME CONTROL KNOB

of the best Sets
you will find a

ROTOR -OHM
Rotor -ohms are fitted
by the most important
and discriminating
Set Manufacturers.

Because they are truly
variable, smooth as
velvet, and accurate
as a precision instru-
ment should be.

If any difficulty is experienced In obtaining
Rotor -ohms, order direct from us, mentioning
your dealer's namo.

Type Ohms miniamps
F 0-2,000 37.5
K 0-5,000 23.0
G 0-10,000 105
H 0-25,000 10'5
C " 0-50,000 7.5

0-70,000 6.0
B 0-100,000 5'0
-J 0-200,000 4'0
L 0-500,000 2'5
M 0-1 Megohm 1'3

1/10-7 Megohms 02

Prices
5/9 (Standard Type)

6/6 (Potentiometer Type)

ROTOR ELECTRIC LTD.
(Deta. A.W.)

2-3, UPPER RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W.1
Telephone : MUSEUM 2641-2642

THE REPRODUCER WITH
A STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT

A Linen diaphragm,steel
chassis builtIoud speaker
kit for home construction

1111111.
Constructed in half an hour with a screw-
driver. Size 20" x 20". Has a double linen
diaphragm and adjustable damping attach-
ment. Will take any popular Cone Move-
ment, "G. E. C.," "Blue Spot:" " Triotron,"
" Hegra,' "Brown," etc. Kit includes Dope,
Brush, Instructions, and Ornamental Sides.

21/- Postage 1/3
FOR BEST RESULTS USE A

TWIN CONE MOVEMENT, 15/ -
Postage 6d. Patents and Reg. Pending.

GREEN & FAULCONBRIDGE LT°
COVENTRY

OUR
BLUEPRINT SERVICE

Constructors of receivers
described in this journal
should make full use of our
Blueprint Service and avoid

all risk of failure.
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" THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
SCIENCE MUSEUM SET "

(Continued from page 579)
from the roof. This is 27 ft. long, is made
of lead -covered sheet iron, coated over for
a thickness of 1/4 in. with pitch. This is
attached to a Western Electric drive of the
type used for "talkies." I heard this
instrument working with the set properly
controlled, and my own frank opinion is
that it is as good as anything I have ever
heard; but if the volume is too great, then
it is certainly not perfect. Worked pro-
perly, the reproduction is entirely natural,
although a frequency curve shows that
some of the bass is missing. I do not think
that the Museum authorities will be
able to improve on this loud -speaker's
reproduction, at least for another five
years.

The other loud -speaker is the original
McLachlan moving -coil instrument.
Frankly, I do not think it is so good as the
horn speaker. On the one hand, it is the
original model, and is therefore fairly old,
and has earned museum status; on the
other hand, it is every bit as good as
many other moving coils I have heard.
A third loud -speaker demonstrated is the
Amplion Lion. This is shown because it is
the type of speaker an average man can,

have, as distinct from the 27 -ft. horn and
the original McLachlan. A simple change-
over switch brings each loud -speaker into
circuit in turn.

The hall in which the loud -speakers are'
installed is far from ideal. It is compara-
tively bare and full of echo. But a triple -
thickness of canvas put up as a screen
at one end of the hall, and facing the orifice
of the horn speaker, has done much to
alleviate the echo.

A few weeks ago the horn speaker
started to "buzz" very badly, and it did
not at first seem obvious how this could
happen. Then they took the giant horn
down from its hangings, separated the
unit, and located the culprit-a fly I This
must have crawled up the horn when the
set was not working, and must have been
killed at once by the vibration when the
set was switched on.

The set is in operation on most after-
noons, including Sundays, and the oppor-
tunity to hear it makes an interesting
experience for Londoners. It is not an
"everyman" set, but it is a wonderful
demonstration set, and it has never broken
down. That is more than most of us can
claim I

In connection with the new Leningrad
high power broadcasting station, the Soviet
Authorities in that city have installed a
Dramatic Studio, capable of seating some
2,000 spectators. Built to serve as a theatre,
it will be used for the relay of musical and
other plays. Arrangements are also being
made for the demonstration of television
transmissions.
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Build the Mullard

RECEIVER
NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH IN SEALED CARTONS

ONLY PARTS AS SPECIFIED IN
" RADIO FOR THE MILLION."

YOU

ARE

CERTAIN

OF

HADIO

SERVICE

s. d.
1 Aluminium Panel (18 in. by 7 in.), ready drilled (Colvern) 5 6
1 Set of screens ... 2 9
1 Set of coils (Colvem type R2R) ... 17 0
2 5 -pin valve holders (Junit) 3 6
1 Valve holder (Lotus) ... 1 3
1 P.M. " Permacore" Transformer (Mullard) 1 5 0
1 P.M. Combined grid leak and condenser holder complete

with 2 meg. leak and .0003-mfd. condenser (Mullard)
1 P.M. .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Mullard)
1 .25-mfd. Paper condenser, type BB (Dubilier)
1 Kit of condensers (Jackson Bros.)
1 Differential reaction condenser, type 926 (.0003-mfd.)

(Pye)
1 Trimmer condenser, type 929 (.00005-mfd.) (Pye)
1 H.F. Choke (Climax) ... . .. -

1 Set of terminals, A, E, L.S.+, Pick-up, Pick-up
(Belling -Lee) . ..

1 Seven -way battery cord fitted with engraved wander
plugs and spade tags (Belling -Lee)

1 Safety Anode Connector (Belling -Lee)
1 Pair of panel brackets _.
1 Set of Junit switches (1 with blue and 2 with black knobs)

(Junit) ls. 6d. each ._
3 Junit indicating washers, ld. each ...
3 Terminal Mounts (Junit) 8d. each ...
(Say) 8 oz. 18 -gauge copper wire (approx.)
Length of sleeving, screws ...

6
1
2

1 9

5
4
7

0
9
5
6

0
0
6

3 0
5 9

6
3 6

4 6
3

2 0
1 3

6

Total. E6 11 5

Any of the above parts can be supplied separately If desired.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
s. d.

3 Mallard Valves, as specified 2 18 0
1 P.M. Loud -speaker (Model C) (Mullard) 2 10 0
1 P.M. H T. Supply Unit (Mallard) or ... 5 5 0
3 H.T. dry batteries, 50-v. type 1035 (Siemens) each, or 1 5 0
1 H.T. dry battery, 100-v. type 1200 (Siemens) ... ... 1 2 6
1 Grid Bias Battery, 16-v type G.3 (Siemens) ... 3 6
1 Accumulator, say 30 amp. hr -capacity 11 6
1 Cabinet and baseboard 1 7 6

READY RADIO ORGOLA KITS
IN SEALED CARTONS

KIT A (excluding Cabinet) - - - 11 5
KIT B (with Valves) £9 9 5
KIT C (with Valves and Cabinet) - £10 16 11

IF

YOU

ORDER

FROM A

RADIO

HOUSE

- -
I READY RADIO IMMEDIATE DESPATCH SERVICE I

When you buy radio parts you naturally want exactly what you order and you want 1
them quickly. You also would be happier with the knowledge that in the event of

subsequent difficulties you can obtain technical advice without trouble. 1
ALL ORDERS POST FREE.

11, .113 MI= =NS

11.111.1.11.1.11111.11mmillimilms
159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1

(Three minutes from London Bridge Station.)
Telephone-HOP 5555 (Private Exchange) Telegrams-READY, HOP 5555, LONDON.
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B
MUSIC LEADER

A completely self-contained Receiver with Linen Loud
Speaker.

THE H. & B. KIT of specified parts to build this
excellent set exactly as described in this issue, to-
gether with PANEL DRILLED, wire, screws, and

Full-size Blueprint.
Linen and all necessary parts to build the Speaker

and a Balanced Armature Ormond speaker unit.
CASH PRICE 68 S 0

H. & B. Hand -polished Oak Cabinet 35/- extra.
Four Bullard or Marconi Valves 56/- extra. Any

parts sold separately; write for detailed list.
This Kit can be supplied on our Gradual Payment
System; terms £1 down, and 10 monthly payments

of 11/6

TALISMAN TWO THREE
Described in " Amateur Wireless," Oct, 5th and lath

Complete kit, containing exact parts as used. by
"A.W.," together with all necessary wire, screws.

and baseboard.
Panel Drilled. Blueprint Free.

CASH PRICE, 68/ -
Cabinet in oak, hand polished, 15/6 extra. Three
Mullard, Marconi Valves, 33/6 extra. Any parts
sold separately. Write for detailed list.
Our gradual payments for this kit are 13/- down

and 6 monthly payments of 10/-.
Kit with three Mullard Valves, 'Cabinet, 120 -volt
Siemens Battery, Grid Bias, 2 -volt Exide, and
Amplion Cone Speaker, 24/- down and 10 monthly

payments of 15/4.

MARV t.LL OUS I
REYNER' S KNIFE-EDGE THREE

(The set you will eventually build).
H. & B. Kit contains all the exact parts as used by
Mr. Reyner in his set. Panel drilled, Wire, and
Screws included. Full-size Blueprint free with all
kits. Packed in carton. ready for immediate
dispatch. CASH PRICE £4 5 0

Cabinet, 17/6 extra. Valves 33/6 extra.
Write for Detailed List. Any parts sold separately.

EASY TERMS
17/6 down and 8 monthly payments of 10/-.
Kit with Cabinet and Valves, 30/- down and 10
monthly payments of 12/2.

If you want to build a Two, don't hesitate.
BUILD THE TALISMAN TWO

With our kit of specified parts. Contains all you need.
Panel drilled,'Baseboard, Wire, and Screws included.

Full-size Blueprint with every kit.
Cash Price 67/ -

Cabinet. 7'6 extra. Two Mullard Valves. 23/- extra.
EASY TERMS, 10/- down and 0 monthly pay-
ments of 10/-.
Kit with Cabinet and two Mullard Valves, 18/- down
and 9 monthly payments of 10'-.

Buy the H. & B. Way
No References. Strictly Confidential.

OSRAM S.G. 1930. THREE VALVE
Complete kit, with three Osram Valves, Oak Cabinet

CASH PRICE, £9
Or 15/10 down and monthly payments of 15/10

COSSOR 1930 SEALED KIT
Battery operated model complete with 3 valves and
full Instructions.

Cash Price - £8 15 0
Or 16/- down and ix monthly payments of 15/9.
BOWYER LOWE S.C. PENTOVOX THREE
Complete set made up in splendid Cabinet, three

Valves, and Royalty paid.
CASH PRICE, £10

Or £1 down and 10 monthly payments of 19/ -
PHILLIPS ALL -ELECTRIC TWO A.C.

Complete with Valves.
CASH PRICE, £12 10s.

Or 30/- down and 10 monthly payments of 23/6.
Brown's Vee Unit and Chassis.
8/7 down and 4 monthly payments of 8/7.
Ultra Air Chrome Speaker, 14 by 14.
Cash Price 52/-, or 11/- down and 4 monthly pay-
ments of 11/-.
Ekco D.C. Eliminator, Model IV20. S.G. 0-120,
120/150, 20 m/a.
5/- down and 5 monthly payments of 10/-.
Ekco A.C. Eliminator, Model 3F20. S.G. 80, 120/
150, 20 m/a.
10/- down and 8 monthly payments of 9/8.
Blue Spot 66K Unit and Power Chassis.
5/- down and 5 monthly payments of 8/-.
Anything Radio Supplied on our Gradual
Payments. Send Detailed List, it's a pleasure
to quote you. All goods sent Carriage Paid.

H. & B. RADIO CO.
34, 38, 38, BEAK ST., REGENT ST.,

LONDON, W.1
GERRARD

2834

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

H.T. Battery Wastage
SIR, -I am interested in the letters re

this bugbear. One correspondent says
he has not had 42 days' service. I have
had six batteries between May L and
September 20. The last two batteries ran
out in about 8 hours' service. By this
I mean z y2 hours on Sunday, 3 hours on
Monday, 3 hours on Tuesday, and a dead
stop' on Wednesday. These were "o8 -volt
batteries. The valves were 2 -volt, three
HL2xo's, DEH2xo, DEP215. The set has
been returned to the makers twice for
overhaul on their suggestion. As I paid
carriage both ways, the cost for carriage
has been about 3os., and the cost for new
batteries, io8-volt at 15s., 6d. each, about
3 17s. 6d. When I mention six batteries

used up, I am including the original one in
the set when purchased complete. I have
paid for five new batteries in less than five
months. In an effort to save wastage,, I
have taken out the plugs from H.T.; L.T.,
and grid -bias battery when not in use,
even for a quarter of an hour. If any
reader can beat this or can suggest what is
wrong I will bless him. B. (Birkdale).

Faulty Components
SIR, -I am an old reader of your paper,

having taken it in since No. r. I feel
I would like to comment upon the article
by "Thermion" in a recent issue re faulty
components and the general willingness of
the trade to rectify same. The following
are my recent experiences. About a month
ago I made up "Britain's Favourite
Three" of nearly all new components, and
although I got this set to work, all I could
get was 5XX, and I could not get the
slightest reaction.

My slight knowledge as to the reason
soon being exhausted, I took this set to
where I purchased the parts (one of the
largest dealers in Birmingham), who
assured me they would soon be able to put
it right; anything faulty they would
replace. A few days later I called for the
set, and was assured that it was working
perfectly.

You can imagine my surprise, upon
reaching home, to find the set whistled
frightfully and no reaction. I complained
to this firm, who said it was all right at
their shop: Not being able to improve
matters, I wrote to AMATEUR WIRELESS
"Information Bureau," explaining matters,
and was advised to try a new H.F. choke.
This I purchased locally, expecting to cure
matters, but upon fitting same I could not
get a sound. Testing this with phones and
battery, I found it was no good; so I took
it back, but they would not change it

(Continued on page 611)

0.041tt0 II= ,t111101- _. EMI Eno EMI 00:
 ANY RADIO MATERIALS specified or advertised in this or other

publication supplied at the prices quoted therein SPECIAL CASH I
PRICES ail be given whenever possible. whatever the vane 0. we order
sanewar-a- RELIABILITY SPECIALITIES

BRITISH -MADE RELIABII ITT I
H.T. BATTERIES

30 volt, 716; 100 volt 12/6. I
FREE GIFT of a 9 -vet Grid

oBridaes.Bareetteeryi,ewiitheatchhe daftryst 11.2

Reliability Batteries.
BRANDS STOCKED AND

RECOMMENDED
Geeopliona ; Hedesen; Cameo
Standard; Ultra; "Olix; Cossor;

NEW WHOLE- Kaman; varlet'- Wales; P R;
SALE DEPT. Graham, Farish; Eelex; Red Dia

OPENED. Shop hours as rage- mond ; Dr. Nesper ; Watmel ; 
lations. Nn Randal, Tratia.. Siemens ; Rothermel.

SPECIAL VALUES RECOMMENDED NEW LINES 
.0001mfd Reaction Coddenna 2/3 Tnnewell Dian Coils .. 7/9

19 -volt Chid Bias Battery 1/-; Push Tones Tonata¢s
Pull Snitch 9d. ; Telephone Plug Harlie Volustat ..
1'-; .0005 Ball Bearing.Log Vart. Ekeo D.C. Eliminator 1718
able Condenser 3/-: Double Seale Climax Capital Choke.. 8/-
Voltmeter 0 to 6 ant 0 to 12) Linen Output Choke .. 151-

 volts 51- ; 18 ft. Lcul-speaker Keystone H.F. Unit .. 10/6
Cord 1,8: Cone Speaker Unit nn- Blue Spot, Major Chassis 15/-
equaled" equed lue 5/6; All Brass.00o1 Blue Spot. 66K Cone Unit 25/-

_

Reaction Couienrar 3,6 ; Anti- Triotron Cone Unit 17/8
phonic Baseboari Valveholder Geeophone Stork Plaque 591- 8o

-volt H.T. Battery 5/6: Double Kouter-Brandes Headphones 101- I
Action Slow Motion Dial 3/- Lissen New Process Valves 10/6
We pay al! postage on orders
5/8 in value, 90 you purchase at ORDERS FOR ABROAD - I
extensive stock, as though our to urgent dispatch. Postage extra
most favourable prices from an Special care given to packing ant

Premises were in your neighbour
etseta. ted, 2d. Si,er.,,,,,Ciont fc{,o.

", 040(4115 the C44Tfid Radio Clcavities

LTA3yARAYD

STREET.

IL

HUDDERSFIELDS FI E LD.11111MACIIIAIUCo
L/ 710dderefiekl 341 CIL. .-7101.04.10, Huddersfield 0

01110=110 ISSI:   Min Mina C=M one660 ISM MIMI 0 00

firl:11&''Al GUIDE- ' New Edition
now issued
No. 298 sent
Post free upon
request. WE
MAKE NO
CHARGE FOR
OUR LIST.
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bOM IN ION

BROWNIE are now producing 2,033
Dominion Vernier Dials a day.

That is why it is possible to offer this
high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 2/6.
The mechanism is n special non -
backlash design with a reduction
ratio which makes fine tuning easy
without becoming tedious.
Obtainable from all wireless dealers
in beautifully finished plain black or
lovely grained mahogany bakelite. 

Nelson Street Works. London: N.W.1
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All who prefer Quality
in Cigarettes

5 for 3d. 10 for 6d.
20 for 114-d.

AACA t'S*
N.0 C 722

A beautiful and clear tone
A pleasing appearance

The two advantages of
Dr. Nesper Loud -speakers

Type N.25. Mahogany Cabinet, rx 15' x 7" 49/6
Type N.26. Oak Cabinet, 12" x 12" x7' 39/6

Ask your Dealer

DR. NESPER LTD.
Colindale Avenue, Hendon, London, N.W.9

r

You will Help Yourself and Help

EI4VIC4141 'SEWPATENT
CONE -DIAPHRAGM

SUSPENSION
COMPLETE SOVEREIGN CONE

KIT for 3/ -
The Sovereign Cone Kit employs Prov. Pat. No.
0098j29, which is a compromise between the
fixed and free edge cone principles. Its chief 112

advantages are : NO CONE CRADLE RE-
QUIRED, pure natural reproduction, simplicity,
suitable for use with all units. It is the least ex-
pensive complete cone assembly on the market. Sold in an attractive envelope
with full constructional details. 3,000 were sold during he Radio Exhibition.
Obtainable from your local dealer.

Special stockist : CURRY RADIO HOUSES (200 Branches)
Or the Manufacturers :

44,J .R. WIRELESS Co. (Dept. A.W.), 6 -8 Rosebery Avenue, E.C.10,

....................................... ..."The Shielded... .
Four -Electrode Valve l

.. Theory and Practice.
4.,

With Numerous Circuits.
<:.

By CAPT. H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.
4e 4

+ 4o Get a copy from any 4
4

oe Bookseller or Bookstall, 2/604000441.44,6*
Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
Each blueprint shows the position of each component and every wire, and makes construction a simple
matter. Copies of " Amateur Wireless" and of " Wireless Magazine" containing descriptions of
all these sets can be obtained at 4d. and Is. 3d. respectively, post free. Index letters "A.W." refer

to Amateur Wireless" sets and" W.M." to" Wireless Magazine" sets.

CRYSTAL SETS

All these 6d. each, post free.
A Daventry-local Crystal Set .. AW185
Centre -tap Set .. WM5o

ONE -VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post free.

Hartley DX -..
Ultra -sensitive Hartley One
Super Reinartz One ..
Long-range Hartley
Special One ..
Reinartz One ..
The A.x

TWO -VALVE SETS

AW27
AWto3
AW127

. WM54

.. WM' x6
WM127
WMi53

All these 1s. each, post free.
Wide -World Short-wave (D, Trans) .. AWt1
Rover 2 (HF, D) . AW53
General-purpose 2 (D, Trans) .. AW55
DX Headphone Two (HF, D) AW134
Ace of Twos (D Pentode) .. AW143
Home Two (D, (Frans) AWr46
Globe DX Two (SG, D) AWI57
East to West Short-wave Two (D, Trans) AWi59
Auto Two (D, Trans) . AWi74
Ali Mains Two (D, Trans) AWI8c)
Loud -speaker America -Two (D, Pentoae) AWigo
Talisman Two (D, Trans) . AW194
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) . .. AWx98
Q -coil 2 (D, Trans) WM62
Crusader (D, Trans) .. WM69
Flat -dweller's 2 (HF, D) .. WM76
Two-Daventry Two (D, Trans) .. WM97
Tetrode Short-wave Two (SG, D) WM99
Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Pentode) .. WM to7
Meteor Two (D, Trans) .. .

Clipper Two (D. Trans) .    WM135
Twinflex (Reflex) . 'WM t 38
Continental Two (D, Trans) ..  .. WM143
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans) . WMI55
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) .. .  . WMI56
A.B.C. z (1), Trans) with copy '"W.M." WY1.16o Is. 3d.

THREE -VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post free.

Hartley DX (D RC, Trans)
Hartley Three

Three -valve Mains Receiver (HF, D, Trans) ..
British Station Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Simplicity Screen -grid Three (HF, D, Trans)
Adaptable Three (D, 2 Trans)
New -style Baffle Three (D, RC, Push-pull-

Price 1/6)
All-purpose Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans)
All -Round Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
All Britain Three (HF, D, Trans) ..

AW63
AWici
AWi o9
AWizz
AW132
AW139

AWi4i
AW147
AWt 55
AW158

ALL
BLUEPRINTS
OF SETS ARE
FULL SIZE

Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AWI6o
Listener's Three (HF, D, Trans) Price 4d. free

with copy of "A.W." , AW169
Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) AWt7z
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW175
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC. Trans) .. AW179
Local and Continental Three (HF, D, Trans

or D, RC, Trans) .. AW189
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW192
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans) .. AWt96
All -wave High-Mag Three (Det. z Trans) .. AWigg
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) AW2ox
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans).. AWzo3
Five -guinea 3 (HF, D, Trans) .. WM29
Britannia (D, RC, Trans) WM67
Pole -to -Pole Short -waver (D, RC, Trans) .. WM89
Glee -singer Three (D, 2 RC) .. WM92
Aladdin Three (HF, D, LF) WM95
All -wave Screened -grid Three (HF, D, Pentode) WM110
Gramophone Three (D, zRC) .. WM115
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WM117
Festival Three (D, 2 LF-Dua/ Imp) .. .. WM i t8
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans) .. WMizo
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) .. WM123
The Q3 (D, RC, Trans) .. . WM124
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WMI29
Simple Screen Three (HF. D, Trans) .. .. WM t31
Dynamic Three (A.C.-SG, D, Trans).. WM136
At Home Three (D, 21(C).. . WMI4x
Short Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) .. WMt42
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) . WM152
Fanfare (D, Trans).. WMI57
Brookman's Three (SG, D. Trans) .. .. WM i6

FOUR -VALVE SETS
All these Is. 6d. each, post free.

Dominions Four (zSG, 17, Tram) ..
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four
'['he Drum Major (HF D. RC. rans,
Music Player (HF, D, RC, Trans)   WM144
Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans) .. WM154
1930 Monodial (2SG, D. Trans) . WM158
All -electric Four (All AC.-SG, D, RC, Trans) WMt6z,

Explorer Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. AWizo
Overseas Shortwaver (HF, D, a Trans) AWx33
Facility Four (HF, D, 2 RC-Q-coil) AW1,54

FBroadcast Picture our (UF, D, 211C) AW163
The Orchestra Four (D, RC, Push-pull) .. AW167
All Europe Four (zHF, D. Trans) AWr73
Stability Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. AW182
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans A, C,

Rectifier) .. AW2oo
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio ( SG, D, RC,

Trans.) --is. 6d. . AWzoza
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio ( Loud-

speaker )-is. AW2ozb
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board) -

9d.
Simplicity (HF, D, 2 Trans) . . WM49
Trapped 3-4 (D, zRC Paralleled) WM6i
Q -coil 4 (HF, D, Trans, RC) .. WM71
Screened grid 4 (HF, D, zRC) .  WM77
Five -pounder Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. WM9
Frame -aerial Four (HF, D, 2RC) WM85
Touchstone (HF, D RC, Trans) WMiog
Reyner's Furzehill Four (SG, D, z Trans) .. WM

.Economy Screen -grid Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WIWI t3
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM x 19
Standard -coil Four (HF D, aRC) WMI22

 WM134
.. WM14.3
.. WM r37

FIVE -VALVE SETS
All these ls. 6d. each, post free.

School 5 (HF, D, zRC) . AW85
1928 Five (zHF, D, 2 -Trans) . WM46

,Cataract 5 (HF, D, RC Push-pull) . WM79
Fidelity Five (HF. D RC) . WMiao
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D,RC, Push-pull) WIVIr46

SIX -VALVE SETS
Is. 6d. each, post free.

Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans)
Adaptor for above (see miscellaneous list

Connoisseur's Six (211F, D, RC, Push-pull)

AW67
AW67a
WM88

PORTABLE SETS

Daventry Loud -speaker Portable (2HF,
D, RC, Trans) .. - AWto7

Town and Country (HF, D, RC, Trans) AWi 11
"Best -yet" Portable (SG, D, z Trans) .. AW136
House Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW163
Arcadian Portable with Linen -diaphragm

Loud -speaker (half -scale) AWt77
£5.5.0 Portable (D, Trans) .. AWifiz
Talisman Portable (SG, D, a Trans) .. AW184
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) AWx88
Chummy 4 (HF, D, RC, 'Frans) WMSo
Chummy 4 (with modification fcr LS and

HT) _ WM8oa
Pilgrim Portable (D. Trans) .. WMo4
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) .. WM t39
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)  WM145
Picnic Portable (D, RC. Trans) .. NAIMi48
Enchanter Portable (zHF, D, RC, Tram) WMi5o

116
1/6
x/6
1;6

i/6

1/6
i/-
1/6

t/6
i/--
1/6
I/6

1/6

AMPLIFIERS
All these is. each, post free.

Utility (RC, Trans) .. AW68
One -valve LF Unit .. AW79
Super -power Push-pull .. AW8ts
Hook on Short-wave .. AWL°,
Purity Amplifier .. AWtoil
Add-on Distance -getter AWt
Screened -grid HF Amplifier .. A x3
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC) AWx62
Searcher Unit (HF) AWx 76
Gramophone Amplifier (3-v.) AW187
Super -power Unit (z v.) . WM11,33
Signal Booster (HF Unit) WMia8
Auditrol Amplifier   WMx32

MISCELLANEOUS

Adaptor for Short-wave Super 6
H.T. from A.C. Mains .. AAWW67733

H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (too v. output) AWtoz if-
L.T. and H.T. Mains Unit (DC) .. AWi 23 x/ --
Knife-edge Wavetrap AWi3t -/6
All -metal Eliminator for H.T. . . AW135 1G -
Pedestal Cone Loud -speaker .. AW164 x/-
Arcadian Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker

rl-
D.C. Unit (H.T.). AAWW:77873
Short-wave Adaptor (1 v.) AW183 1i -
Gramophone Amplifier (3-v.) AW187
High-tension Battery Charger .. AI/Mains Unit for S -8 Valves .. w
Scratch filter AW195 -/6
Simplest H.T. Unit .. Awi,47
Portable Cone Loud -speaker

imple Cone ..
..

: WW1UMPI 1

Buzzer Wavemeter WIVlizi -/6
James H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains WMiz
Lodestone Loud -speaker ' WM126 ti -
Tames H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains .. WMt33 x' -
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit .. . WM147 .
A.C. Mains Amplifier .. .. WM149 xi -
AC. Mains Unit for All -wave Lod stone

Five ...
.

. WMist tl-
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains .. WM159 1/ -

;The three prints are obtainable for as. 61. post free

-(6

When crdering, please send a
Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

Amateur Wireless
Blueprint Dept., 58/61
Fetter Lane - E.C.4
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"LETTERS TO THE EDITOR"
(Continued from page 6o8)

However, they discovered a break under
the base and promptly mended it while
I waited, but still it did not give any
reaction. I was getting a bit fed up; so as
a last resort I took this set to another
local dealer.

Well, to cut matters short, a further
fee-no reaction. This set was improved
a little-two faulty components, a valve
holder and condenser useless. I had not
been able to use this! I had decided to
scrap the set when a friend suggested try-
ing his six -pin coil, and I was surprised to
find that it then worked beautifully and
plenty of reaction. I wrote to the makers
of my coil, and they very kindly said they
would replace it. F. (Birmingham).

P.'S.-These faulty components have
cost me about 2 mare than necessary,
which I can ill -afford

An Excellent Receiver
SIR,-Some time ago I sent you an

inquiry with regard to the "House
Portable." I had not written again,
because I decided to use the unit recom-
mended.

I am writing now to tell you that I have
made up the circuit, and am delighted
with it. For loudness and clearness I think
it could not be beaten.

You might like to know of the following
slight alterations :-
(a) I have made the cabinet front to open,

which is a great convenience.
(b) Blue Spot speaker in the lid, with silk -

covered fret.
(c) An extra lead to H.1% from power

valve. I found this made a big
difference.

I am greatly -obliged- to you for an
excellent receiver. S. (Gravesend).

Hard to Beat
SIR, -I am writing to let you know. of

further results with "Britain's Favour-
ite Three," 1928 design, which, as regards
long-distance reception on all wavelengths,
would, in my opinion, be hard to beat.
On the ultra -short waves I am able to
pull in W2XAF, W2XAD, W8XK, PGJ.,
and Zeesen on the loud -speaker, weather
conditions permitting. Other stations on
this waveband received and verified are
3L0, CJRX, 7LO, 2NM, Monte Grande,
and a great many amateurs.

On the medium waveband I have
received well over 'Go different stations.
With a 5oCT coil and 75 for reaction I can

011 33 stations in on the loud -speaker
almost any Sunday evening. On the long
waves I can at least pull in another eight
stations. F. (Glasgow).

dmitavve

FoToS Valves!
See Advertisement on page boS

First Selection
Forme .0005, .0003.3-, Lissen 400
ohma, Wearite "Q" Coil, 15/-,
3 Lotus valve holders, .0003
S/P Dubilier, 2 meg. do., Lissen
R.C. Unit, Lewcos Choke, 7/6,
Igranic 6-1 L.F., 17/6. Bulgin
P.P. Switch, 4 B.L. Terminal,,'
P.L. Brackets, Igranic Pre-set.

Total £3-13-9
For 1/- extra
WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by 8, 2 Strips,
Tube, Wire, Flee. Plug*. Spades,
16 by 10 Baseboard, 2 1-1n.Dials.
Not C.O.D.

611 err:altar WiretT

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the hack of Dalv's
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.rn. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sundav morning 11-1

COSSOR, MULLARD,
MARCONI, ETC.

VALVES
10/6, 12/6, 15/-.

S .G. 22/6. Pentode 25/-.
COSMOS A.C. VALVES

Splendid 3 -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS
READY TO

USE.
In Handsome

Cabinet.
Receives Lon-
don, 5GB,
5XX, and
many Conti-
nental Sta-
tions. Many
testimonials.
NO COILS TO

CHANGE.
SWITCH THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT (Simplified)
Jack Hobbs, Esq. IN CABINET (Hinged Lid),
(Masical Comedy Star)

AR,g0e11014'

says:
"Please supply me
with another set.
.They are SIMPLY
WONDERFUL."

3 Dull emitter Valves, 2
L.F. Coupled, Dual Range
Coil (200/2,000), Battery
Leads, Grid
Bias, various
panel designs,
Slow Motion
Tuning.8A f WITH MULLARD VALVES. M / NET

PACE:. de CARR. PASS. TRAIN e7/~ CASH
NOT C.O.D.

TALISMAN 2
KIT OF PARTS. A.W., Aug. Sri
.0005 S.M. Condenser, .0002 Re-
action, 2 Spring V.H., .0009 and
Series Clip, 2-meg., Wearite Talis-
man Coil 7/6, H.F. Choke, Lotus
L.F.. Type "J" Formo, P.P.Switch,
Panel, Strip, 8 Engraved Termin-
als, Baseboard, Wire. Plugs, Clips.
49/6 Cash Post Free
Complete Ready to nee in American
Type Cabinet, Power and Detector
Valves, Tested, Tax Paid. 70/-
Carriage 2 6.

EASY TERMS
SET READY TO USE

With Valves.
In American Type Cabinet
100 v. H.T. Battery

2 v. L.T. Battery
Cabinet Speaker with
Cone Unit, Aerial.
12 UV& P Aji, 1 1 /6
THE BEST 2 YET

KNIFE-EDGE THREE
A.W., Sept. 21/24 01r. Reyner)

Second Selection
De Lone .0003, .00633, Ormond
400 ohms, "0" Aerial (any good
make in stock), 15/., 3 Soren,.
Valve Holders, T.C.C. .0003
S/P 2 meg. leak, Lissen R.0
Unit, Y.P. Switch, H.F. Chokr
(any good make) about 5/-1,
Urania 6-1, 17/6, 4 Engraved
Terminals, Brackets, Formo-
denser

Total £2-19-6
For 2/6 extra
WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by 9 2 Strips,
Tube, Wire, Flex, Plugs, Suadro,
16 by 10 Baseboard, 2 4-1n.
Dials. Not C 0.0.

HANDSOME OAK LOUD

SPEAKER CABINETS
13x1312/1111,1

LATEST BLUE SPOT UNIT
66K. 4 pole. 12 months Guarantee.

CABINET, CHASSIS,
CONE & BLUE SPOT
35/11 The Lot

Carr. NETT
1/3 NOT C.O.D.

DARIO VALVES
TWO VOLTS

Universal, .1 amp. m 5,6
Resistron, .1 amp. 5/6
Super H.F., .18 amp.... 5/6
Super -power, .15 amp. 7/6
Ilyper-power, .3 amp. 9/6
Pentodion, .3 amp. ... 18/6

FOUR VOLTS
Universal, .075 amp.... 5/6
Resistron, .075 amp.... 6/6
Super 11.F., 5/6
Super -power, .1 amp.... 7/6
Hyper -power, .15 amp. 9/6
Pentodion, .15 amp. ... 18/6

Post 3d. (3 free)

SENSATIONAL OFFER 1i,4 LC)U1_,
SPEAKER SETS (not Parts)

DE LUXE MODEL
READY TO

USE
In Handsome

Cabinet
Receives Lon -
do n, 5GB.,
5XX & many
Continental

Stations.

Mullard
Master
3 STAR
Circuit

Simplified NO COILS TO CHANGE
JUST SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3* CIRCUIT
This new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and
Old. amateur and experimenter-in fact, EVERYBODY I
EASY TERMS COMPLETE LOT SEND

Set as shown.
S.M. Tuning in Cabinet. 3
D.E. Valves, 100-v. MT.,
2-v. L.T., Cone Speaker,
Aerial.

READY TO USE.
Flat or householder send for
?roposal form. No references.

12/11
First Monthly Instalment.
Balance in Eleven Payments

of

12/11
Carriage Extra.

FOR THE NE W STATION

TALISMAN TWO -THREE
A.W. 5.10-29. (OPTIONAL 2-3 VALVJIS).

Above Set in HANDSOME CABINET. Ready to use.
Complete with 3 D.E. SEND 15/8
Valve's, H.T. Power
Battery, L.T. 2 volts,
Cone Speaker, Aerial
Equipment.
Flat or householder send
for proposal form. No 15/8references.

First Monthly Instalment.
Balance -.in EIEVEN

Monthly Payments of

WE STOCK
J.B. Condensers, R.I. Chokes
Transformers and all usual
products, Lewcos
Chokes, etc., Ekco Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti, Transformers,
Chokes, Anode Resistances,
Cossor, Mallard, Osram,
Ediswan, Marconi Valves,
Varley Chokes and Trans
formers, Ormond Conden
secs, Dials. etc.. etc., etc.

CLARION S.G.3
A.W. 9-3-29

KIT OF PARTS
Any other Condenser, H.F. Choke.

or L.F. supplied, add balance.
2 Variable .0005, 5/9 each.
Reaction, 4/-. 2 Clarion
Dual -range Tunewell Aerial
and Anode, 10/6 each. 3
sprung Valve H. at 1/3.
"3" Formo, 2/.. 1 mfd., 2/6;
.01, 1/9. 3 meg., 1/-. S.G.
ILE. Choke, 5/-. H.F.
Choke, 6/11. Telsen Radio -
grand L.F., 12/6 (or Lotus,
12/6). .0002 and Series Clip
14x7 Ebonite Panel. Screen
81x6. 8 Engraved Terminals
Push-pull Switch, Flex,
Hap, leg. Wire, 2 S.M.
Dials.
7O /-Net Cash. Not C.O.D.

/Post Free U.K.

READY TO USE
For the NEW STATION
CLARION S.G.3

A child can use it.
EASY TERMS
SET IN CABINET

READY TO USE
S.G. Valves, 2 D.E. do.
(2 volt), suitable H.T.,
2 volt L.T., Cone Speaker,
Aerial, etc.
SEND 16/8
First Monthly Payment.

Balance in ELEVEN
Monthly Payments of

16/8
Supplied to flat or house-
holder. Please send for
proposal form. No
references.

LATEST OSRAM
S.G. MUSIC MAGNET

Kit of Parts
OAK CABINET
3 OSRAM VALVES
Instruction ChartL9

WIALVESTHOUT £6-146
V

TALISMAN
"TWO - THREE"

\.\V., Oct. 5/29.
Set of Parts, with Panel and
Baseboard. Best quality
components. All Screws,
Wire, Flex, etc., 59/6

Post Free. Not. C.O.D.
H.T. BATTERIES: -11- 1'. 3, Poet (20/- free). SIEMENS. -60-v., 8/-;
100-v., 13/-; Power, W -v., 13/6; 100-v., 22-6. PERTRIX.-60-v., 8/-
100-v., 131.; 120.v., 15/6: 0.13., LIS. Special Portable Sine, 9x3x3,
100-v., 23/-. Very highly recommended. EVER -READY. --60-v.,
7/-; 66-v., 7/6; 99-v., 11/6; 120-v.. 14 -; Pop. Pao er, 63-v., 13/6;
103-v., P., 24/-; 120-v., P., 27,6. CARMALITE.-0o, ., 5/9; 100-v.,
9,4. Folly elm ranteed. HELLESEN.--0n-v . ,10:6; 99-v . ,18

KITS OF PARTS CIRCUITS
ALL

PLEASE SEND DETAILED LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

Cash Quotation for Orders over 25/ -

EASY TERMS
ON RECEIVERS, SPEAKERS,
ELIMINATORS, ETC., OVER

£ 5
TO SAVE TIME WILL CUSTOMERS KINDLY MAKE

OUT A LIST OF REQUIREMENTS
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PRICE REDUCTION
of the Multi -Range

DIX-ONEMETER
The extensive sale and increased use has enabled a
reduced price to be offered below, the already excep-
tionally low price. DIX-ONEMETERS are now 50/ -
only, a remarkably small price for a meter worth Exo

in comparison with others.
Latest Model. To xst Grade Brit. Eng. Standard.
Mirror Double Scale. Moulded Base. The finest
Precision Multi -Measuring instrument is the DIX-
ONEMETER, the acknowledged Radio standard

beloved by Expert and Amateur.
Imitations of its Bakelite case and mirror scale are
inferior. They lack the 5o Multiple Ranges, the
Precision, the Duplex Scales, Knife Edge Needle,
Accurate Bearings and High figure of Merit. Re-
member that the DIX-ONEMETER is as nearly
electrostatic in its tiny load and can be used at
2,50o ohms per volt. Oa too volts the high value of
25o,000 ohms can be used. Micro -Amps., Milli -Amps.
and Amps. to zoA. Milli -Volts and Volts to 2000 V.
Resistances from 5o ohms to 5o million ohms. All
these are measured with ease on the versatile and

finely made DIX-ONEMETER.

DIX-ONEMETER
50/- only -

Range Multipliers 6/6 each
Electrical and Radio Test Booklet free.

ELECTRADIX. RADIOS,
Apparatus Depot.218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4. City 0191

Perfection at Last.
The "ANTON" Loud -speaker
The acoustic properties of this instrument are excep-
tional. Purity of tone and absence of discord render
it the most perfect speaker obtainable.
Incorporated in this loud -speaker is a new device which
enables one to accentuate either voice or instrument at
will. Double balanced armature guaranteed is months;

PRICE

32/6 In fiiisliged.soed Cabinet of

35/- In Mahogany

Money Back Guarantee.
Obtainable only from-THE ANTILL CO.,

145 ANTILL ROAD, BOW, E.3.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we can strongly
recommend them. No further coils are requited. Send
P.C. for particulars and circuits. FREE.
THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,

Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.

BUILD £20 GRAMOPHONE
for £3 instruction, 3d. Latest Internal Horns

and Motors. Lists Free.

W.H.G. 185, High Street, DEPTFORD, S.E.B.

BEAUTIFY YOUR SET
gado: F3 12 .t

to
Lioix:

Sent ON APPROVAL -you may return at our expense
it you wish to part with it. Used by Radio Press-over

3,000 clients.
PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST 3d.

Pickett's Radio Furniture Workshop' A.M.) BexleyHeath

USE

TREBLE
 DUTY TERMINALS

AND OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK E 5

E LEX HOU HI L ROW LONDON E.C.I

E THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY E.-..-f Leyton Primary H.T. Battery, PI Porous Pot Cells. --...

"g SI & S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly.
E' 1 -cell. 6 -cell. 12 -cell, 30 -cell.
-.7-2 P1 61d. -. 313 ... 519 ... 14/.
"L-=.7 SI 6d. ... 3/- -. 5/3 .- 12/.

:1=--f: "Easeful " Filler : ipint I/-: Pint 116. Post 3d extra E
= Send lid. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to-

THE-..,.., LEYTON BATTERY Co.,
E 305 CHURCH ROAD . LEYTON . E.10

C12

GKT, the short-wave C.W. transmitter
of the well-known coastal station at Portis-
head which handles messages to and from
the big ocean-going liners, will use hence-
forth the wavelength of 26.5 metres in
addition to the other wavelengths already
adopted.

A new short-wave telegraphy station is
under construction at Singora, in Siam.
This station, which has been allotted the
call -sign HS J, is intended for communica-
tion with New York and Yacuiba, Bolivia,
and will be equipped for C.W. transmission
on the wavelengths of 12.9, 15.7, 25, and
37.4 metres.

orModern Gramophones and Electrical
Reproducers," by A. Wilson, M.N., and
G. W. Webb (Cassell & Co., Ltd., London,
ros. 6d. net). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the only book published up to the
present which deals with gramophone
technique in a scientific manner. This is
not surprising when it is remembered that
until a couple of years ago the gramo-
phone was developed entirely by trial
and error and that it is only since the
advent of electrical recording and the
application of electrical impedance methods
to acoustical problems that it has been
possible to put it on a scientific basis. The
book covers the whole range of modem
gramophone technique in a manner that is
easily understandable by the average
reader. It will be invaluable to the designer,
and the ordinary gramophone enthusiast
will find in it much practical advice to
enable him to get the best out of his
instrument and remedy any defects. The
latter part deals very fully with pick-ups,
loud -speakers, and amplifiers, and includes
a section of miscellaneous hints on mechani-
cal and gramo-radio upkeep.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to he brief and
Written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solves all H.T. Troubles.

SELFCHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.

JARS (waxed), 2/ in. x 1} in. sq.. 11 doz.
ZINCS, new type, lad. doz. SACS. 1 2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 9/1, post 9d. Sample unit, 6d.

Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of SI
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

PATENTIL-Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free. --13. T.
King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146 Queen Victoria St., London.

DECORATE YOUR LOUDSPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue 1;-. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England.

EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient
Showcard Writer. We train you by post and sell your
work through our specialized Sales Department. Shoe
Card Service, Ltd., Hitchin.

FIGURED OAK CABINETS.-Mallard Orgola, 15/-1
Mallard Orgola Senior, 23/6; Brookmans Three, 15/-.
Handmade and french polished. Rubber feet. Carriage
paid. Lists free.-Gilbert, Cabinetmaker, Swindon.

ENGINEERS : IMPORTANT NOTICE.-Results now to
hand show that 86 per cent. of our candidates pass their
exams. at the first attempt-a remarkable record, un-
approached by any other organisation, and showing why
we can guarantee "NO PASS-NO FEE." If 86 out of
every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you
remain in the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy "
and investigate. Our handbook, "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES," explains the most simple and
successful home -study methods of passing A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.I.Struct.E., A M I E E.
G. & G. G.P.O., Metric., etc. EXAMS. The book our,
lines Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor
and Wireless Engineering, and includes a brilliant foro
word by Prof. A. M. LOW, in which he shows clearly the
chances you are missing. Send for this FREE HAND.
BOOK now-state subject or Exam.-British Institute of
Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare House, 29-31
Oxford Street, London, W.1.

LINEN SPEAKER DOPE. A special Cellulose Collodios
10 oz. post free, with Hoghair brush, 3/6. See our Adver
tisement on page 604. Moore & Co.

YOUTHS REQUIRED FOR WIRING AND ASSEMBLING.
Previous experience preferred, but not essential. Apply
Eastern Wireless Co. Ltd., Collingwood Road, Sutton,
Surrey.

.SIN E RS
SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
SET A SINQUER

SENTRY!
HE'LL NEVER LET

YOU DOWN.
Double the life of roar cells! Avoid
being let down by a run-outaccumula-
tor. Sinquers tell you the exact grate
Of your battery and warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them in
sad leave them to it.
1/- per carton from most deale
1/8 post free from settle! maker
FIDDIAN BAWTREE &

Oakbill Road, Sutton.
Sole trade distrituters, Erie J. Levee
(Trio) Ltd., 33 Clerkenm .110 teen, E:C.1

L9mpitIve/p4-___A-

wI'FoToS Valves!
See Advertisement on page 603

inatetuNirelesj
COUPON

Availableuntil Saturday,

OCTOBER 26, 1929
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K.C. CONDEN13E3
With knob, dial mil
ilow-motion device,4

1..0003 or .0005 1Li

Without knob, dial or
slow-motion device,
.0003 or 11

.0C

K.C. DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSERS

With Drum Control and slow -

or .0005 -
motion device, .0003 .rfi"K/6
Triple K.C., eselicon-
denser .0003 or MOW ./12/0.
Triple K.C. Coinbin- A It
aliens at .0013 'VLF

MIDGET CONDENSER
A small variable condenser for
panel mounting .00005,
.0001 or .0002 - : 5/6

f unobtainable from your
dealer, write direct to us
giving his name and address.

UBILIE
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Ask your dealer for the osjelt.s
Dutilier Booklet-"A Bit
about a Battery"-it's free.

Dabilier Condenser Co. 4925),
Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3

BC249/V

.tojcioig this
Stall

P0,1111j1S-setlaYi

Set builders-build and own the very
latest radio development, the new 3 -
valve Lotus S.G.P. set. You can buy
the kit for it complete, assemble it in
a few hours and demonstrate to your
friends the greatest range, power and
selectivity of any set this season.
Start building the new Lotus S.G.P.
to -day. The kit contains every unit
you need except valves, cabinet and
batteries and can be bought at your

 nearest retailer's for the modest sum
of £7 12s. Cd. . . . Diagrams and
instructions enclosed.

3 -valve S.G.P. Set
Supplied with main components mounted and ready for imme-
diate assembling. Prepared by the makers of Lotus components

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

. -
To Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., 

Lotus Works, Liverpool tw
Precse send me Free copies of the latest Lotus
Booklets and instructions for building the Lotus

Set.

Name

Address

AW 19! 101 an

KJ

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Adv ertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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There are three reasons for the Blue Spot
66K speaker unit's popularity.

1. The Blue Spot unit, the pioneer of
balanced armature units, still remains the
best loud -speaker unit on the market to-,
day . . . . it lives up to the claims made
for it.

. -

2. It will withstand any amount of vol-
ume and always gives pure undistorted
reproduction -

3. The Blue Spot 66K unit is sold under
guarantee. - Lpok for thespecihl carton
with the price 25'- clearly 'narked.

-. ,
Hear it demonstrated at your dealer's.

. _ .

AND THE CHASSIS
To hear the Blue. Spot. 66K at its best, you must
hear it working with a Blue Spot Chassis. Designed
for' the unit; it is 'simply a -matter of bolting the all -
metal chassis to it,_thc cone is already in po3ition
And there you have a fine speaker.

There are two chassis, the Minor complete with
.

9.1" cone Price 12/6
The Major with 13" cone-- - - Price. -15/-

Your dealer stocks -them !

61(
THE

UNIT
THAT
BLUE

POT
BUILT

Visit. the Blue Spot Stand 3o,
Manchester Radio Exhibition,
City Hall,October iGt13-26th

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6, Great Portland Street, London, W.I.

'Phone: Mus3tEn 863o (4 lines).

Distributors for Northern England,. Scotland and North,
WalesT H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON)
LTD., I00 LONDON ROAD;SHEFFIELD.T Phone:
Sheffield 26006) ; -22 'ST. MARY:S. PARSONAGE,
'MANCHESTER. ePhon Manchester City 3329.)
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